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The PRESIDENT (Hon. B. A. Chamberlain) took
the chair at 10.02 a.m. and read the prayer.

PAPERS
Laid on table by Oerk:
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 -Minister's orders of
3 June 1986 giving approval to granting of leases and
licences (11 papers).
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 -Ministers'
exception certificates under section 8(4) in respect of
Statutory Rules No. 165/1995 and Nos 27 and 33/1996.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Sessional orders
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - By
agreement with the oppoSition, I move:
That so much of the sessional orders be suspended
during the sitting of the Council this day as would
allow notice of motion no. 1, business to take
precedence, to be moved and debated during the time
allocated for general business and for general business
to take precedence over other business until 2.30 p.m.

Motion agreed to.

CITY LINK AGREEMENT
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - I
move:
That the agreements amending the Melbourne City
Link agreement tabled in the Legislative Council on
14 May 1996 be disallowed.

Section 15 of the Melbourne City Link Act allows the
parties to the agreement to change - Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The Leader of the
OppOSition should be able to develop his argument
without starting instructions from Mr Forwood. I
advise Mr Forwood to desist and allow the Leader of
the Opposition to put his case to the house.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I shall start
again. Section 15 of the Melbourne City Link Act
allows the parties to the agreement to change it.
Honourable members have seen the changes come
forward in the form of deeds amending the
concession deed. They are very substantial changes.
In fact, if members examined the changes to the
agreement they would see the documentation
involved is very extensive indeed.
The changes can be revoked by a house of
Parliament if that is done within six sitting days of
the changes being tabled in the house. This is the
sixth day since the tabling in the house, so it is
possible to have this debate. I should point out that
an attempt was made to have such a debate in the
Legislative Assembly but the government refused to
allow a disallowance motion to be moved, which the
opposition regards as quite improper given the fact
that both the minister responsible for the City Link
and the shadow minister responsible for this area
are in the other house.
It is therefore left to the opposition in this house
today to seek to use opposition business time to
voice its concerns about the massive changes that
will occur as a consequence of the changes to the
City Link agreement. I should point out that as we
take the limited opportunity today to put our
concerns on the record, the fact is that very
comprehensive and substantial changes have been
made without any scrutiny by Parliament.
Therefore, in a very real sense it is legislation by
deception because the changes are made without
this house having the opportunity to discuss them.
Even the Minister for Roads and Ports, who should
have the responsibility for the City Link - -

Hon. G. R. Craige - According to whom?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS ·_-It js totally
inappropriate for the City Link to be witJ.in tllP.
responsibilities of th(> Minister for PlaTllllllg and
Local Government, who is responsible fet' pIcu'nin!,;,
local government anrl a whole lot of oth.,,~r contesting
matters together. It is a real indication of the
government's lack of confidence in the Mini&ter for
Roads and Ports in this place that it did not place
this responsibility with him, where of course it
should be. Be that as it may, given his perfonnance
yesterday on a very simple bill, it would have been
amusing to watch the Minister for Roads and Ports
seeking to understand a complex document like the
deed amending the concession deed.
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The deed amending the concession deed and the
master security deed seek to do a number of things. I
want to concentrate on three things: first, the deeds
make a set of amendments relating to concession
notes; second, they make allowances for a decision
of the development allowance authority about tax
concessions; and third, there are additions and
deletions to the project scope and technical
requirements covered by the changes.
I will start with the concession notes. These
amendments seek to clarify the payment date for the
concession notes. It clarifies and facilitates a system
where, instead of paying the concession fees
semi-annually - that is, twice a year - as was the
original agreement, they are converted into notes for
IOUs and paid at a much later date when their value
has,ofcourse,reduced.
The concession fees in their original form were
meant to produce an income stream for the
government estimated to be in excess of $3 billion.
That was to compensate the government for the
$300 million financial assistance that is to be
provided to Transurban, as well as the use of the
land Transurban has. So it was meant to be a form of
compensation for the government.
In fact, the concession period would have already
commenced. It was meant to have been divided into
two periods: one of about 29 years, and the other of
about 8 years. Under the concession deed, in the first
period there were to be payments of a concession fee
of the equivalent of $95.6 million to be paid on a
semi-annual basis; and in the second period the
payment was to be to the state of Victoria of about
$45.2 million, also to be paid on a semi-annual basis.

According to the base case financial model, which is
used by Transurban, the payments by Transurban
are now likely to commence in the year 2013. I refer
to a letter dated 27 May 1996 from the Melbourne
City Link AuthOrity to the opposition spokesperson,
Mr Peter Batchelor, in which - Hon. Bill Forwood - At least this one's got a
Signature.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Mr Richard
Parker writes in response to a request for
information made during a briefing on 24 May. In
respect to the questions he makes the following
points:
In relation to your request relating to concession notes,

I would advise that:

VVednesday,5Junel996
the net present value of concession notes as at
February 1996 according to the base case financial
model is $269 million.
the year of first payment is 2013 under the base
case financial model.

So although the government has been touting that
an income stream of more than $3 billion was
established to pay for the use of land, the
$300 million financial assistance, in fact the new base
case model, which is being used partly as a result of
the changes in this agreement, represents a net
present value of $269 million. That is a bit of a
difference from $3 billion. The letter goes on to say:
if all concession notes are paid out on the last

day-

that is, rather than the year 2013, they are paid out
after the 34-year period the net present value is approximately $130 million.

So we have confirmation from the Melbourne City
Link Authority that, rather than a $3 billion income
stream being provided to the government to
compensate for its financial assistance and its
assistance in terms of land being made available to
Transurban, we could be talking about an amount as
low as $130 million.
Let me indicate for members who may think that
this is not the case, that in the deed amending the
concession deed, the subject we are talking about,
page 8, part 3, under the heading 'Payment of
Concession Note' says:
The payment amount must be paid under this
concession note notwithstanding paragraphs (b) and
(c), on the date which is 33 years and 6 months after the
link expected completion date ('the expiry date') and
this concession note may be presented for payment to
the company at any time after 32 years and 6 months
after the link expected completion date.

So there you have it in black and white - that these
changes allow City Link, or Transurban, to make the
payments as late as 32 years and 6 months after they
have written out the IOUs. What a disgrace! That
would have gone through in the form of a change to
an agreement, without even the scrutiny of this
house, had it not been for the opposition moving the
motion today so we could at least put our concerns
on the record.
I turn to the second point that I want to make about
tax concessions. The government is seeking to
facilitate the tax concession to Transurban, and
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Transurban is seeking a ruling that will allow it to
receive tax benefits, or IOUs, on its IOUs, which it
may not have to start paying until the year 2013 at
the minimum, or as late as the year 2034.
What a shonk! Not only do they not want to pay the
income stream the government had said it would
receive of more than $3 billion - instead of paying,
they will be writing out IOUs for the next 34 years to
the government - but they also want to have tax
concessions on those IOUs they write out, which
they did not pay anything for.
Hon. M. M. Gould - Talk about double dipping!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - What a shonk!
What an incredible situation for Victorians to face!
Not only will they not be paying for perhaps as late
as 34 years, but they also want tax concessions. Of
course one thing is certain: if they do not get these
tax concessions the people of Victoria can expect
Transurban to come back to the government and say
that it now wants to charge higher tolls in order to
compensate it for a failure to get the tax concessions.
Nothing is more certain than that. So, one way or
another the motorists of Victoria will pay for this
aspect of the deal between Transurban and the
government.
The third part of the opposition's concerns involves
changes to the project scope and technical
requirements. It is really a list that details what
Transurban and the government respectively will be
responsible for. What the government will pay for is
contained in the state works and construction
contract, the coordination deed and the works
construction deed. Until now the government has
denied the opposition access to those documents,
which is an issue in itself. The amendments being
brought before the house seek to transfer
responsibility for the payment of certain works
between Transurban and the government, and that
is essentially what this section of the deed does. It is
very extensive.
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I will go into
those in a minute. That is what this is all about. As I
said, the government is seeking to change the
provisions concerning who is responsible not
because of improvements in the design or necessary
changes but because the former minister basically
got it wrong. This is an attempt to try to fix up all of
that. The then minister got it wrong and misled the
Parliament on a number of occasions. I very clearly
recall one example concerning street closures, but it
also happened on a number of other aspects of the
agreement.
In the committee stage of the Melbourne City Link
Bill the then minister made statements concerning
the twin 12O-metre-tall towers proposed for the
Yarra River bridge. At page 1104 of Hansard of
30 November 1995, Mr Nardella is reported as
asking:
Is the government paying for the design features on the
new Yarra bridge - that is, the two 120-metre towers?

Mr Baxter is reported as responding:
The answer to the question is no.

Mr Baxter reinforced that position later in the
debate. At page 1106 of the same volume of Hansard
he is reported as saying:
I have already advised Mr Nardella that the
government is not paying for the work on the bridge.

Those are very categorical statements, but the then
minister got it wrong and misled the house. He was
further questioned on the matter by Mr Nardella,
who is reported at page 1106 as asking:
Why did Richard Parker, CEO of the Melbourne City
Link Authority, tell the opposition at our briefing that
the government was paying for the cladding on the
Yarra bridge?

Mr Baxter got stuck into Mr Nardella and said:

One thing of which we can be certain in relation to
this matter is that the changes are designed to fix up
a set of bungles and statements made by the former
Minister for Roads and Ports, Mr Baxter, in which he
insisted that certain things were the case when they
were later shown not to be the case. That is what
these provisions are about.
Hon. B. N. Atkinson - Departing from your
briefing notes from Mr Batchelor?

Mr Nardella, you weren't at the briefing so you are

obviously getting second-hand information.

Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Neither was
Mr Baxter, because he got it wrong - it was not
meant to be part of the agreement. Now a set of
deed changes which fix the problem and make
Mr Baxter retrospectively correct are being brought
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before the house - at least, the government is trying
to sneak them in without them coming before the
house. It is not a bad little trick! U the minister stuffs
it up in the house - makes a botch of it and gets it
all wrong - you change the agreement to make him
retrospectively correct.
I turn to another part of the agreement. At page 1107
of the Hansard report, Mr Baxter is reported as
stating:
I have already answered that question at least twice for
Mr Narde11a. We are not paying for the bridge or the

cladding.

Again, the then minister made the same point and
reiterated his understanding that the cladding was
not part of what the government had to do. Of
course, it turns out that three of those issues which
Mr Baxter said were not going to be paid for by the
government - the l20-metre towers, the bridge
cladding and the 70-metre yellow beam - will be
paid for by the government. This is all about
changing the deed to make Mr Baxter
retrospectively correct.
Of course, this is not a one-way street. Under the
deed the government will now be responsible for
certain matters and Transurban will be responsible
for other matters. The central point is that the things
Transurban will be made responsible for are nothing
more than the things the then minister mistakenly
and incorrectly said they would be responsible for.
This is about retrospectively fixing up the minister.

But what new responsibilities is the government
being given? In other words, what is being removed
from what Transurban has to do? I will go through
them quickly. At page 1 of 27 of the agreement
amending the concession deed you find that
auxiliary lanes are omitted and are no longer the
responsibility of Transurban.
The following works listed in table 2.1 - Moonee
Ponds Creek, east of W<XXiland Street; Moonee
Ponds Creek near Wallace Crescent; the Pascoe Vale
Road off-ramp; and the noise attenuation barriers are to be deleted from the responsibility of
Transurban. Interchanges referred to on page 3 of 27
are to be deleted from Transurban's responsibility. A
two-lane northbound on-ramp that will allow traffic
from Mount Alexander Road to enter the freeway is
to be deleted from Transurban's responsibility.
Paragraph 2.2 says a new single-span bridge taking
northbound Mount Alexander Road traffic over
Moonee Ponds Creek and some of the noise
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attenuation responsibilities referred to in paragraph
2.3 are also to be deleted. Finally, page 8 of 27 refers
to a range of associated works in relation to the
treatment of Graham Street, which are to be deleted
from the responsibilities of Transurban.
The government has sought to amend agreements
without bringing them before this house,
amendments that make substantial changes to the
original agreement. I do not know the cost of the
deletions, but I hazard a guess they will total many
millions of dollars. As a consequence Transurban
will not only be able to write out IOUs over the next
34 years, but also a whole set of responsibilities
previously in the agreement have been deleted. It
does not have to undertake constructions that would
cost millions of dollars. The amendments were made
by deception; they were not brought before the
house to be properly scrutinised as was the case on
the last occasion when the minister sat at the table
and answered questions about each and every one of
the proposals. The situation in Victoria today is one
of secrecy and of deals being struck under the table
without people being told about them.
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) -The
government opposes the motion moved by
Mr Theophanous. I shall correct some of the matters
he laid before Parliament about which he was in .
error. He did not present some of the issues
correctly - especially in respect of the varying of
the concession deeds laid before Parliament.
As the government has said on a number of
occasions, the City Link project is a major
infrastructure project that will have Significant
benefits for Victoria. On previous occasions the
government has said this is the biggest project since
the Snowy Mountains scheme. It will have
tremendous economic benefits for Victoria directly
during the construction phase and, more
importantly, when it provides vital linkages for
much of the economic and social activities of
Melbourne into the future.
With a major project of this size and nature the
expectation is always that it will be subject to some
changes and variations. That fact has been
mentioned by the government in the public domain.
Most honourable members will understand that
when you build a garden shed, you often begin with
a set of plans and then change your mind about
where you put the shelves, lights and all sorts of
aspects of the design.
Hon. D. A. Nardella -A garden shed!
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Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - I am endeavouring to
deal with a problem.

matters that exaggerate or misconstrue much of the
infonnation provided to them in good. faith.

Hon. D. A. Nardella - You have a problem!.

Extensive and comprehensive briefings have been
provided for opposition members to enable them to
understand some of the issues raised by the project.
Today Mr Theophanous bleated that there had been
no opportunity in the other place to debate the
matter and that that was why he moved today's
motion. However, the shadow spokesman in
another place, Mr Batchelor, made an extensive
contribution to the Assembly on the very aspects to
which Mr Theophanous referred today.

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - Mr Nardella, you
have certain problems but my problem is that
whenever we brief the opposition on this project it
seems to fail to come to grips with what the briefings
are about and what the infonnation means. I am
trying to bring the debate back to your level so that
you can have some appreciation of what I am
talking about. The concept is that even with a minor
project like a garden shed, you make changes
according to the way you want it to function on
completion.
The situation is no different with major projects.
Perhaps members of the opposition who were
involved in construction projects in their union days
are aware of the many variations made to major
building contracts. I have sat through weekly
shopping centre contract and design meetings going
through a whole range of project variations. The
City Link project is exactly the same. It is a major
construction project that needs to be sensitive to
local communities. The project needs to recognise
the traffic implications based on the latest data
available to ensure the government makes the right
decisions for the people of Victoria.
We need to be conscious of the fact that the
developers are taking considerable risks on behalf of
Victoria. We need to ensure that we do not
unnecessarily penalise them with positions that are
not relevant to the conduct, scope or function of the
project in the future.
Many changes will be made to the project. We do
not run away from that fact. We never said changes
would not be made to the project. When the bill was
debated last year the minister at no time suggested
that the entire package placed before the house
would be the end of the matter because it covered
every eventuality that would arise with the project.
That was never stated by the government and,
because of the nature of the project, it never will be. I
should have thought the experience of certain
opposition members in the building industry would
have led them to appreciate the situation with major
projects of this nature. However, it seems they
cannot comprehend; their minds cannot grasp the
scope and importance of the project and the many
matters of detail crucial to its conduct. They
continue to nitpick and express their concern about

The honourable member for Thomastown in the
other place spoke about the City Un!< project during
a debate in that house. In fact, Mr Theophanous has
used the same briefing notes because he raised the
same issues in exactly the same form as did the
honourable member for Thomastown. The
opposition's views have been aired in the Legislative
Assembly, although I appreciate that that chamber
did not have the opportunity to vote on the issue.
The opposition has not brought anything new to the
attention of the house. All the matters canvassed by
Mr Theophanous have been on the record since last
November. The concession and amending deeds
were signed after the legislation was dealt with in
October 1995. It was made clear that a number of
documents would be agreed to after the signing of
the concession deeds and the lead-up to the financial
aspects of the project. It was always said that
changes would be needed. A procedure was put in
place for Parliament to oversee the changes. The
concession deeds were tabled in the parliamentary
library and brought to the attention of Parliament.
The issues being canvassed today are in conformity
with the legislation introduced in October, so it was
anticipated in October that variations would be
brought to the house and that the house should be
informed about them, and that is what has occurred.
There should not be a concern about process, about
the house not being fully informed on the project or
about changes occurring that are outside the broad
scope and scale of the project. The government has
not proposed anything of that nature; Transurban
has not proposed anything of that nature and the
project is consistent with the legislation passed last
year.
Hon. M. M. Gould - It won't be paid back for
34 years.

CITY LINK AGREEMENT
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Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - I take up what
Miss Gould says about the repayment of the
concession deeds after 34 years. I am amazed at the
argument being put about repayment after 34 years.
The opposition wants to have it both ways. I shall
give it some political advice. When political parties
go to the electorate it is a good idea to have one
message to put and to stick to that message. If it
sends out two messages people get confused. The
electorate does not know where the Labor Party
stands, and that is the problem with it. It is out there
saying the project will be successful and that the
developers will rip off Victorians, get a massive free
kick and make millions of dollars at the expense of
Victorian motorists.

Mr Theophanous sought to mislead the house over
some minor matters, but the record should be
corrected. He referred to the bridge towers and the
often-made claim that Richard Parker, the chief
executive officer of City Link, said that the
government would have to pay for the cladding of
the bridges. The opposition claims that that is
inconsistent with what the then minister told the
house. In fact, the suggestion is that the minister
misled the house. That is not true. Mr Richard
Parker denied that he ever told the opposition in any
briefing that the government would be responsible
for the cladding.

Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - You got that bit right.

Hon. B. N. A TKINSON - No, we allow free
access to the information and we have absolute
confidence in the persons giving the briefings. The
problem is not in the information given but rather
that the opposition misconstrues the information.
The minister did not mislead the house; he got it
right the first time. He is not responsible for the
changes to the project, as Mr Theophanous said
today. The amending deeds were signed, as I said
earlier, and the concession agreement concluded in
November 1995. There was never any intention that
those deeds would be the final documents because
other variations were to be brought to Parliament as
provided for in the legislation and in the agreement.

Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - Having said that I got
that bit right, the opposition goes to the public and
says, Wait a minute, they will not pay back these
concession deeds for 34 years and when they do
they will have a discounted value to the state.' In
running that argument the opposition is effectively
saying that the project will not succeed and that it
will not be viable. You cannot have it both ways. The
opposition does not understand that the timing of
the repayment of the concession deeds depends on
the performance of the project. You cannot say that
the project will return a discounted value to the state
after 34 years.
I remind the opposition that if the current
calculations of the project are met the concession
deeds will be paid earlier. The payment of the
concession deeds will reflect the viability and
profitability of the project. The opposition cannot
run the line that, on the one hand, the project will
not be a success, that it is a dead duck and will cost
the state while, on the other hand, say that the
project managers will make millions at the expense
of Victorian motorists. The opposition must decide
what the benefits are to Victoria and where the real
value of the project lies.
The worst~ase position for the state is that if the
project does not work it will return to the state, so
Victoria's position is always protected. The risks
taken by the state were enunciated by the then
Minister for Roads and Ports in November, and
there has been no variation on that risk. In fact, the
variations have improved the position. The state's
position is not at risk and the views put by
Mr Theophanous are not true.

Hon. D. A. Nardella - Were you at the briefing?

The concession deed made clear that a number of
documents had to be agreed after the signing of the
agreement in the lead-up to the financial inquiries.
As is always the case in projects as complex as this,
the documentation is developed progressively that is, consistent with every major construction
project, and even Mr Nardella with his garden shed
should know that! All the supporting contracts and
other material were made available to the house last
year, as honourable members know. As the
documentation progressed small changes were
made. The amendment to the concession deeds
related to five areas: the concession notes, issues
arising from lending documentation between
Transurban and its financiers, the expected
completion date, the project scope and technical
requirements, and other matters.
Mr Theophanous made great play about the
opposition's concern regarding the concession notes.
The agreement provides for concession fees to be
paid in the form of concession notes, as
Mr Theophanous said. The notes are redeemable
when a certain level of return is achieved. It was
always anticipated that would occur around the
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13-year mark. Again the government has nothing to
hide. It recognised that the initial investment cost for
a project of this size would take a considerable time
to secure - well into the life of the project.
That was one of the reasons why the BOOT scheme
was seen as the way to provide the essential
infrastructure project for Victoria. So there is no
running away from that; it has always been
recognised. There is nothing new in that. It is
certainly not new to the opposition although at
times it chooses to misconstrue the information.
The proposed amendments to the concession deeds
that were laid before the house on 14 May that are
the subject of Mr Theophanous's motion involve a
change to the definition of 'concession notes' to
ensure that they are all repaid by the end of the
concession period, that is, the 34-year period that
Mr Theophanous has advised the house of this
morning. That was always the position under the
base case projections for the project.
The need for the amendment arose when the form of
the note was being developed, and it embodies the
principles as set out in the concession deed. The net
present value of the concession fee payments
approximate the value of state works, that is, the
value of the input the state has made as part of its
obligations under the agreement to this project, and
the cost of acquiring land needed for the project. As
honourable members would be aware, the land is
vested in the government; it is subject to agreements
with Transurban but the land remains in
government ownership. It can therefore be regarded
as delayed reimbursement to the state for state
works on the required property.
The opposition is surely not suggesting that the
proposed amendments be opposed, as doing so
would place in jeopardy the state's ability to recoup
its costs over the life of the project. That would be
the outcome of passing the motion this morning. It
would be to say, in effect listen, Transurban, we've
done you a favour; you really don't have to meet
these obligations. The agreement is based on
recouping the government's investment and that is
what the government is seeking.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What, $130 million
out of $3 billion?
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - Mr Theophanous
takes things out of context - and you trip yourself
up! You ought to see the document in its totality and
see what it is all about.
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The other changes to the concession notes that are
the subject of the amendments that have been laid
before the house relate to the replacement of lost,
stolen, mutilated, defaced or destroyed notes, and
the sequential numbering of the notes. These routine
matters are completely consistent with the definition
of 'concession notes' given in the concession deed. I
raise this matter although it has certainly not been
raised but Mr Theophanous in the debate today, and
not because it is important, but it is indicative of
some of the matters of detail that need to be
addressed in the documentation as part of the
ongoing process. That has always been understood
by the government, has always been part of the
legislation, was included in the speeches that
surrounded the passage of the legislation last year,
and was provided for in clauses of both the
legislation and the various agreements attached
thereto. The second area covered by the
amendments laid before the house relates to the
issues arising from the lending documentation
between Transurban and its financiers. That area
covers two different aspects.
Firstly, the definition of 'equity return' was clarified
to ensure that the details of the financing
arrangements between Transurban and its
financiers, as reflected in a lender's model, did not
impact on the state - in other words, again
protecting the state's position. Therefore the only
impacts would be through the financial model
approved by the state, as set out in the master
securi ty deed.
Secondly, the definition of 'project debt' was
clarified to ensure that once the original approval
provided by the development allowance authority
was given, risks associated with the revocation of
the approval of the infrastructure bonds were to the
account of Transurban. This was always the
intention, but some of the detailed wording of the
lending documents necessitated the clarification I
have just mentioned to the house.
If the motion of the opposition were passed today,
the commercial deal concerning the link's expected
completion date -another matter that is covered by
the amendments that were laid before the house would be set aside. As to that completion date, the
commercial deal was that the link's expected
completion date was six months after the expected
date of completion of the works. In other words,
building contracts provide a date when the project is
completed - that is, when works are effectively
completed - and then a fonnal completion or
hand-over date. In this case, when the concession
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deed was finalised the date of financial close was not
known. Consequently, the definition in the
concession deed of the link's expected completion
date was quite complicated. The opportunity has
been taken to amend the concession deed to include
a specific date, while still adhering to the
commercial deal.

by prior agreement with Transurban, there was a
reduction in the value of state works to reflect that
saving. In other words, the state was $20 million
better off and that is reflected in the amendments
that have been laid before the house and that the
opposition is seeking to overturn by the motion
today.

The fourth area of the amendments before the house
concerns a range of clarifications to the project's
scope and technical requirements. The major reason
for the proposed changes is to reflect the savings to
the state as a result of interest rate hedging, as is
normal.

Other changes to the project's scope and technical
requirements include an adjustment in the state's
favour after an audit of the financial model; a range
of other changes made at the time of financial close,
reflecting further refinements and clarifications,
particularly of minor design issues; and corrections
of errors in the original documentation. For instance,
two or three maps were inadvertently omitted from
the original document and they have been
incorporated by way of the amendments.

Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - To fix up the
muck-up!
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON - Mr Theophanous did
not seem to hear what I said: the major reason for
the changes is to reflect the savings to the state as a
result of the interest rate hedging. I suggest that
there will be other changes to the project as well.
They will reflect design changes and take into
account some of the needs of local communities and
different traffic issues, and perhaps even some
matters relating to new building techniques.
As members of the opposition are aware, already the
construction of the tunnel under St Kilda Road has
been changed. Because of concerns expressed by
other landowners in the area and by the Melbourne
City Council about the proposed process of
construction - that is, tunnelling under St Kilda
Road - Transurban was able to embark on a
different process of construction. Now an open cut
on St Kilda Road will move progressively across the
road, and then a lid will be put over the top. St Kilda
Road's traffic lanes will be maintained for the most
part. Two lanes will be lost in each of the
construction stages but St Kilda Road will be
maintained as an open thoroughfare. The project has
construction managers who have taken particularly
the interests of other landowners into account. So
there will be those sorts of changes, but by and large
the major reason for the changes that have come
before the house is, as I have said, to reflect the
savings to the state as a result of interest rate
hedging.
As is normal for projects of this kind and as part of
the project brief, the state had the interest rate risk
until financial close, that is, the risk between the bid
interest rate forecast and the actual market rates at
the time of financial close. The state hedged that risk
and achieved a saving of more than $20 million and,

Three other changes are detailed in the amending
deeds. I am aware that the time agreed on for the
debate is about to conclude. I just mention that the
changes cover insurance requirements, the letter of
credit support, and design documentation. In each
case they are to the betterment of the state's position
on the project.
Indeed, the issues canvassed in the debate on the
motion of the opposition are not worthy of any
change by the house. Certainly the proposed
amendments ought to proceed. The motion to
disallow those amendments is not just improper in
terms of the matters that are covered by the
documents, but it would really be rather foolish and
obviously to the state's detriment to do as the
opposition argues. The amendments do not reflect
any great gain to Transurban from the project, but
they do reflect a continuing refinement of the
project. As I said, the refinement process will
continue over a period because it is a major
infrastructure and construction project.
The process that was laid down in legislation is
being followed, and the matters canvassed by the
amendments are appropriate and will work to the
benefit of all Victorians. I urge the house to reject the
motion.
House divided on motion:

Ayes, 9
Eren,Mr
Could,Miss
Hogg,Mrs
McLean,Mrs
Nardella, Mr (Teller)

Power,Mr
Pullen, Mr (Teller)
Theophanous, Mr
Walpole,Mr
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Noes, 31
Asher,Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter, Mr
Best,Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden, Mr (Teller)
Brideson, Mr
Cover, Mr (Teller)
Craige,Mr
Davis, Mr D.McL.
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood,Mr
Furletti,Mr
Hall,Mr

HalIam,Mr
Hartigan,Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
Knowles,Mr
Lucas,Mr
Luckins, Mrs
Powell,Mrs
Ross, Or
Smith,Mr
Smith, Ms
Stoney,Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty, Mrs
Wells, Or
Wilding,Mrs
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he also found tt -nuch of the material produced by
the governmen
s into that category because it
contains party-}
-leal statements. He also
recommended ti la t, to avoid such practices and
problems in the future, a set of conventions be
developed with the support of both parties.

TItis view is reflected in the second part of the
motion I have moved, which I believe all members
should support. I make clear and place on the record
at the outset·
I recognise that all political parties
in governmt
we produced material that could be
~. political. In that sense, we can all
described a~
point to exan :s - under the previous Labor Party
or under the present government - of the
production of material of a party-political nature, or
at least material that could be construed as being
party political. So in that sense no government is
innocent.

Pairs
Nguyen,Mr

Davis, Mr P.R.

Motion negatived.

GOVERNMENT ADVERTISING
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - I
move:
That this house endorses the Auditor-General's
findings in his report on marketing government
services that the use of public funds for party-political
purposes is totally inappropriate, and calls on the
government to implement the Auditor-General's
recommendation for conventions to be established with
the support of all political parties covering publicly
funded advertising and promotion.

After examining publicly funded advertising
material the Auditor-General makes the important
point in his report Marketing Government Services Are you being served? that the use of public funds on
such material is party political in nature and
therefore totally inappropriate. The first part of the
opposition's motion supports the Auditor-General's
view. If the government rejects the findings of the
Auditor-General and votes against the motion it will
in effect be saying that it does not consider it
inappropriate to have party-political advertising
funded by the state through public funds. It would
be sending the message that publicly funded
political advertising is acceptable.
Not only did the Auditor-General state the principle
that party-political advertising funded by the
taxpayer should not occur and is inappropriate but

The opposition has moved the motion in good faith
and hopes government members will recognise the
fact that, in one way or another, all governments
have been involved in this kind of activity. We hope
they will be prepared to take up the challenge the
Auditor-General has put before us all: to set aside
political interests when in government, develop a set
of conventions, as has occurred in the United
Kingdom and New Zealand, and move the debate
forward.
I recognise that no jurisdiction in Australia has such
conventions in place. The Auditor-General has also
made that point. Attempts have been made in the
pastto-Hon. Bill Forwood - And the Labor Party made
an art form of it.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I just finished
saying that no political party, neithN (he Liberal nor
the Labor party, can say it is innocenl' ill this matter
because there is temptation when in ~overmnent. I
am sure the Minister for Finance would agre(, in his
heart of hearts with that statement.
At the end of the day it is a matter of whether we as
representatives of the people are prepared to move
beyond party politics and think about conventions
for this kind of activity that make sense. If there is
one certainty in politics for those in government it is
that some day they will be in opposition. It is for that
reason and for a variety of other important
principles the Auditor-General has outlined that I
believe we should try to deal with this issue in a
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bipartisan fashion, in the same way that we have
tried to deal with the gun and drug debates.
The Auditor-General has laid down a challenge to'
us. He has pointed out that all political parties have
done it in the past. If politicians have the courage to
move forward on this matter Victoria could take the
lead in Australia by developing a set of conventions
on a bipartisan basis. I make the offer to the
government. the opposition is certainly prepared to
be involved in any process that would result in the
establishment of conventions for the control of
party-political advertising funded by the state. It is
really a question of whether the government is
prepared to take up that offer in good faith and
move the debate forward.
I shall outline examples of some of the changes in
stance between the government and the opposition.
The best example I can find is that of the Leader of
the Government, Mr Birrell. When in opposition he
attacked the then Labor government for a whole
range of what he considered to be politically
motivated advertising campaigns and political
polling. He made impassioned speeches in
Parliament on the principle of not using public
funds for party-political advertising.
On 11 August 1992, Mr Birrell attacked the then
government in Parliament on the issue of
advertising and accused it of squandering public
funds on a proposed television campaign to promote
access to national parks. He insisted that if the
campaign was to go ahead it should be paid for by
the Australian Labor Party, not by the state. He
described the campaign as an attempt to bolster the
image of the ALP. As reported in the Herald Sun of
12 August 1992, Mr Birrell accused the ALP of theft
of the funds being used for that advertising. If
Mr Birrell thought that was the case in respect of an
advertising proposal by the previous Labor
government I suggest he examine some of the
current government's publications, which are
designed for precisely the same reason as the one he
outlined when in opposition: to bolster the image of
the liberal Party. If Mr Birrell is to remain consistent
in any way with the statements he made when in
opposition, he must realise that if it was considered
theft during the Labor Party's period of government,
it must be theft during this government's term as
well.
The Auditor-General identified a number of
publications, advertisements and promotions that
fall into the party-political category. For example, he
notes at page 78 of his report that the government's
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advertising of electricity privatisation was directed
at changing attitudes to achieve support for its
policies.
In the past honourable members have heard the
government say how much it respects the
Auditor-General. It is not enough to say you respect
him when you do not respect his conclusions.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - We can respect him and
disagree with him.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I understand the
distinction the minister is making, but on this
occasion the Auditor-General has come up with a set
of specific examples and a set of conclusions. I look
forward to the minister's contribution to the debate.
If he is prepared to stand up and say this
government has never been involved in political
advertising using public funds, that is fine. He can
take that sort of approach, but that is not the
conclusion the Auditor-General reached.
It is important for members to try to get a feel for
exactly the sort of material we are talking about. I
have here some of the material that has been
produced. As you can see, a massive number of
glossy publications has been put out by this
government.

Hon. Rosemary Varty - And you are saying
they are all party political?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Not all of them;
the Auditor-General did not find that all of them
were.
Hon. Rosemary Varty - He said a few.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - He said that
9 out of the 17 items that he had examined - Hon. Rosemary Varty - Nine out of 17 in only
one area.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - In one area, but
he examined a number of areas; and in other
areas-Hon. Rosemary Varty - Yes, and he said very
few-Hon. D. A. Nardella -So it is all right for very
few, is it?
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - In other areas for instance, he indicated that advertising for
electricity privatisation was directed at changing
attitudes to achieve support for government policy.
That is the central point. The present government
not only tried to change attitudes but also spent
public funds in monitoring attitudes. And of course
we saw that with the Victorian - An honourable member interjected.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That was in a
way the Auditor-General did not find acceptable.
There are certainly aspects of the Victorian Attitudes
Monitoring Study which could be construed as party
political in that they contain - -
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Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! Hansard is
having difficulty recording the debate with the level
of interjections from both sides of the house,
particularly from the government side of the house.
Members will have the chance to rebut the
arguments that have been put by Mr Theophanous
in due course. I ask you to restrain from rebutting
arguments by way of interjection and wait your turn
to speak.

Hon. Rosemary Varty -He didn't say 'was', he
said' could be'.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The present
government was involved in secret polling. We are
concluding that questions about attitudes and
questions about voting behaviour were not made
available to the general public. It offered a $1500
prize to people to try to provide an incentive for
them to fill out the forms and be part of the polls.

Hon. D. A. Nardella - Haven't you read your
own surveys?

Hon. D. A. Nardella -It was a trip to
Queensland.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - They contain
questions on the voting habits of individuals. It is
quite clear that a secret poll by a government which
contains questions - and remember, this was not a
publicly available document - -

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I don't know if
you won it, Mr Smith, but it was a trip to
Queensland; if you filled it out you potentially got a
prize for taking part in a secret poll for the benefit of
the Liberal Party.

Hon. Bill Forwood - Were you in cabinet?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - This was not a
publicly available document.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I have made the
point already - and I do not have to keep making it
for your feeble mind - that I accept that all
governments have been involved in this. My point is
to establish that the present government is also
involved in it to a massive extent and that it is about
time-Hon. Bill Forwood - You are pleading guilty!
Guilty!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is about time
that you adopted a proper approach to this, which is
to develop conventions. This government has made
party-political advertising into an art form.
Whatever the sins of the previous government might
have been, the amount of money expended by this
government on party-political advertising makes
anything that the previous government spent look
like a local chook raffle.

I will run through some of the campaigns the
opposition has identified and their estimated cost.
The Victoria on the Move publications are identified
in the Auditor-General's report. There are many of
them, but one, which was sent out by the
honourable member for Tullamarine, Bernie Finn, to
his electorate, says 'With compliments of Bernie
Finn, MP, the member for Tullamarine'. In other
words, there was assistance to a local member to
send out documentation.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The
Auditor-General has described that as being of a
party-political nature.
Hon. K. M. Smith -It is an information sheet for
taxpayers.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - We estimate the
cost of these publications at $400 000. Another one of
the massive publications that went out all over
Victoria was the Victorians creating the 21st century
publication, which probably cost around $3 million
or $4 million. Another publication, the Commission
of Audit report, cost about $3 million.
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Hon. K. M. Smith - On a point of order,
Mr Deputy President, Mr Theophanous is saying
that these Victoria on the Move publications support
a party-political point of view, because the
Auditor-General has said so. I wonder whether
Mr Theophanous could explain what he sees as
party political in the Victoria on the Move
publications that he is quoting from?
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! In this
instance there is no point of order. That is the sort of
rebuttal or argument that a member is entitled to
raise during his contribution to the debate.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The political
promotion of the State Employees Relations Act,
which was not of a bipartisan nature, cost $800 000.
The promotion known as All Victorians Have
Played a Part in Rebuilding the State cost $130 000.
The Proudly Victoria supplement cost $150 000. The
Visions of Victoria cost about $2 million. The
original Workcover is Working advertisements,
which were very objectionable to the injured
workers out there, cost in the vicinity of $3 million
or $4 million.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - To whom?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Fortunately
those ads are not as objectionable now, because of a
change in direction by the Workcover authority. The
Education News publications cost about
$1.8 million. The PR Attack on the Federal IR
Policy - what a disgrace, to attack another
government's industrial relations policy and to use
public funds to do it through advertiSing - cost
$400 000. The hospital cutbacks promotion - an
attempt to overcome the reality that these cuts
actually occurred - cost $500 000.
The 1993 economic statement advertisemeIlts cost
$150 000. The Do the Right Thing pamphlets cost
$150 000. 'The Schools of the Future advertisements,
which were a disgrace, cost another $99 000. The
DSE promotion of LAP testing cost $500 000 -notwithstanding the fact that if you asked parents
about LAP testing you would be told that it has been
an abysmal failure. The Better Roads publication
cost $50 000. The Keys to life campaign cost
$500 000. The Classrooms of the Future campaign
cost $SOO 000. The City Link advertiSing cost
$1.5 million. The Linking Victoria Project cost
$300 000. The DSE newspaper supplements and
Back to School showbags cost $3.2 million. The
ambulance dispute advertisements cost $70 000. The
doctors' dispute advertising cost $28 000. And
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finally, the privatisation advertising was more than
$11 million and was an absolute disgrace.
Hon. R. M. Hallam interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - In response to
the interjection by the Minister for Finance, the
Auditor-General identified particular advertising
and I will be happy if the minister is prepared to go
only to the point of agreeing with the
Auditor-General - he does not have to agree with
me. The minister is not prepared to go to that point
and until he is, he should not interject about what
the Auditor-General said and about what I might
say. My point is to simply reinforce what the
Auditor-General has said about political advertiSing
in this state and emphasise how disgraceful it all is.
The Auditor-General examined the publications and
said they emphasise many of the positive
achievements of the government. However, they
also contain a number of strategically placed
photographs of government members, particularly
the Premier. The Auditor-General makes the point
that it is not appropriate to promote the government
in the manner used in those publications. It is not
appropriate day after day and week after week to be
putting out the types of publications I have in my
hand, which have photographs of the Premier on the
front of them.
I have a whole host of those publications with me.
The 20 or so yellow tags honourable members can
see attached to the 15 publications I have in my hand
are attached to pages which contain photographs of
either the Premier or other government members.
The Auditor-General specifically recommended
against that kind of practice.
Hon. Rosemary Varty -On a point of order,
Mr Deputy President, the Leader of the Opposition
has gone out of his way to interpret what he thinks
the Auditor-General is saying and 1S attributing
meaning to the AudHor-General's statements. I ask
the Leader of the Opposition to actually quot.e what
the Auditor-General says in the report because in the
context of what the Leader of the OppOSition just
said he was trying to reinterpret what the
Auditor-General has said and attribute to the
Auditor-General something he did not say.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! Mrs Varty
is quite right in what she says but there is no point of
order. The strength of a member's argument is
determined by the vote of the house and other
members will have an opportunity of pointing out
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any failings they believe exist in the arguments of
fellow members. There is no point of order.
Mrs Varty will have an opportunity during the
course of the debate to discuss any of the comments
the Leader of the Opposition is making that she
considers to be incorrect.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The
Auditor-General drew attention to the extent to
which the promotion of the government and of
individual ministers within the government is
taking place in these advertisements. This example
of trying to build an image and of trying to promote
the government is just one small part of the attitude
of the government on the spending of public money
in this area. Taxpayers paid for virtually all of the
Liberal Party's election campaign in 1992.
Hon. Bill Forwood - In 1992?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That is right,
because DDB Needham worked on that campaign
and was subsequently awarded a $1.8 million
contract for the sale of the SEC. It is not just a
question of these promotions being party political in
nature; deals are also done for the benefit of the
Liberal Party, as occurred in that example. Of
course, according to material compiled by AIM
Data, which is an independent media analyst based
in Sydney, the government's expenditure for
advertising increased by apprOximately 38.9 per cent
between January 1994 and January 1995. The
expenditure on advertising is increasing and much
of it is party political in nature.
One thing that epitomised the outrageous spending
of taxpayers' funds was the erection alongSide the
Tullamarine Freeway near the Melbourne
International Airport of the now infamous billboard
which depicted a larger-than-life Mr Kennett and
which cost Victorian taxpayers $SO 000 - $SO 000 for
a photograph promoting the Premier! Honourable
members should compare that expenditure of
$50 000 with the fact that the government was not
prepared to give $45 000 to the Grey Sisters. Of
course, the Grey Sisters are not as high a priority as
putting a photograph of Jeff Kennett on a billboard
on the Tullamarine Freeway! It was a short-lived
sign.
Many worthwhile programs could be paid for from
funds currently used by the government for political
advertising. The opposition has estimated the
government has spent about $54 million on political
advertising. Let us contrast that spending with the
fact that when it comes to real funding - -
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Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I gave you a
considerable list of examples. I look forward to you
coming back with a list. The funds spent on political
advertising should be spent on projects that benefit
Victorians. For example, the Transport Accident
Commission's campaigns on road safety and so on,
which are designed to save lives, have been cut
back. While the amount of public funds spent on
political advertising for the Liberal Party is
increasing, campaigns that make some sense and
actually save lives are being cut back.
The preschool budget received an $11.5 million cut.
Surely the minister is not trying to suggest that
$11.5 million has not been spent on political
propaganda by the government! If the government
had cut some of its propaganda it could have used it
on preschool education. It could have picked up
$11.5 million overnight by cutting its political
advertising budget.
An analysis by the opposition found that 92 political
advertisements appeared in suburban newspapers
during the period from 29 January - when the
federal election campaign began - until
27 February. The advertising blitz was a blatant
political exercise targeting key federal marginal
electorates such as Chisholm, Isaacs, Bruce,
Dunkleigh, Ballarat, McMillan, Wills, Latrobe,
Deakin and Jagajaga with political advertiSing about
the local Liberal Party candidates. I have an
extensive list which I will be happy to show to the
minister. The newspapers carrying the
advertisements included the Frankston Standard, the
Ringwood Mail, the Cranbourne Sun, the Berwick
Leader, the Moorabbin Standard and the Hume
Observer - and the list goes on. Those
advertisements appeared in that short period.

Hon. R. M. Hallam - Is that part of the
$54 million?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS -Of course it is
part of the expenditure being used to promote the
government for party-political purposes, and it is
totally inappropriate! The New South Wales Carr
government produced a document called Carr
Government Achieving. Although it is not dissimilar
to the documents produced by the government in
this state, the Carr government paid back the cost of
the publication.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - Why?
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Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It was partly
because of political pressure, but there was another
important reason: New South Wales, unlike Victoria,
has an upper house that is not controlled by the
government. I reinforce my point that unless
political pressure is brought to bear such things will
occur. The Victorian government controls both
houses of Parliament and it is able to do what it
wants. It is able to spend public money in whatever
way it likes; there are no controls on the way money
is spent.
Conventions have been put in place in the United
Kingdom precisely for that reason. No reasonable
person would argue against those conventions,
which provide that content, tone and presentation
should not be party political. It is not acceptable for
the government to say that because no previous
government has done so, it is not going to do so. If
the government accepted that principle it would not
do anything about any situation. If you take the
argument to its logical conclusion just about
anything that is tackled - such as the drug or gun
debate - would not be dealt with because former
governments did not tackle it. It is nonsensical!
The UK convention provides that public funds
should not be used to finance pUblicity for
party-political purposes. The rule governs not only
decisions about what is or is not published but also
the content, style and distribution of what is
published. The conventions established in other
jurisdictions have worked. A New Zealand
convention is based on the following principle:
A government should not ... disseminate material that:
is designed to promote, or has the effect of
promoting, its interests above those of any other
parliamentary grouping;
is designed to secure, or has the effect of
attempting to secure, popular support for the
party-political persuasions of the members of the
government.

Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - In answer to
Mr Forwood, the conventions do exist.
Hon. Bill Forwood -If I want to know that I can
read page 109 as well as you can!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You can read
what?
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Hon. Bill Forwood - Page 109. That is where
that comes from!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am quoting
directly from the New Zealand document for your
information, Mr Forwood.
Hon. Bill Forwood - It is in the back of the
Auditor-General's report, Theo!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - That may be the
case, but it is important to point out the conventions
in New Zealand. The documents are available for
honourable members if they are interested in
pursuing the matter. We can develop guidelines
which provide that information published should be
accurate, and truthful without being misleading or
deceptive. Information should be politically
unbiased, lawful and relevant.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I agree.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You say that you
agree, Minister, but if you agree wholeheartedly it
takes only a small step to establish a set of
conventions to ensure it occurs.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - You said they were there
already.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - No conventions
apply in Victoria, but conventions apply in the UK
and New Zealand. Minister, you know as well as I
do if the roles were reversed and you were standing
here, you would be arguing in exactly the same way
as I am about the need for such conventions.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - I would start with the
definition of what is party political.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I take up the
interjection of the minister. The minister should read
the conventions and principles associated with the
conventions; they provide a definition of the term
'party political'. The New Zealand conventions
provide guidelines on scope, principles, standards
and accountability. It is not adequate to say, 'There
is no definition of party political', because there are
definitions. They were provided by the
Auditor-General and they have been provided in
documents that were produced in the UK.
Hon. Bill Forwood - You haven't defined it.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - I am happy to
accept the definition of what constitutes
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party-political documentation and what does not as
set out in these documents. The documents deal
comprehensively with these issues. I as an
individual may have a definition of what constitutes
party-political advertising, but the definitions
contained in the documents can be applied.
The central issue is that the opposition
acknowledges that it does not have all the wisdom
on this issue. We want to develop a set of
conventions on a bipartisan basis. We are making a
direct offer to the government to work out a set of
conventions so that this problem never occurs again.
We could say, 'Here are the conventions, here are
the standards', and it is a matter of applying those
standards. That has occurred in New Zealand and
the United Kingdom and is what should occur in
Victoria. The opposition is making a genuine offer to
the government to develop conventions that can be
implemented. It is doing nothing more than
supporting the views outlined in the
Auditor-General's report. I urge members opposite
to think carefully about the motion, which is not
overly critical, but is one that supports the principles
outlined by the Auditor-General and seeks to have
conventions developed on a bipartisan basis. The
motion ought to receive the support of all members,
and I urge honourable members to support it.
Hon. ANDREW BRIDESON (Waverley) - The
house has just heard the normal 15 or 20-minute
Wednesday morning diatribe from the Leader of the
Opposition. The government agrees with the
principle set out in the motion. Both sides of politics
agree that public funding for political purposes is
inappropriate, but the government rejects totally the
offer that it establishes conventions with the support
of all political parties. It does not believe public
funds were used for party-political purposes. It does
not consider it necessary to have conventions.
It was put to Mr Theophanous many times during
his contribution that if he thought this was such a
serious issue why did he not implement the
proposals during the 10-year period of the former
Labor government's administration. He had no
answer to that. The government rejects the motion
and the arguments advanced by the opposition.

Mr Theophanous failed to mention the behaviour
and attitudes of the former Labor administration to
criticism by the Auditor-General. Mr Theophanous
is demonstrating that he is the master of double
standards. He is the ultimate hypocrite. It is the pot
calling the kettle black.
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Mr Theophanous failed to mention the
Auditor-General's supporting comments: that
ministers and departments have accepted in good
faith some of the recommendations of the
Auditor-General and are implementing those
recommendations or considering implementing
them in the future. Mr Theophanous failed to advise
the house in relation to party-political
advertisements, particularly the electricity
advertisement, the response of the Department of
Treasury and Finance. He failed to produce any facts
or definitions of what is party-political advertising.
He failed to produce examples from the material put
to the public of party-political advertising. He failed
to say that the Auditor-General states on page 13 of
special report no. 39:
The absence of relevant Victorian conventions makes
any assessments relating to the propriety of publicity
funded advertising and promotional material a matter
of judgment.

I remind Mr Theophanous that the electorate had its
say at the last election. I now refer to some of the
scandals that occurred during the administration of
the former Labor government. In September 1984
the Cain government hired a $62 OOO-a-year market
manager to revamp $26 million of publicity services
and promote the image of the government. Of that
budget $12 million was spent on radio, television
and press advertisements, while another $2 million
was spent on advertising agency fees. There were
313 full-time and 31 part-time publicity officers
employed in government departments costing
$8 million!
In March 1988 freedom of information requests
revealed the government had spent $3.57 million on
promoting and advertising the Youth Guarantee
Scheme despite a damaging report from the
Auditor-General. It does not matter what
Auditor-General's report one looks at, every report
is scathing of the administration of the then
government.
In the Auditor-General's April 1988 report he
examined the administration of the then Department
of Labour. Expenditure on market research and
advertising was evaluated and the Auditor-General
said this:
Under the department's occupational health and safety
and youth guarantee programs consultants were
engaged to conduct market research and advertising
campaigns. At 31 December 1987, costs of consultancies
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for market research and advertising campaigns
exceeded $S3S 000 and $1.370 million respectively.

The report goes on and is even more damning. It
says:
The department was unable to provide evidence to
audit, indicating:
the basis on which monitoring and assessment of
the market research consultancy had been
undertaken; and
that appropriate benchmarks and objectives had
been set at the commencement of the advertising
campaigns or that the effectiveness of the
campaigns had been evaluated.
!h~ Au~tor-General

went on to make suggestions
line With some of the suggestions in the current
Auditor-General's report, and the Labor Party failed
to put them into practice. Today the Leader of the
Opposition is claiming that we ought to stand
together and implement such conventions.

ID

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. ANDREW BRIDES ON - There is yet
another example, from August 1991, of the Labor
government's rorting and scandals. It employed a
company called Thomson White and Partners/FCB
to produce a media campaign to promote the
manufacturing industry for the then Department of
Manufacturing and Industry Development. What
was the cost? It was $485 000 - for a party-political
advertising campaign.

Back. in 1991, the same company ran a two-stage
media awareness campaign for the then Department
of Labour. All honourable members will remember
the Wageline advertisements - not long before the
election. What was the cost of that venture? It was
$848 994! Would you believe that ahnost half of that
amount did not gain approval from the State Tender
Board?
Another rort was the engagement of Republic
Advertising, at a cost to the taxpayer of $768 000.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Jobs for the mates, this one
was!
Mon. ANDREW BRIDESON - It certainly was,
Mr Forwood. What was this promotion? It was to
explain Victoria's electronic gaming machines. Who
receives a mention in this? None other than a former
member, David White. And $268 000 was not put to
tender.
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Between 1989 and 1992, another former Cain
government media unit adviser or employee, David
Withington, received $268 000 in consultancy fees.
Of course he was appointed project manager by the
Office of Gaming.
Another person worthy of mention is Barry
Donovan, a former head of the Cain government
media unit. He had only eight consultancies, but
between 1988 and 1992 he was paid $191 000 by the
government. Some of those consultancies lasted six
months. The interesting thing is that as soon as one
consultancy finished, the following day there was
another for Mr Donovan.
The rorts continued. In the Auditor-General's report
1986-87, reference is made to contracts that were let
for the engagement of consultants to conduct
overseas advertising campaigns for then Victorian
Tourism Commission, on which $2.56 million was
spent. The Auditor-General states that:
These were entered into without first forwarding the
supporting documentation to the Effectiveness Review
Committee and State Tender Board. In both these
instances the commission engaged the advertising
agencies without first calling for competitive tenders ...

Honourable members interjecting.
Mon. ANDREW BRIDESON - In the November
1990 report part 7 is headed 'Advertising, promotion
and public relations'. The Auditor-General states
that:
Advertising and promotional expenditure on Met
Ticket incurred by the PTC during 1989-90 amounted
to apprOximately $1.8 million ...
Public relations expenditure incurred by the Ministry
of Transport in relation to Met Ticket amounted to
$970000 during 1989-90.

What was the success rate of those campaigns? They
were abysmal failures and the Auditor-General has
gone to great lengths to say so in that publication.
As we are talking about government wastage an
interesting aside is the excessive printing of tickets. I
know the Minister for Transport in the other place
has had a lot of fun putting the facts on the record.
Part of the wastage was the amount actually spent
on printing the tickets. Enough scratch tickets were
printed for 137 years. That's how many tickets were
printed. It's just another example of the wastage
inflicted on the public of Victoria by the previous
government.
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What are some of the positive aspects of the
Auditor-General's report on marketing government
services? I refer to some of them. On page 3, under
point 1.1.2:
The audit found that major marketing campaigns were
generally well planned and managed.

Under 1.1.4:
... a contract set in place in 1992 which consolidated the
purchase of media space and time has strengthened the
government's negotiating power and resulted in
considerable savings.

At page 4, under point 1.1.6:
Most advertising and promotional material examined
during the audit was found to be clearly aligned to
organisational objectives.

There is no more telling point than that. Last week in
answer to a question without notice the Minister for
Tourism reported on the successful tourism
advertising campaign. That campaign, as all
honourable members know, won Australian and
overseas gold awards for its effectiveness.
On page 7 of the Auditor-General's report, under the
heading of 'Marketing principles', the following
appears:
Sound planning and management frameworks were
found to be in place for most of the major campaigns
examined.

The Auditor-General also says that the campaign:
... achieved by the Victorian Workcover Authority and
Tourism Victoria, could result in reduced costs for
some organisations.

There is another positive point. It is important to put
on record also the response at page 14 by the
secretary of the Department of Premier and Cabinet
that:
The report is a review of advertising, not a review of
marketing.

The secretary continues:
The government's marketing strategies are embedded
in the corporate and business plans of departments and
agencies and government advertising needs to be seen
in this context. The report does not do this ...
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Notwithstanding the difficulties with the narrow focus
of the audit, the report makes a number of useful
suggestions, many of which have already been
implemented.
The government does not accept audit opinion that
some of its published material is inappropriate.

I said before that I would put on the record the
response on page 79 of the report that the
Department of Treasury and Finance does not
consider that the advertising was party political.
In relation to electricity industry reform, the

objective of that advertising campaign was to merely
inform the public of the changes that were to take
place; in no way was it party-political advertising. If
honourable members can recall those
advertisements, the views of many people were
sought; they were filmed expressing those views;
and that was played on television, and so on. In the
campaign, which was entitled 'Expert speaks', the
views expressed in the advertisements were the
views and opinions of the people participating in the
advertisements. They certainly were not
party-political advertisements: the purpose of the
campaign was to inform the public.
There is probably not much more we can say about
the issue. The Leader of the Opposition has failed to
produce facts, to give his definition of party-political
advertising or to produce examples of party-political
advertisements. While we agree in principle that
public funds should not be expended on
party-political advertising we reject
Mc Theophanous's offer in good faith to establish
conventions. The motion will be put to the test in
due course and it will fail .
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) -It
is wUortunate that the government will not take the
opportunity to fix a problem that has transcended
both Labor and, according to the Auditor-General's
report, coalition governments. We have the ability to
put many radical changes in place and yet the
government is not prepared to establish on a
bipartisan basis conventions to minimise the amount
of political advertising undertaken by governments
and paid for by the public purse.
It is not a new phenomenon: when we were in
government Mr Birrell consistently slated us for

political advertising. I am not saying we were
correct; I do not believe we were. We should not
have undertaken political polling paid for out of the
public purse. But this government should not try to
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justify its political polling paid for out of the public
purse just because we did it in office. That is not a
logical argument. It was wrong to do it then and it is
wrong now.
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were forced to foot the bill they should at least be
able to see what they paid for'. That was Mr Birrell's
position in April 1988. He progresses the argument
on 20 September 1989 where he is quoted at
page 554 of Hansard as saying:

Hon. Bill Forwood - Yes!
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I agree.
Hon. Bill Forwood - We don't do it!
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - You do it, and it is
wrong! When you say something you should mean
it. You cannot say something in opposition and
change your mind when you get into office. It is not
right to rort the system and misuse public funds,
regardless of who is in government. That is one of
the guiding principles, whether you are in
opposition or in government.
Hon. Bill Forwood - You have different
principles now you're in opposition!
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I was not in
government at the time, but that does not excuse
anything. The fact that we did it in government is
not justification for this government to rort the
system and use public funds for party-political
polling. On page 873 of Hansard of 21 April 1988
Mr Birrell is quoted as saying:
These opinion polls are a vital political tool for any
political party. When they cost nothing and are
conducted in secret the value is enhanced enormously,
but I challenge the government to come clean on its
extensive public opinion poll program and to release
those opinion polls, if it has nothing to hide.
The bottom line is that the government should abandon
immediately its plans to spend further sums on the
opinion polling program.

Hon. Bill Forwood - Did you do it?
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - No, but that only
supports the view I am putting today. Those polls
should have been released.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - But they weren't.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - No, but they should
not have been conducted in the first place. Mr Birrell
went on to say that it was a classic waste of
taxpayers' resources. He said, 'The Premier has been
caught out using public funds in an improper
manner for political projects and that as taxpayers

Honourable members will be aware of my interest in
discovering how much money has been used on public
opinion polls done in secret by the government, and
designed to find out what today's flash issue may be,
with the objective of turning that into a government
statement
Recent freedom of information documentation
provided to me discloses a rather chilling expose of
how far that has gone. The opinion polls done by the
government at the community's expense are part of the
idea of either distorting or covering up the truth, or
massaging the message, based on short-term whims.
The Premier has claimed - and I believe it to be
untrue - that this is done to provide extra information
for the community about delivering services and
programs. I therefore query how the Premier can justify
spending public money on behalf of the Australian
Labor Party ...

Mr Birrell accused the ALP of party-political polling
and used the freedom of information legislation and
the legal system to find out what that polling
entailed. It is wrong for the government to now try
to justify its position on the basis that it could not get
access to party-political polling then. It cannot
justify its position by saying, 'The Labor Party did it
so we can do it'. The motion before the house is
designed to keep Mr Birrell to his word and to tell
the government that an opposition should be
truthful and accountable for what it says from the
day it becomes the government.

What a fallacious argument! We are asked, 'Why
didn't you do it when you were in government?'. I
believe we should have done it. Our performance in
government was second to none on a number of
issues. For example, we extended access to
information under the Freedom of Information Act
after the Hamer government had put it in place in
the 1970s. However, this government has cut back
and put restrictions on FOI access, putting it way
beyond the reach of ordinary people and certainly
the oppOSition.
A set of conventions must be put in place to ensure
that whatever political party is in power cannot
misuse its position for party-political polling, to
which Mr Theophanous also referred in his address
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to the house. There is no justification for the
continuation of such polling using public funds.
One needs only to examine the sorts of questions
asked in the AMR Quantum Victorian attitudes
monitoring survey to realise their party-political
nature. The survey asks about privatisation; the
public transport system, other transport related
issues - such as how people rate country Victoria's
road system overall; gas and fuel; the SEC; the TAB;
the health system, job opportunities in the state and
so on. One question in the survey is, 1 would say
there is an awful lot of people badly off in this state'.
It asks questions about crime, ethnic affairs issues,
recreation and education. The government can then
use this information in a biased way without giving
any other political party access to it.
The survey is capped off with the question: how do
you vote? If that is not party political, I do not know
what is.
Hon. Andrew Brideson -It is not.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - Is it not party political
to ask someone how he or she votes? I suggest it
certainly is when it is the last question in your
survey and you do not let anyone else know the
results. It is illogical for government members to
argue it is not party political when opinions are
gained and voting patterns and trends are assessed;
yet that information is available only to the
government to use in its own sectarian way. The
problem with such surveys is that they are not made
available to the rest of the community, so people are
unable to make up their own minds and work
through some of the issues raised. But that would
occur if we had open government.
The previous Labor government was always
criticised by the opposition of the day for not being
open, but the tables have turned. We now face the
hypocrisy of the then opposition saying, 'It's okay.
We can do these things because we are in
government and we have the upper hand'. That is
not good enough. When the opposition has asked for
the results of these sorts of surveys and gone to the
Administrative Appeals Tribunal it has been denied
access to the information. When in opposition
Mr Birre1l insisted that he and the opposition should
have access to the results of party-political polls.
However, he and the government are now reversing
the position. His double standards are obvious.
Worse still, the government spent $500 000 on
AMR Quantum's research since 1993 for a three-year
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project. But when the opposition went to the AAT
seeking that information the government informed
the tribunal it did not have the information, that any
hard copies of it had been destroyed by
AMR Quantum, and that the opposition could not
have access to it because it was on a hard disk
somewhere. The government said it was not its
responsibility because AMR Quantum had the hard
disk at its office. So, because the company is not on
government property and it is not a government
agency, the information is inaccessible to the
Victorian public or the opposition. The government
paid $500 000 for information to which no-one can
gain access. What an outrageous situation!
The government, the opposition and the community
are unable to access that information because it is
now in a private company in a computer
somewhere, probably in South Melbourne. That
should not be allowed to occur, regardless of who is
in government. The conventions that must be
developed for good government and probity in
Victoria should be modelled on those in
New Zealand and the United Kingdom.
Hon. Bill Forwood - I love it when you guys
give us New Zealand as an example.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - When it comes to
probity I have no problems quoting New Zealand
because it has taken the first major step in ensuring
that governments, because of their incumbency,
cannot corrupt the political process or spend public
money for private political surveys and monitoring
services. That is why I quote New Zealand and the
United Kingdom. They have actually had the
strength, courage and backbone to put together
conventions that protect their communities and the
integrity of their political processes. I have no
problems quoting conservative governments that
have put together conventions that benefit their
respective communities. That is what we should be
doing in Victoria.
Mr Brideson made some most inconsistent remarks.
He said he agreed with the principle of having
conventions to ensure no private polls or advertising
of a party-political nature were paid for from the
public purse.

He agreed with the principle. But then, in an
absolute turn, he said he rejected the offer for a
convention. Now why would you agree with a
principle, but then reject an offer for a convention, if
you ever agreed with the principle? Because if you
agree with the principle of having probity within the
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government, where the government cannot and
should not be in a position to be able to rort the
system, you would agree with the motion before the
house, you would agree with setting up a bipartisan
committee to look at the conventions that should be
put in place, and you would agree to work through
things like definitions of party-political materialfor example, how that material is checked by an
independent body - to ensure that public funds are
not used in a party-political way.
But he does not in a real sense agree with the
principle because he does not in a real sense agree
that we should work through these issues in a
cooperative way. That is the sad part about it. We
are putting to the house today that we should, as a
mature society and as a mature government and
opposition, be able to deal with very complex
issues-Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - You may laugh,
Mr Forwood, but I do not think issues like drugs are
a laughing matter. We can deal with those types of
issues and with prostitution issues, but when it
comes to making sure that there is probity in the
government of the day, regardless of whether it is
Labor or liberal - I disregard the Nationals; they
are just an appendage - we should have those
guidelines in place.
It is serious when we hear the inconsistent
argument. Mr Brideson says it is a matter of
judgment whether political advertising has been put
in place, yet he quotes an Auditor-General's report
from when we were in government and says that his
matter of judgment for that means that we were
wrong; but when we bring the same issues to the
attention of this house now, it is okay, because his
party is in government. So he can go and waste
taxpayers' money and throw it to the wind. The
priorities of government members are not the
communities they represent; their priorities are to
benefit only themselves in a party-political way.
To wind up I say that today we have an opportunity
to put together a bipartisan position and a set of
conventions that we can all live with, whether we
are in opposition or in government. This
government, when in opposition, agreed with those
principles through the attacks that it placed on us,
and the community should not be placed at a
disadvantage in these types of circumstances, just
because the government and the opposition change
their benches. We must have that probity uppermost
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in our minds today. I urge honourable members to
support the motion before the house.
Hon. ROSEMARY V ARTY (Silvan) - The
government not only does not support the motion
but also does not support the arguments that have
been put forward by speakers on the other side.
They have not only not proven their case but have
been more than usually hypocritical in their
approach to it. They are always hypocritical about a
range of things, but this one has to cap them all.
They have talked about proving the case on political
advertising - and they say they have established
that - yet Mr Theophanous talked about
$54 million worth of advertising; he must have had
to define political advertising to arrive at that figure,
yet he had the gall to come in here and not even
define what he means by political advertising. Then
all of them say, 'Look, we've all been naughty boys
and girls in the past; we are coming here now with
good faith and we want you to accept us in good
faith and on good trust and abide by the rules'.
To hear this lot talk about abiding by the rules is just
beyond comprehension. Abiding by rules? In the
whole 10 years that you lot were in government, you
not only did not abide by the rules; you rewrote the
whole set of rules to suit yourselves. You did not
abide by any of the standing conventions of
government, whether it related to financial
management, whether it related to lease back, or
whether it related to the up-front payments that
some of your previous ministers managed to
obtain - something like $54 million I think it was,
too; it just happens to equate with the figure that
Mr Theophanous suddenly comes up with for
political advertising.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - He didn't have a
convention for that one.
Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY - No; that was a
totally new convention. And what did the
Auditor-General say about that? But you are not
prepared to accept what he said about all of that.
You come in here, admit you are wrong and
suddenly say you now want everyone to abide by a
set of rules. And yet you will not define what you
mean by political advertising. You have not once
come up with an assessment of what political
advertising is. You embark on a long-winded
exercise of holding up various documents saying,
'We think this is political advertising' and then start
to quote what it is that the Auditor-General is
talking about. I will get to that in just a moment.
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One of the other points made was that the Premier
should not appear in any documentation. What
absolute hypocrisy! Are we talking about
government, or are we talking about the
bureaucracy running the show? Are you putting the
proposition that the public service should nul the
show? Is that what you were trying to postulate that never on any occasion should any advertising
contain any picture of any member of Parliament?
Who do you want to put in it?

Mr Theophanous quoted some figures about
increases in advertising costs. Let me put it on the
record: in 1983-84 departmental advertising costs
under Labor were $2.1 million; when we got to
1989-90 those figures had risen to $7.1 million -that
is not a bad sort of an increase. In fact, it is far
greater percentage-wise - Hon. D. A. Nardella - What is it now?
Hon. ROSEMARY V ARlY - It is far greater
percentage-wise than anything that he talked about.
The number of people who were involved in those
advertising campaigns reached sky high. The
absolute hypocrisy of Mr Theophanous was evident
when he talked about ministers on our side of the
house and about campaigns that he says they were
involved in that he - not the Auditor-General says were party political, because a lot of the ones he
talked about were not even discussed by the
Auditor-General.
The Leader of the Opposition has dreamed up a
whole lot of other issues which means he has to
define for himself what political advertising is.
When the Leader of the Opposition was the Minister
for Consumer Affairs in the former government - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You're a lightweight.
Hon. ROSEMARY V ARTY - You were
certainly a lightweight as the Minister for Consumer
Affairs.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I did a good job.
Hon. ROSEMARY V ARTY - We know all about
it! I refer to page 718 of Hansard of 9 October 1991
where the Leader of the OppOSition, who was then
Minister for Consumer Affairs, is reported as
responding to a matter raised in the adjournment
debate by Mr Cox, a former member for
Nunawading Province, about the Renters Have
Rights campaign.
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Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - Don't you think they
do?
Hon. ROSEMARY V ARTY - That is not the
issue; we are talking about an advertising campaign.
The total cost of that campaign in 1991 was
estimated at $474000, including $335 000 for agency
fees. The Leader of the Opposition talks about
rorting the system and party-political issues, but one
has to ask where those agency fees went. I shall be
interested to hear from the Leader of the Opposition
on that issue. And he has the audacity to talk about
party-political advertising!
Turning to what is in the Auditor-General's report, it
is worth repeating the comment made by
Mr Brideson about the fact that although the report
is entitled Marketing government services it really
deals only with advertising. One of the problems
with people in government, whether it be the
Auditor-General or members of Parliament who
have never worked in the private sector, is that it is
difficult for them to come to grips with what
marketing is about.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Never worked in the
private sector?
Hon. ROSEMARY V ARTY - You certainly
haven't.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - I have worked in more
factories than you will ever work in.
Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY - The report in
question deals almost exclusively with advertising.
Honourable members who have been involved in
marketing campaigns will know that a range of
issues are dealt with in those campaigns, only one of
which is advertising. For the Leader of the
Opposition to make a judgment about the
effectiveness or politicisation of a campaign based
on only one element of that campaign not only does
the Leader of the Opposition a disservice, it also
does the Auditor-General a disservice when the
Leader of the Opposition tries to reinterpret what
the Auditor-General has said.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What do you think
he said?
Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY - I will tell you
what he said. Lead with your chin,
Mr Theophanous. Of the seven dwarfs on the other
side of the house, the Leader of the Opposition has
to be Dopey!
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At 1.1.2 of his overall audit conclusion, which is
found at page 3 of the report, the Auditor-General
states :
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on from the perception of what a marketing
campaign is about. The response states:

That is not the proposition put by the Leader of the
Opposition. Not only was the Leader of the
Opposition putting a political argument, he was also
trying to run an argument that all campaigns are
bad. The Auditor-General states at 1.1.3:

The department does not support the conclusions
reached and believes audit has incorrectly reached
those views as a result of restricting the audit
examination to the major advertising (electronic and
print) initiative which occurred during the
March/ Apri11995 period. The Auditor-General's
report, despite its intended focus on a total marketing
concept, has not taken into consideration the broader
program of communication .. ,

In relation to general marketing, planning and
management was found to be poor with activities often
conducted without documented objectives ...

That response shows that the premise on which the
Leader of the Opposition has based his argument is
absolutely unsubstantiated.

The audit found that major marketing campaigns were

generally well planned and managed.

That does not relate at all to the proposition put by
the Leader of the Opposition. The Auditor-General
states at 1.1.4:
Almost half of the costs associated with public sector
marketing relates to advertisements placed in the
media.

Again, the Leader of the Opposition has
inappropriately tried to reinterpret the point made
by the Auditor-General. The Auditor-General goes
on to say in 1.1.6:
Most advertising and promotional material examined
during the audit was found to be clearly aligned to
organisational objectives.

If you take the argument of the Leader of the
Opposition to its extreme, he was asserting that all
departments are running politically motivated
campaigns. That is not what the Auditor-General
says.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous-- That is not what we
are saying.
Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY -<.' 'n1at is what you
are trying to postulate. 111e Auditor-General goes on
in 1.1.6 to say that in the case of some publicly
funded material propriety was a matter for debate,
yet the Leader of the Opposition tried to paint a
black-and-white picture about whether material was
politically motivated.
At page 51 of the report one finds a response to the
Auditor-General's findings on behalf of the
Department of Treasury and Finance. That response
makes it very clear what the department's attitude is
to the statements of the Auditor-General and follows

Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. ROSEMARY VARTY - No, you made an
interpretation of what the Auditor-General said. The
Leader of the Opposition was not prepared to
present any supporting arguments and just tried to
reinterpret what the Auditor-General said - he has
not even come up with a definition of party-political
advertising.
Hon. T. E. Eren - What does it mean to you?
Hon. ROSEMARY V ARTY - It is your debate.
The government wants to hear from the opposition
on the issue because the opposition is nmning the
argument. The opposition should tell us what it is
trying to do.
At page 77 of the report the Auditor-General goes
into some detail about items that he considers were
party political in nature. Let u-; examine those fom
or five points and then make an as::.eSSfllf'rlt (If
whether they are true or false '-' d~:<;pit(' the failllle
of the Leader of the Opposition to ((.me lip wHh ,my
definition of what party-politjraJ lY\Pi;ins. TIw first
item is:
Ten years of J.abor mismanagement has crippled om
public transport system with inefficiency and massive
debt.

Does the Leader of the Opposition say that is not
true?

Honourable members interjecting.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT -Order! Mrs Varty
has the floor. The interjections from both sides of the
house make it impossible for Hansard, me and other
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members to follow the debate properly. I ask
members from both sides to desist from making
constant inteIjections.
Hon. ROSEMARY V ARTY - The next item says:
Given the economic tightrope that has been placed
around Victoria's neck by the previous Labor
administration, the recession and often rampant
industrial action by militant trade unions, the
Employee Relations Act is a crucial means by which
that rope can be loosened and ultimately removed.
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Auditor-General's report and he brought a lot of
other material into the debate. No amount of
conventions will determine whether an item is party
political or whether it is something else. It is a matter
of the interpretation of those conventions and the
way they are applied. Regardless of whether any
conventions are in place, the Auditor-General may
still have to determine, even after applying those
conventions, whether in his view there is an issue. In
spite of Mr Theophanous's claiming we are all
suddenly holier than thou and we will all agree to a
wonderful new set of conventions that would solve
the problem, it would not.

Does the opposition say that is not a true statement?
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - It is a political
statement.
Hon. ROSEMARY V ARTY - That is absolute
rubbish. The next statement says:
The election of a Liberal-led coalition government
ended a decade of what is now recognised as the worst
period of public administration by any government
since the Second World War.

That is a statement of fact.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You might believe it, but
it is untrue!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - What did Mark
Birrell say about political statements when he was in
opposition?

The Auditor-General has criticised a very small
amount of advertiSing. He has not come out and
said it definitely is or definitely is not political,
because there is no test to apply. It is purely a
subjective assessment made by him. Similarly,
because Mr Theophanous has not provided a
definition, his assessment must be subjective. He
will not tell us what it is! The Auditor-General has
had the guts to criticise parts of the government's
advertising and to explain why he has done so.
Mr Theophanous has not proved his case at all. We
do not support the motion and we will certainly vote
against it.
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - I shall
make a couple of comments in support of the motion
moved by Mr Theophanous and in response to
Mrs Varty, who stated that the Auditor-General's
report commented on the planning and
management of the marketing and advertiSing
campaigns undertaken in the public sector.

Hon. M. A. Birrell - 1 said they should not occur.
The DEPUTY PRESIDENT - Order! This is the
second time within 60 seconds that 1 have had to ask
members on both sides of the house to cease
constant inteIjections. Mrs Varty is referring to
comments made in the Auditor-General's report.
Every member who wishes to have an opportunity
to make a comment about those quotations from the
Auditor-General's report can do so during their
contributions to the debate. 1 ask honourable
members to use the appropriate means for comment
rather than by inteIjection, which is disorderly and
which does not assist the good debate that usually
occurs in this house. I ask members to desist from
comments and inteIjections.
Hon. ROSEMARY V ARTY - 1 shall deal briefly
with the issue of conventions. It was amazing that
Mr Theophanous did not realise that the
conventions were set out in the back of the

My reading of the report revealed to me that a
number of criticisms made by the Auditor-General
were based on the fact that there was no planning,
research or data available. The Auditor-General said
there were a number of deficiencies in the evaluation
of the effectiveness of advertising and marketing
campaigns. He referred to the large number of
occasions when little research or data was available
to assess the effectiveness of a campaign. The
Auditor-General said other factors that could be
taken into account were not made available to him.
That is another indication that the advertising and
marketing campaigns were not successful and
therefore resulted in a waste of taxpayers' money.
The report said more than $130 million was spent on
marketing campaigns for the public sector. The
Auditor-General also reported on the need to ensure
that appropriate research is undertaken, especially
on marketing strategies which may affect
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non-English-speaking communities. This would
ensure the marketing and advertising campaigns
were culturally appropriate and put in the
appropriate communication modes to reach
different ethnic communities so that the programs
did not go off the track again wasting taxpayers'
money.
The Auditor-General also criticised the inability of
the government to control or monitor the companies
it employs to undertake marketing and advertising
programs. He further criticised the fact that no
guidelines existed to monitor the shifting approach
of the community during a campaign and no
strategy existed to redirect a campaign after any
changes are noted.
Hon. Rosemary Varty interjected.
Hon. M. M. GOULD - I prefaced my comments
by noting that the Auditor-General raised a number
of issues. He said little or no research had been done
and no monitoring procedures were in place during
the course of campaigns to pick up any changes in
community attitudes towards the government's
strategies. As a result he said the campaigns could
miss the target and be a waste of money. We must
ensure that such strategies are put in place.
The Auditor-General reported that one of the
reasons the programs were not in place was because
the cost was too high. Under the general rule of
thumb companies involved in strategy programs set
aside apprOximately 10 per cent of the total budget
of a particular campaign to fund research and data. I
agree with what Mrs Varty said about marketing: it
is not all advertising - I accept and acknowledge
that. When undertaking marketing and advertising
strategies, researchers must ensure that sufficient
money is set aside to guarantee that appropriate
research and monitoring is undertaken during the
course of the campaign to check that the outcomes
are being achieved. Millions of taxpayers' dollars are
going down the tubes because campaigns are not
having the desired effect! A considerable amount of
money was spent by the government on its
electricity campaign. I shall raise a couple of issues
on that matter when the sitting resumes.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
Hon. M. M. GOULD - Prior to the suspension of
the sitting I referred to the Auditor-General's report
and its criticisms of the lack of structures in place for
the planning of marketing strategies to ensure they
have the desired outcome. I also referred to the
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advertising campaign promoting the privatisaton of
electricity utilities.
Prior to the sale of the utilities the research shoved
the community did not understand the
government's proposals. The government devEioped
a strategy to inform the community so that by the
end of the advertising campaign it would knov
what was going on. You all know what happer.ed!
Because of the lack of appropriate planning thE
market research conducted at the conclusion 01 the
campaign showed that the objectives were not
achieved; that the community still did not
understand the proposal for privatising the
electricity utilities. Not only did the campaign :'lot
increase the community's understanding of thE
proposals, but the negative attitudes towards he
government's proposals increased. The campagn
cost $1.3 million of taxpayers' money, but it did not
work because the appropriate strategies were not in
place and money was not allocated to ensure the
desired outcomes were achieved.
The Auditor-General referred to party-politica
advertising regarding 9 out of 17 items produ~d.
The information gathered by the Australian
attitudes monitoring survey is not available to the
public and, as Mr Nardella said, is probably kEpt
under wraps in a computer somewhere in Sou:h
Melbourne. The monitoring survey raised a nunber
of issues. It looked at party-political issues ane
issues not related to Parliament or the state
government. For instance, it surveyed social SECUrity
benefits for sectors of the community, which u a
federal issue. It is inappropriate for taxpayers'
money to be spent on surveys not related to sote
government administration. The monitoring s·.uvey
also canvassed the voting intentions of members of
the community - that is a private matter and is not
something about which the government shoul:i seek
information.
The Auditor-General raised a variety of issues
regarding the inappropriate use of taxpayers' noney
and achieving desired outcomes. He referred 10 the
fact that the earr Labor government of New S)uth
Wales conducted surveys similar to those conducted
by the Victorian government but was require( to
reimburse the money. Will this government rtpay
the $300 000 cost of the advertising campaigru? The
results of the surveys have not been made available
to the public. Will the government agree to develop
guidelines for monitoring campaigns so that 2
convention can be established on a bipartisan basis?
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The opposition has referred to the approximate
$130 million cost spent on advertising and
marketing of government initiatives. By not
implementing appropriate strategies the
government has abused the privileges given to it by
taxpayers. The answer to the Auditor-General's
report, 'Are you being served?' is obviously no,
we're not. The community is losing money and is
not being served. I ask honourable members to
support the motion for establishing a convention to
ensure taxpayers' money is not misused in the
future. I commend the motion to the house.

It is important to put a few facts on the record about
what the Auditor-General has said. He has clearly
said that the number of what he sees as
transgressions are very small. lhroughout the report
he says that by and large the system is being run
with great probity. Time and again, he says things
are in his opinion; in his judgment; that it is a
question of judgment; that it is a grey area. There are
qualifications like that throughout the report. There
has not been any lack of probity. It needs to be said
that his words are that they are grey areas; they are
matters of judgment.

Hon. C. A. STRONG (Higinbotham) - I oppose
the motion because, firstly, it will not achieve what it
seeks to do and, secondly, it illustrates the hypocrisy
of the opposition. Although the Deputy Leader of
the Opposition has outlined how she would run a
marketing campaign, Mr Nardella, in trying to be
all-embracing, says it does not matter whether
members sit to the right or to the left of the chair;
everyone should have consistent views on issues. He
said the former Labor government was guilty of
conducting party-political advertising, but he did
not say that at the time - it was not prepared to
admit to those transgressions. It is only now when
the Labor Party is on the opposition benches that it
admits to those things.

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Where are you
quoting from?

There is hypocrisy in saying we need to be
consistent when by their own presentation in this
place today they put a different position from that
put when they were on this side of the house.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Another example of
hypocrisy is hearing Mr Theophanous reading a list
of publications that he said were party political. He
listed many more publications than are referred to in
the Auditor-General's report. He then proceeded in
the most breathtaking fashion to go through and
make up - which is the only way to describe it - a
cost for each of the particular issues, all of which
came to something like $54 million. It is just a
breathtaking figure, invented out of thin air.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You tell us how
much it is.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - I am about to tell you.
On page 19 of the Auditor-General's report it says
$18.8 million for all the publications. It is just
unbelievable how you make these things up!

Hon. C. A. STRONG -If you read the report
you would know, Mr Theophanous. If I could now
turn to why this is a pointless motion - Hon. D. A. Nardella - What, the
Auditor-General's report?
Hon. C. A. STRONG - No. If you had listened
to my introduction you would have heard me say
that I oppose the motion because of your gross
hypocrisies, and because what is sought to be
achieved by the motion will not work.
Why is it that no jurisdiction in Australia has such a
convention? Because the nature of advertising will
still be a question of judgment at the end of day. The
Auditor-General looks at New Zealand and Great
Britain where there are such conventions. I can
distinctly remember that when I was in New
Zealand last year the papers were full of this type of
thing. One side was accusing the other of rorting
advertising or not living by the convention. Because
these are and will always be questions of judgment
and they will always be grey areas, all a convention
does is give a different benchmark on which to
argue.
Those who read the international papers will know
that currently such a debate is being conducted on
the same issue in the United Kingdom under John
Major. That is why no jurisdiction in this country
has such a convention. To elaborate on that, I turn to
page 109 of the Auditor-General's report where he
talks about the conventions that are in place in New
Zealand and Great Britain. Specifically talking about
the one in New Zealand and the framework there,
he refers to what is permissible:
A government may, for example, disseminate material
that
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Then we go down a bit and he says:
A government should not, for example, disseminate
material that
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You have declared yourselves guilty, whereas we
are not.
I reject the motion as absolutely irrelevant and a
display of hypocrisy in the extreme. I urge the house
to vote against the motion.

is designed to promote, or has the effect of

promoting, its interests above those of other
parliamentary groupings ...

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - This doesn't do that?
Hon. C. A. STRONG - Just listen to me and you
might understand what I am trying to say. If you
think about that, if a government is promoting its
policies and getting its messages across, that is a
legitimate use, according to the New Zealand
convention of spending public money on
advertising. If a government is promoting a party
policy, then it is deemed not to be a legitimate use.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Like privatisation,
for example.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - It will always be an
extremely fine line. Just think about the two things I
have just read out. How difficult will it be to say:
here I am promoting a government policy; we, a
party elected to government, will promot~ a
government policy, which is the party policy of the
government - and that is legitimate Hon. T. C. Theophanous - It is not legitimate.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - According to the New
Zealand convention it is, and that is what the
Auditor-General measures it against. On the other
hand, to promote and advertise a party policy is not
acceptable. Obviously that will always be a matter of
extremely fine judgment. It will always be a grey
area.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - TIlat is why you
need conventions. You are supporting my point.
Hon. C. A. STRONG - The value of having such
a convention is doubtful in the extreme. In
conclusion, I ask: what is the difference in the way
we have handled advertising from the way the
members opposite handled it when they were in
government? We used careful judgment, and
maintained extreme probity in drawing that line
because we know what is right and what is wrong.
We have followed that judgement, and we have not
in any way breached the considerations. Whereas
you on the other hand did, and the ~uditor-G~eral
clearly said you did; you have admitted you did.

Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika) - The
opposition has moved a motion today based on the
findings and recommendations of the
.
Auditor-General. I make it absolutely clear that In
voting against this motion honourable members will
be voting against the Auditor-General's findings and
recommendations.
Government Members - Wrong!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - TIlat will be the
effect of voting against this motion.
Government Members - Wrong!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The motion is
absolutely clear: that this house endorses - not
what the opposition says, not what I say, but the .
Auditor-General's findings. That is what the motion
says. It says also that the house endorses the
Auditor-General's call to establish conventions.
So it is quite clear and it ought to be cle~ to e~ery
member here that if he or she votes agamst this
motion, he or she is voting against the
Auditor-General's findings and against the
Auditor-General's recommendations about
conventions. Nothing is clearer than that, because
that is exactly what the motion says.
It is easy for people to try to drum up examples of
advertising campaigns that might have been
undertaken in the past. Mrs Varty raised the
question of the Renters have Rights advertising
campaign. When the advertising was pr~p~ I as
the minister responsible did not agree WIth It. I
thought renters had responsibilities as well as rights.
As a result the campaign was not 'Renters have
rights' but 'Renters have rights and responsibilities'.

Anybody can defend or attack an individ~al
viewpoint, as the Minister for Industry, Science and
Technology has done and as we on this side of the
house have done; but at the end of the day when the
speeches and the attacks are over, we should vote
for the Auditor-General. It is not good enough to
say, 'You have not adequately defined what y~u
mean by political advertising', and I w~ ~~lain
why. It is not so much a question of definition as one
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of standards and guidelines. Various established
standards can be used as the basis for a set of
conventions. For instance, advertising material
should not denigrate another political party; such
material is certainly political in nature. The
advertising undertaken by this government did not
follow a standard.
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House divided on motion:

Ayes, 9
Eren,Mr
Gould,Miss
Hogg,Mrs
McLean,Mrs
Nardella, Mr

Hon. Bill Forwood - We advertised that you
wrecked the state. That's a fact!
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - It is an opinion,
and it is your opinion! It is not our opinion and it is
not the opinion of the 46 per cent of the Victorian
public who voted for the ALP. Members of the
government have a responsibility to respect people's
opinions as highly as they respect their own, but
they have not done it and they do not intend to do it.
That type of advertising should not be undertaken
by the government, it should not be paid for by the
Victorian people and it should not denigrate another
political party. It should not put forward points of
view that are contested. If the government wants to
advance its points of view, the other party should be
allowed to advance an alternative. If you want to
advance the opinion that privatisation is great for
Victoria, fine. However, you must give equal space
to the opposition because it does not agree with you.
The 46 per cent of the population who voted for us
do not agree with the government and they have a
right to have their points of view put forward.
Material that seeks to promote the government or its
ministers rather than provide information should
not be paid for by the people.
There are other examples such as the vilification of
others. Sometimes government advertisements vilify
people on the basis of their race, gender, religion,
political opinions or physical disabilities. The
advertisements ought to accord with certain
standards. Members of the opposition will pursue
this matter and, given that the government refuses
to vote for the Auditor-General, will come back to
this place with our own bill that will set standards
and guidelines. Then the people of Victoria will
know that one political party will in government
introduce those conventions on their behalf. We will
put them on the table. Essentially, the motion is
about whether honourable members want to vote
for or against the Auditor-General. I urge the house
to vote for him.

Power, Mr (Teller)
Pullen,Mr
Theophanous, Mr
Walpole, Mr (Teller)

Noes, 32
Asher,Ms
Ashman,Mr
Atkinson, Mr
Baxter,Mr
Best,Mr
Birrell,Mr
Bishop,Mr
Boardman, Mr
Bowden,Mr
Brideson, Mr (Teller)
Cover,Mr
Craige,Mr
Oavis, Mr O.McL. (Teller)
Oavis, Mr P.R.
de Fegely, Mr
Forwood,Mr

Furletti, Mr
Hall,Mr
Hallam,Mr
Hartigan, Mr
Katsambanis, Mr
I<nowles, Mr
Lucas,Mr
Luckins,Mrs
Powell,Mrs
Ross,Or
Smith,Mr
Smith, Ms
Stoney,Mr
Strong, Mr
Varty,Mrs
Wilding,Mrs

Pairs
Nguyen,Mr

Wells, Or

Motion negatived.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Employee Relations Commission: decision
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS ijika Jika) - I refer
the Minister for Industry, Science and Technology to
the decision of the Employee Relations Commission
of 15 December last year in which it strongly
criticised the government for amending the
Employee Relations Act to remove a statutory
entitlement for employees to be paid for overtime.
Given the commission warned this would result in
discrimination, confusion and exploitation, why has
the government failed to amend the act to protect
Victorian employees, and will the minister give an
undertaking to do so?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I am not too sure that
the Employee Relations Commission criticised the
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government. It might be the way you would
interpret it.
Hon. T. C. Tbeophanous - It said it would lead
to discrimination, confusion and exploitation.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I think the word used
was criticism'. 'That is an unfair reflection on the
Employee Relations Commission. I welcome its
advice and its input, even that received before I
became minister. But the government does not have
plans for legislative change in that area.
I

Public sector: accrual accounting
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS (Gippsland) - Will the
Minister for Finance advise the house on progress in
the shift to accrual accounting in the Victorian public
sector?
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
am very proud to report today that we have on this
occasion formally released a trial consolidated
financial report of the Victorian government. In fact,
it was released by my colleague Alan Stockdale, the
Treasurer of this state, earlier today. I make the
point that, sure, the report goes to 30 June last year
and I acknowledge it is unaudited, but in fact it is a
massive breakthrough. It represents a first for the
public sector. I suggest it is not only a first for the
public sector in this state but it has great significance
on an intemationallevel as well.
Apart from the logistics of bringing together every
arm and agency of government into one report, it is
a very impressive document on three counts. First of
all, it brings government into line with the
accounting and reporting procedures and standards
that apply in the private sector. So, to that degree the
report is well understood and, I submit, very
welcome indeed.
In terms of transparency, accountability and better
assessment of the stewardship of government, I
suggest this document is very Significant indeed. In
addition to that, it formally includes the asset base of
the state, which in itself is a major breakthrough.
'That raises a whole range of sensitive issues, as
Mr Theophanous would understand, such as how
we might go about the valuation of those assets and
how we might address the issue of depreciation. I
acknowledge they are very big decisions, but this is,
for the first time, a document that records and
recognises the assets themselves. On that basis
alone, and particularly in terms of the management
of those assets, it is a great start.
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However, this document is even more significant on
one other count: it introduces for the first time a
report in respect of the public sector of the state
which is prepared on an accrual basis as opposed to
a cash-based accounting system. That means simply
that the report is based on the recognition of the
transactions as they actually occur rather than the
cash implications or results that flow from the
transactions. It is a great advance in that context
because it overcomes the opportunities for
governments to manipulate the time differences that
that involves and, indeed, to camouflage the real
financial position of the public sector. I might just
say in passing that the previous government was
particularly adept at doing that.
More importantly, what it does based upon accrual
accounting is give managers throughout the public
sector real information on which to base their
management decisions. It is not so much the value of
this document itself that I bring to the house but the
basis on which it is compiled. because it seems to me
the breakthrough is in respect of the improvement in
the information that we give to our managers. I
point out that we can hardly expect our managers to
take good decisions and to do so consistently if we
do not provide them with the appropriate and
timely information on which to base those decisions.
The report released today by the Treasurer is a major
breakthrough, and I extend my genuine
congratulations to the Treasury officers who have
been responsible for bringing it about.

Employee Relations Commission: annual
report
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
refer the Minister for Industry, Science and
Technology to the 1995 annual report of the
President of the Employee Relations Commission
which criticises the government's industrial relations
legislation because of its failure to give the
commission compulsory powers of conciliation and
arbitration. Given that this is the second occasion on
which the commission's president has highlighted
deficiencies in the Employee Relations Act, will the
minister give an undertaking to the house to amend
the act in line with the commission president's
recommendations?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I, too, read the Age
article yesterday on this point.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Have you read the
report?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I have certainly read
part of the report.
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Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
thank Mr Smith for his question. He has not been

known in the past for his strong support for
anti-smoking campaigns - -

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - So, you haven't read
the report?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Not cover to cover. It is
usually the sort of thing I take home for the weekend
and look forward to reading!
It is unfair to say the report is critical of the
government I am sure that would not be an
interpretation the Employee Relations Commission
would want put onto its words. In our view the Age
report does not accurately reflect the president's
views in the annual report, but I would certainly
expect the president to report to the Parliament on
matters like procedural difficulties and issues of that
nature, because that is exactly the charter under the
act and that is exactly why we would want that
report. The president comments on the operation of
the act over the past year, as required by section 104
of the Employee Relations Act 1992. It is entirely
appropriate for the President to be able to put
forward her views.

The Age article also said that the president criticised
the unfair dismissal system on the grounds that
workers favoured the federal jurisdiction. It was
pointed out that the Victorian system differs from
the federal system. That is a deliberate decision of
this Parliament We know that the Australian Labor
Party disagreed with that; it presumably voted
against that proposal at the time. But that is a
decision of the duly elected Parliament of Victoria,
and I will not apologise for that decision-making
process.
The Victorian system does offer reinstatement; the
Victorian system does not offer compensation. This
is a deliberate government policy. It may be that
some people do not share that view about the
deliberate government policy, and we are happy for
people to express their views on that. But if the
question is, 'Is that government policy going to
change?', the answer is no.

Quit campaign
Hon. K. M. SMITH (South Eastern) - Will the
Minister for Health advise the house of the
government's support for strategies to reduce the
number of tobacco-related deaths in Victoria?

Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - But no-one is beyond
conversion, and I thank Mr Smith very much for that
question. It is an important question because this
week is Quit week. Most honourable members
would recognise that the Quit campaign has been
very effective in helping Victorians who wish to give
up smoking to do so. All the research shows that
something like 80 per cent of those who do smoke
want to give up, but because of the addictive nature
of nicotine, for many people that is extremely
difficult.
Quit week is a week for focusing public attention on
the assistance and support that is available. Victoria
has a proud record across a whole range of
initiatives to tackle the issue of tobacco abuse. It is
probably appropriate that in the week following this
Parliament's debate on drugs generally we are
focusing specifically on the problems caused by
tobacco smoking, because it is the most Significant
contributor to preventable deaths and we need to
continually increase our efforts to reduce the level of
tobacco consumption in our community.
One of the initiatives being implemented this week
is an intensive study of 2000 smokers over a
three-year period. It will be conducted by the Centre
for Behavioural Research in Cancer in association
with the Quitline and the Anti-Cancer Council. The
purpose of the study is to look at the experiences of
the 2000 smokers, and at the operation of the
existing information, education and rehabilitative
programs, to identify where there might be gaps in
that service system, and how we can address them.
Funding of $200 000 has come from the National
Health and Medical Research Council and is coming
to Victoria specifically because of the recognition of
Victoria's expertise in establishing and conducting
these programs. Participants in the study are being
recruited this week from among these who are
contacting the Quitline. I was out there yesterday;
they have already recruited a thousand and over the
next few days they will be completing the selection
of individuals who will participate in the survey,
and they will be monitored closely. I am sure that
this study will be an addition to the development of
ongoing strategies to reduce the level of tobacco
consumption in our community.
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Hospitals: closure
Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) Because of the grave concerns of many of my
constituents, can the Minister for Health assure the
house that his department is not considering the
closure of the Williamstown hospital?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
thank Mrs McLean for her question. I guess my
answer is in the same context as the answer I gave to
Miss Gould last week - that the issue of all
hospitals is being examined by the respective
networks, looking at what the role is they are
currently delivering, what the needs are of the
community those services are currently servicing,
what the appropriate mix is of services, and where
the best location is of those services.
Hon. M. M. Gould - When will it be completed?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - As I indicated to you
last week, it will be in a few months' time, or later in
the year, when the networks complete their work.
They will then present those plans to the
government and the government will consider the
responses to those plans.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You will not rule out
closure?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Mr Theophanous, I
shall make it clear so we do not have to go through
individual hospitals. I am not ruling in or out any
particular service. What I am saying is - Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Mr Theophanous, as
soon as I nominate one, you will not want to know
about it, but some of your colleagues will start
asking questions about every other one.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - I want to know about
PANCH.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - P ANCH is going to the
northern suburbs; that is already announced and we
are in the final stage. Only a couple of weeks ago I
was attacked because we had not actually made an
announcement about the relocation of PANCH, and
now he is wanting to keep P ANCH!
My answer to Mrs McLean is in the context of the
answer to a similar question that I received from, I
think, Miss Gould - that is, that the networks are
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developing plans which will look at the health needs
of the western network, in particular how best to
meet the health needs of the western and northern
suburbs of Melbourne, how they will need to
effectively structure those services to provide a more
appropriate response, and where those services
ought to be located in order that most people living
in the western suburbs can access them all the time.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! Could the minister
repeat the last four or five words, because I certainly
could not here them, and Hansard could not hear
them, either.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES - Mr President, my point
was that the network will be asked to deliver a plan
which will ensure that we have the most appropriate
mix of services to meet the health needs of those
who live in the western and northern suburbs of
Melbourne, and that those services are located as
practicably close to where people live as can be
viably delivered.

Marine pollution: oil spills
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - Will the
Minister for Roads and Ports advise the house of the
state's preparedness for a major oil spill in state
waters?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - The state's response to oil pollution
incidents in this state is the responsibility of the
Marine Board of VictOria, and is coordinated by the
Victorian marine pollution committee. That
committee is comprised of representatives from
relevant government organisations and the oil
industry, and responds to incidents in accordance
with the Victorian marine pollution contingency
plan. The plans are being developed with
arrangements between the commonwealth and state
governments, and are an integral part of the state
disaster plan.
As I speak the state's preparedness is being tested by
a major simulation exercise being conducted on Port
Phillip Bay. The scenario is as follows. At midnight
last night a 35 000 deadweight tonne tanker loaded
with 30 000 tonnes of crude oil foundered on the
Lonsdale Reef at Port Phillip heads and 1000 tonnes
of that crude oil has leaked into the bay.

The advice I have received to date is that
arrangements under the contingency plan are being
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implemented, the actions taken would have
prevented further oil leaking from the vessel and the
escaped oil would have been contained. A simulated
salvage of the vessel is planned to take place at high
tide this afternoon. As a part of the exercise the
Victoria Police have breathalysed officers of the ship
and the pilot, and the Marine Board of Victoria has
commenced an inquiry on the condition of the
groWlded vessel.
The whole exercise is very important strategically
for Port Phillip Bay and other Victorian waters and
is currently being monitored by the Australian
Marine Safety AuthOrity. I am expecting a report at
the end of the exercise on the effectiveness of the
contingency plan and the performance of each of the
agencies in responding to the plan.
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The PRESIDENT - Order! Don't worry about
yesterday's questions.
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - I have found out about it,

so I am going to give an answer about the programs
that have been developed. As I said, we will look at
issues such as road raging and material proVided by
the federal Office of Road Safety. Road safety is high
on the agenda of a meeting scheduled for Friday in
Canberra.

Tourism: international visitors
Hon. B. N. ATKINSON (Koonung) - Will the
Minister for Tourism inform the house of the latest
statistics on international visitors to Victoria and
comment on the implications for this state of those
visitor statistics?

Road safety: rural Victoria
Hon. PAT POWER Oika Jika) - The Minister for
Roads and Ports is no doubt aware of a recent study
of the federal Office of Road Safety which reported
that COWltry drivers are almost 50 per cent more
likely to die in a car crash than city people, that they
regularly drink and drive, that they are indifferent
about wearing seat belts, and that nearly two-thirds
of fatal crashes on country roads involve rural
drivers. Will the minister advise the house of any
proposal he has developed to address this worrying
trend in Victoria of country roads, country drivers
and fatal accidents?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - I thank the honourable member for his
question and for his genuine concern for the current
situation on country roads. The federal Office of
Road Safety spends a lot of time and effort carrying
out surveys and looking at data on problems such as
bad road conditions, drivers not wearing seat belts,
drink-driving and so on. Victoria has developed
Safety First, a long-term program involving the
TAC, the police - Hon. Pat Power -Is it an initiative of yours?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE -It is an initiative of the
government.
Hon. Pat Power -Is it an initiative of the
Minister for Roads and Ports?
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE - Mr Power is now after
cheap shots. I thought he was genuine. It is a bit like
the question he asked yesterday about road raging.

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Tourism) - I
thank the honourable member for his question and
for his ongoing interest in the economic
development of Victoria. The government has had a
two-fold strategy: to increase both domestic and
international visitors to Victoria. So far the domestic
results have been particularly encouraging. For
example, from July to December 1995 domestic trips
have grown by 8 per cent compared with the same
period in 1994 and national growth of only 6 per
cent. So, domestic tourism has been expanding at a
very pleasing rate.
However, I have great pleasure today in announcing
figures on international visitation to Victoria in the
year to December 1995, which were released
recently by the Bureau of Tourism Research. We
have very pleasing results in the international area
as well. In 1995 Victoria experienced a 25 per cent
increase in international visitor nights -14.3 million
visitor nights - compared with national growth of
8 per cent, growth in New South Wales of 7 per cent
and growth in Queensland of 3 per cent. In addition,
Victoria's market share of international visitor nights
has increased by 2 per cent, and now represents
18 per cent of the market.
One of the most pleasing aspects of the figures is not
just the growth but the fact that it results in a better
yield per tourist to Victoria, which is line with the
government's strategy. The second pleasing aspect
of the recently released figures from the Bureau of
Tourism Research is the 6 per cent increase in
number of international visitors - a total of 890 490.
It is worth noting from where the international
visitors come. The number of visitors from various
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countries are up: Korea, 43 per cent; Thailand, 27 per
cent; Malaysia, 15 per cent; and Indonesia, 14 per
cent. The significant growth in international tourism
shown by those figures sends the strong message
that the Victorian government's strategy is on track.
We are increasing the number of international and
domestic visitors and, most importantly, we are
increasing the yield from international visitors. This
pleasing result vindicates the focus of the Victorian
government on increasing the number of
international visitors to the state.

Ambulance services: response times
Hon. T. E. EREN (Doutta Galla) - Has the
Minister for Health obtained any details of the
circumstances surrounding the death yesterday of a
Melton woman who waited 16 minutes for an
ambulance? If so, will he advise the house of details?
If not, will he undertake to advise the house of the
outcome of any investigation once it is completed?
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) Like the honourable member I am concerned about
the reported delay and have sought a report. When I
have received an explanation I will make sure he
receives a copy of it.

Premier's awards: medical research
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - Will the
Minister for Industry, Science and Technology
advise the house of details of the 1996 Premier's
awards for excellence in medical research?
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) - I am pleased to advise
the house of the winners of the 1996 Premier's
Medical Research Awards. The winner of the main
award is Or Vasso Apostolopoulos, a brilliant,
young Melbourne-based researcher, who has been
recognised for her ground-breaking work in the field
of immunotherapy.
Through her work at the Austin Research Institute,
Dr Apostolopoulos has developed a new method of
immunotherapy for treatment of tumours and for
immunisation against a number of major diseases.
Clinical trials are now under way. The research has
been patented and the commercial potential for
Victoria and Australia is considerable.
The recipients of the awards were chosen by a panel
chaired by Sir Gustav Nossal, the recently retired
Director of the WaIter and Eliza Hall Institute. The
awards are regarded as Australia's pre-eminent
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awards and the victory for the young
Melboume-based researcher is one about which we
should all be proud.
Three commendations were also awarded to
Or Karen Anderson, from Box Hill Hospital, for her
research on developing a new class of drugs that can
prevent lethal rhythm disturbances during heart
attacks; Ms Helen MacLean, from the Royal
Children's Hospital, who has conducted research
into gene mutations, which may lead to a better
understanding of genetic disorders; and Or Kenneth
Smith, of the Walter and Eliza Hall Institute, whose
work has led to the development of technology
which isolates B cells - an important factor in
disease prevention as B cells play an important role
in the production of antibodies.
We commend those winners. I am sure all
_honourable members will jOin with me to
congratulate them on their achievements. They were
presented with their awards this morning by the
Governor in the presence of Sir Gustav Nossal.

It is appropriate at this time to pay tribute to Sir
Gustav Nossal for his work. He said this morning it
was 18 hours since he retired from his position as
director of the WaIter and Eliza Hall Institute. I
understand he was with the institute for 34 years.
Many members have had frequent personal contact
with Sir Gustav. He is one of the greatest scientists
in the world and one of history's great Australians.
It is important the house pays tribute to him in this
way by recognising his achievements.
Honourable Members - Hear, hear!

BIOLOGICAL CONTROL
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 June; motion of
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and Ports).
Hon. PAT POWER ijika Jika) - The opposition
wholeheartedly supports the Biological Control
(Amendment) Bill and recognises it is an important
piece of legislation. Because of their interest in rural
issues I have no doubt government members will
want to speak on the bill. I am sure their comments
about the primary industry sector will underline the
importance of the bill.
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The bill will ensure that the Victorian Biological
Control Authority is able to make decisions
collectively with the commonwealth and other states
and territories on the release of biological control
agents. The bill defines the ministerial council which
is used by the commonwealth, states and territories
to reach agreement on the release of biological
control agents. The bill also better defines the
Victorian Biological Control AuthOrity.
The Biological ~ontrol Act 1986 forms part of the
national framework of complementary
commonwealth-state legislation which allows for the
assessing and approval of proposals for the
biological control of any weed or pest species.
Biological control is the release of a biological agent
for the purpose of controlling a harmful target
organism and it could take various forms such as an
insect, rust or fungus. An example of a biological
control agent includes the control of the weed
prickly pear by an insect and the control of rabbits
by myxomatosis.
A current example of a biological control and the
reason the legislation is important is the rabbit
calicivirus disease that has the potential to
significantly reduce wild rabbit populations that
cause great economic loss to primary producers.
The national framework of legislation was
developed for the purpose of prOviding a
mechanism for deciding whether any proposal for
the biological control of a particular weed or pest
would be in the public interest. Ministers
representing each state, territory and the
commonwealth are designated as the biological
control authorities. Decisions in relation to such
important matters can be made only on the
unanimous recommendation of the ministerial
council and in that sense the opposition is
comfortable with what the minister said in his
second-reading speech.
The front page of the Weekly Times of 20 March had
the headline 'Killer virus hitch'. It says:
Australia will have to wait at least until May for a
controlled release of the deadly rabbit calicivirus
because of Victoria's failure to change restrictive laws.
The primary industry and energy minister, John
Anderson, said that all states except Victoria would
have modified their biological control acts by the end of
March in anticipation of the virus release. He said the
final biological control authority report would be
completed by the end of March but the control
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program development would soon be hampered by
Victoria's lack of legislative process.

It is not my intention to defend the Victorian

coalition government because it is able to do that
itself. Although I understand the spirit of the federal
minister's intent, it was a bit unkind to criticise the
Victorian government because it was well known
there was to be an election in Victoria. I compliment
the government and the opposition on the
agreement to fast track the legislation because of its
importance. I emphasise my comments were not
meant to be a criticism of the federal minister. I
understand the message he was trying to send to the
community.
Honourable members will be aware the bill was
widely supported throughout the community. The
Victorian Farmers Federation supports the release of
the virus. It is important to understand that one of
the reasons for the legislation is that if appropriate
authorities were to release the virus today, prior to
amendments to the act being passed, a rabbit lover
or perhaps somebody seeking to be vexatious could
seek an injunction to stop its release.
We all know through newspaper reports that,
despite the legalities involved in the release of the
calicivirus disease, it has already spread not only to
many parts of southern Australia but also to parts of
northern Australia as well.
The rabbit calicivirus disease is a European rabbit
disease - the European rabbit being the normal
wild rabbit found in Australia. The rabbit calicivirus
disease (RCD) does not affect any other species,
including other species of rabbit and hare. The
disease first appeared in 1984 in rabbit farms in
China and has since spread throughout Europe and
Mexico. No-one is sure where the disease came
from, but it is believed to have mutated from
another disease. RCD is now present in more than
40 countries throughout the world and since 1984
has resulted in the destruction of millions of wild
rabbits.
RCD kills rabbits within three days of the initial
contact with the virus. Those of us who have
experience in rural areas with myxomatosis know
that RCD is a more appropriate rabbit disease than
myxomatosis. RCD is not spread by biting insects, as
is the case with myxomatosis, but is spread by
contact with other rabbits.
The first release of RCD in the Flinders Ranges
resulted in the death of more than 90 per cent of the
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rabbit population in that region. One of the reasons
primary industries are so interested in ReO is its
strike rate. The hope of the Department of Natural
Resources and Environment and farm organisations
is that the virus will keep the rabbit population
under control for many years.
I am sure government members will touch on this
issue - the level of damage that rabbits have done
to rural areas, not just as some lay people suspect in
the amount of crop they eat but as a result of the
burrowing and erosion that follows. Government
members may have a more accurate figure, but I
understand it is possible to estimate the damage
caused to the Australian agricultural economy as
approximately $600 million a year. I await with
interest to see if there is a more accurate figure, but
even if it is a ball-park figure, it is an extraordinary
amount of money for an industry sector to lose as a
consequence of the pest.
One of the important responses to the rabbit plague
is the role Landcare groups have played in seeking
to reclaim land damaged as a consequence of rabbit
warrens. Governments of different persuaSions have
appropriately supported the work of Landcare
groups, understanding and accepting the merit and
worth of their work. The opposition will support
this legislation and other legislation and regulations
that support our farmers, country Victorians and
rural producers, whether that is through Landcare
programs, the rabbit calicivirus disease or whatever.
Land reparation is an issue that everyone agrees is of
national economic importance. I do not think we can
emphasise too much how important it is for all
Victorians - regardless of where they might live or
work or of their appreciation of rural industries - to
understand how much damage rabbits do to
primary production.
I take the opportunity to place on the record my
particular concern and the concern shared by other
members of the opposition about the need for strong
checks and balances in the release of biological
controls. I have no doubt government members will
acknowledge that some people in the community
are anxious that appropriate steps are taken to
establish stringent checks and balances to ensure
that viruses such as RCD focus on the rabbit
population and that there is no prospect of cross
transference to other breeds.
In the past 10 years the community and members of
Parliament throughout Australia have debated the
issue of biological controls, irradiation or other
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particular treatments. I have no doubt that
government members will agree that biological
controls need to be properly policed and managed.
The opposition supports the bill because it creates an
umbrella that makes these stringent controls more
likely to be put in place, which is not a criticism of
state authorities or government.
I want to quote from the Bulletin of 11 September
1984 in which Graeme O'Neill, a science writer with
the CSIRO, spoke out about blackberry rust and the
damage that can occur when a virus is released
without stringent controls and checks. I emphasise
for the purpose of the record that blackberry rust
was not released by a government agency, but by an
individual. In his article in the Bulletin, Graeme
O'Neill states:
Blackberries are rusting away in eastern Victoria and in
northern New South Wales. Their leaves turn purple,
then black as the disease advances.
Landholders will be silently applauding the unknown
person who illegally imported. a virulent strain of
blackberry rust and released it earlier this year near the
small Gippsland town of Hiawatha.
While landholders rejoice, the clandestine release has
caused consternation among the state and federal
authorities responsible for biological control. It poses
massive risks to agriculture and could undermine the
science of biological control in Australia ... To find and
test biological control agents can take years. Effective
organisms must be found and then painstakingly
screened to ensure they will attack only a particular
weed or, at worse, a small group of closely related
plants with no economic importance. Scores of other
plant species must be exposed to a candidate insect or
disease to see if it attacks or infects non-agent species.

In the same article, it is reported that Or Max
Whitten, who was then the chief of CSIRO's division
of entomology, had arranged a seminar in Canberra.
The purpose of the seminar was:
to inform parliamentarians and the media about trends
in biological control and the potential impact of the
new BiolOgical Control Bill.

The bill was introduced into the House of
Representatives on 6 June 1984. I haven't checked
the records, but one can only assume that the
legislation in the federal Parliament was the
beginning of the federal! state legislation that we are
putting in place in the chamber now. The article
further states:
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The bill will establish community benefit as a basis for
positively authorising a biological control program and
establish a formal mechanism for determining whether
a program is likely to bring net benefit to the
community... The bill proposes the creation of a ...
commonwealth biological control authority - a
position which would be held initially by the federal
primary industry minister ... It would nominate all
target weeds and pests and would seek objections by
advertising throughout Australia.
In the event of objections, it could determine whether

they were sufficient to halt a program that was in the
public interest

The article concludes:
The legislation also specifies that any inquiry into a
target pest would be able to consider compensating

people disadvantaged by the release of biological
control agents.

I make a point of that, emphasising that it does not
contest the opposition's support of the legislation
and agreement that the legislation ought to be fast
tracked. But we put on record that we are aware of
the reasonable concern in the community for
stringent controls and checks and balances.
In conclusion, the opposition understands that the
important part of the proposed legislation is in the
authority it gives for the release of the RCD. It is
clear that that release will be welcomed by all who
are interested in the economics of primary industry.
As somebody who is interested in rural issues, I
place on record my appreciation of the fact that the
opposition had the foresight to agree with the
government's proposal that the legislation should be
passed. I wish it well.
Hon. PHlLIP DAVIS (Gippsland) - Firstly, I
thank Mr Power for his very interesting contribution
to the debate. 1bis house works best when it works
cooperatively and I appreciate the opposition's
support for the Biological Control (Amendment) Bill.
Mr Power put much weight on the importance of
rabbits and the consequences of the rabbit calicivirus
disease impacting on feral rabbit populations and
the economic impact on agriculture. We should not
leave aside the fact that the greatest hazards to the
Australian society from rabbits are the
environmental hazards. The damage done by the
European rabbit, of which it is estimated there are in
excess of 300 million on the Australian mainland, is
such that the annual economic loss cannot be
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estimated. It is in the order of hundreds of millions
of dollars. No-one can estimate the environmental
damage. Much erosion in regional Australia is the
direct result of over-grazing due to high populations
of rabbits and particularly the tunnel erosion that is
a consequence of the burrowing activities of the
animals.
The bill is important because it progresses the
release of the rabbit calicivirus, which will address
some of the management issues associated with
maintaining and controlling the feral rabbit
population. I also point out that the benefit of the
release of the rabbit calicivirus should not be
overstated because if it is, there is a great risk that
our farming or rural communities may take for
granted that the rabbit population will be
diminished to such an extent that they won't have to
undertake the usual management practices, which
are important - for example, ripping out burrows,
poisoning, and ensuring there is a continued use of
the myxomatosis disease. The experience in the
1950s with the release of the myxomatosis was that
there was a high hope that we would see the end of
European rabbits in Australia, but that did not
eventuate. One of the reasons, of course, is that
human beings, by their very nature, rather assume
there is an easy way out, and by sitting back and
letting the disease do its work, regrettably we
missed an opportunity.
Hon. Pat Power - Through you, Mr Deputy
President.
The DEPUlY PRESIDENT -Order! We are not
in committee, so it had better be a quiet and quick
interjection.
Hon. Pat Power -Is there any relationship
between a fall in the rabbit population and a decline
in fox numbers?
Hon. PHILIP DAVIS - The issue that Mr Power
touches on is important because we are witnessing a
strategy to try to reduce fox populations, which is an
attempt not just to improve lambing performances
but also to protect our native wildlife.
One of the consequences of a substantial reduction
in rabbit populations will be a decline in fox
numbers. If we find that in areas not affected by
rabbit calicivirus there is a high increase in rabbit
populations after that time elapses, we will need to
be vigorous in encouraging our rural communities,
that is the farmers, to observe all the appropriate
management practices to ensure that this window of
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opportunity we have with the foreshadowed release
of the rabbit calicivirus is not missed.

program that occurred as a result of the election. We
thank the opposition most sincerely.

Coming back to the bill, I point out that it is not
about the release of rabbit calicivirus. It is in fact an
amendment to the Biological Control Act 1986,
which was developed as a consequence of some
uncertainty created in the early 19805, when
authorities moved to release insects to control
Paterson's Curse, or Salvation Jane, as it is
sometimes called.

The bill defines the ministerial council as the body
through which the commonwealth, states and
territories will be able to reach agreement on the
release of biological control agents and better defines
the Victorian Biological Control Authority. It also
ensures that the authority will be able to make
collective decisions with the commonwealth, states
and territories and provide a proper basis in law for
decisions about the release of biolOgical control
agents.

There was an injunction against the release of the
insect, so the federal and state authorities decided to
establish a national code to deal with biological
releases and to further facilitate and regulate the
process. The Biological Control Act forms part of the
national regulatory framework. The framework was
built around the former Australian Agricultural
Council, but because it is now the Agriculture and
Resources Management Council of Australia and
New Zealand (ARMCANZ), the Victorian legislation
needs to clarify the responsible ministerial council
and identify the responsible biological control
authority. It will be the minister who will have
responsibility for the administration of that act.
The straightforward technical amendments to the
principal act will enable us to ensure that when the
release of any biological control measure is
proposed it can be done without fear of litigation or
a delay in the proper administration of the relevant
schemes. There is concern about the lack of proper
technical consideration of the consequences of
releasing agents, but the ministerial council is
responsible for biological control releases on a
national basis and a unanimous decision of all
ministers is required. There is safety in numbers so if
one state jurisdiction is concerned about the ability
to release a biological agent the doubt can be
clarified by discussion between the governments'
officers.
The issues have been well canvassed. in the
second-reading speech and in the response by the
opposition's lead speaker. My view is that as the bill
has the support of both sides we should commend it
to the house.
Hon. R. S. de FEGELY (Ballarat) - I support the
bill because although it is only small it is very
important, particularly for the agricultural industry.
I thank the opposition for its cooperation and
support. It is important to pass the legislation this
session because of the delay to the legislative

The second-reading speech states:
The Biological Control Act 1986 forms part of a national
framework of complementary commonwealth-state
legislation which allows for assessing and approving,
where appropriate, proposals for the biological control
of any weed or pest species.

That sums up the responsibilities those bodies have.
The national body is extremely important to
Australia and the public generally because it is
responsible for deciding whether a proposal has
efficacy and sufficient research has been undertaken
and whether it is in the public interest and should
proceed. Great responsibilities rest on the shoulders
of those people. The release of an agent can be done
only on the unanimous decision of the ministerial
council. That council comprises the relevant
ministers from each state or territory or the
commonwealth. Each is designated to be the
biological control authority of the minister's
respective jurisdiction.
The authority was formerly called the Australian
Agricultural Council, but it has had a name change.
In the past four years a number of changes have
occurred. The former Australian Agricultural
Council has become the Agricultural Council
Resource Management Council of Australia and
New Zealand. The legislation clarifies the role of the
council, enables it to be changed without further
amendment to the act and simplifies matters for the
future. The council will include the Treasurer, who
administers the rural adjustment scheme, and the
Minister for Conservation and Land Management,
so the legislation has required a wider definition.
Whether the pests are animals or weeds, biological
control methods are extremely important to
Australian agriculture. As has been said before, they
are not new: the introduction last century of the
cactoblastis beetle from South America to attack the
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prickly pear infestation in Queensland was probably
one of the earliest biological controls introduced in
this country. That example is interesting to me
because my grandfather had something to do with
the identification and introduction of the cactoblastis
beetle when he lived in Queensland.
I remember only too well the plague of rabbits that
built up during the Second World War and the
battles we fought to control the rabbit population
after the war. Many were pleased by the
introduction of the myxomatosis virus, which
caused great controversy at the time. There was
some opposition to it so introducing the virus was a
courageous decision. The European rabbit has done
enormous damage to this country and the farming
community. Ridding ourselves of the rabbit would
be a great blessing. The latest agent that has been
developed is the calicivirus disease.
As my colleague Mr Phil Davis said earlier, like
myxomatosis, the introduction of this disease looks
as though it will be a tremendous benefit in the fight
against rabbits. It has been eagerly awaited by the
farming community. As we know, it escaped ahead
of time from the research area in South Australia
into the country and quickly spread throughout
South Australia. It is now in the Northern Territory,
Queensland, New South Wales and here in Victoria
as well.

It is quite true that we have to continue the other
control methods along with these additions in our
fight against the rabbit population because there is
no single, easy cure. I am quite sure the farmers
must continue with their rabbit-burrow ripping and
gassing and so on if we are really to lower the rabbit
population to the extent that it does not cause us
undue economic damage.
All information from overseas indicates that
calicivirus is a very selective and species-specific
disease which affects only the European rabbit. The
great thing about it in my view is that it appears to
be a very humane disease, quite unlike the
myxomatosis virus, which really is a pretty ghastly
thing. It is unpleasant to see rabbits at the stage
where they cannot see because their eyes have
blocked up and they are just wasting away and
dying because they cannot find food. It seems with
this new virus being far more humane, the rabbits
go into the burrows and you do not find them
afterwards. That is a great blessing in itself.
Biological controls can play a very useful and at
times important role and can be beneficial to our
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entire Australian agriculture and certainly our
environment. The amendments to the Biological
Control Act 1986 in this bill will enable Victoria to
play its full role in national decision making on
biological control agents through the Victorian
Biological Control AuthOrity. I commend the bill to
the house.
Hon. R. J. H. WELLS (Eumemmerring) - As
previOUS speakers have said, this may rightly be
called a machinery bill. It is very small but it is
important because it is part of an important system.
It seeks to clarify and streamline the operations of
the authorities responsible. It is said Parliaments are
there very much to establish principles, structures
and mechanisms for doing things and this very tiny
bill fits well within that philosophy. The parent act
says three important things. Section 1 states:
The purpose of this act is to make provision for the
biological control of pests in Victoria.

Section 3(2) states:
For the purposes of this act, organisms of a particular
kind shall be taken to cause harm if the control of those
organisms would be for the public benefit.

Section 4 states:
For the purposes of this act, organisms of a particular
kind shall be taken to be controllable by biological
means if, and only if, those organisms can be controlled
by the release of live organisms of another kind.

I quote those sections because they set in clear
context what we are about. This sort of control is an
enormously complex method of operation and is
illustrated by what happened, for example, with the
recent escape of the ca1icivirus affecting rabbits in
Australia. I mentioned those definitions also because
I shall later seek the indulgence of the house to make
one or two other comments on matters that are very
important in this area that are not strictly covered by
this bill.
It is important to realise that this sort of program in
Australia has a good chance of success once defined
correctly biologically because the country lends itself
in some ways to the control of transmissible
diseases. We have a water barrier around the nation.
This is important not just in terms of military
defence. Australia has one of the leading control
systems in the world in terms of the Australian
Quarantine Inspection Service that operates
efficiently to keep a whole panoply of transmissible
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diseases out of the country. We have as world
leaders a most effective agriculture and veterinary
control system. I pay tribute to the many officers
involved in this area who work when the nation is
awake and when it sleeps.
The nation is very privileged indeed to have at the
helm of its experimental work in this area the
National Animal Health Laboratory in Geelong,
which, so far as I know, is unequalled in the world. I
have visited in other years similar places in the
United Kingdom and the United States of America
and I know the laboratory in Geelong is an amazing
investment. I commend the governments of the
nation, especially the commonwealth government,
for such investment in a very large and efficient
establishment for what is in commercial terms a
small nation.
I shall make two comments under the aegis of the
bill. The first relates to the agent organism which is
released to control some other pest agent. I want to
refer to experimentation. I do so with respect for the
officers of this nation who work in this area, many of
whom it was my privilege to work with in earlier
years and even to help in their initial training. I refer
in particular to the callcivirus, which was mentioned
by all previous speakers, because agents of this
importance do not occur every day. It was
myxomatosis, the virus of the rabbit, 50 years ago;
the recent dog parvovirus, which emerged
worldwide about 15 years ago was again thought to
be a new agent; and now calicivirus of the rabbit.
New viruses do not occur every day, but there are
enough of them around to require that a country
such as Australia, which is so dependent on
agricultural income and commerce, should be
ever-vigilant.
It is also important to make the point that these
agents, once they enter into the system, tend to
spread uncontrollably, as did the parvovirus, which
went right around the world, and as the calicivirus
is doing now with great ease in Australia. As we
know, new strains of the influenza virus in the
human being, and on less frequent occasions new
strains that occur in other mammals too, spread
rapidly around the world, usually within two
winters. So viruses have an enonnous capacity to
spread.
The comment made by Mr Power was correct in my
opinion. He offered a figure of some $600 million for
the commercial damage caused by rabbits in
Australia. That is the figure I carry in my head, plus
I think, as has been mentioned by government
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members, a larger unquantifiable figure for damage
caused to the natural ecosystems of the nation.
Calicivirus is interesting because it is a cytocidal,
cell-destroying agent that kills very quickly.
Therefore, it is expected to be efficient in terms of
eradicating rabbit populations. It is likely to be more
efficient in that regard than the myxomatosis virus.
So we hold hopes in a commercial sense that it will
make a difference in the operation of rural Australia.
The point I come to is this: when the myxomatosiS
virus was investigated 50 years ago it was kept
effectively locked up in insect-proof conditions. The
virus was kept in the fridge and the rabbits were
kept protected totally from insects. When
experiments were conducted they were conducted
under conditions which prevented the spread of the
virus. The rabbits have been kept ever since locked
up away from the myxomatosis virus and we still
have the same genetic strain of rabbit available
experimentally. That enables us to have the most
beautiful system for studying the epidemiology and
the pathogenesis of the spread of this particular
disease in a mammal with its level of genetic
susceptibility at that point and to compare it with
what happened later as the rabbit evolved into a
genetically and immunologically more resistant
strain of creature.
The ca1icivirus escaped from an island off the coast
of Australia recently and it has spread with almost
gay abandon throughout Australia since then. This
bill, which is streamlining the operations of the
authorities concerned, comes at a time when I can
say I hope one of the first things the new authority
will do in the near future is ensure there is a
thorough investigation of what happened with that
calicivirus escape. I offer no criticism of the officers
involved. Having been involved in a fair amount of
biological research myself over several decades, I
know how difficult it can be.
My interest is simply that we might learn what
happened and not to have a witch-hunt. The
authority, which is the ultimate authority, is
responsible for ensuring that a review is undertaken
to define the conditions that are pennitted to apply
to future work in this area. Let there be no doubt
that there will be a need for such future work. Also,
there are not many cases where you have a country
as well prepared and as isolated by water as
Australia where you can conduct this sort of
investigation of a singular incidence of disease.
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I urge the newly named Agriculture and Resource
Management Council of Australia and New Zealand
to conduct a serious inquiry into this, not as a
witch-hunt, but to follow the traditional path of the
pursuit of knowledge by investigating what has
happened in the past and, with the best knowledge
available, preparing comments and guidelines for
the future.

capacity to lock up an area on land and to wipe out
the cattle or the sheep, or whatever; you have no
capacity, as far as I can detect, to do this with agents
in the water. We were looking long and hard at
biological control agents and the possibility of
releasing them to control foreign organisms living,
for example, in Port Phillip Bay. There are one or
two serious challenges here at this time.

As an aside I go beyond that to comment on this
spread of agents, which is so important. I was in the
United Kingdom in the 19605 when there were
national epidemiCS of foot and mouth disease in
cattle, and foul pest in birds, and I saw how difficult,
how futile and how costly it was to stop such
spread. The chicken virus literally spread on the
wind from unit to unit because it was being pumped
out from little cities of 100 000 chickens, and was
going in the dust on the wind into the broiler houses
nearby. Foot and mouth disease spreads with almost
equal facility.

This matter illustrates the point I made at the
beginning: it is enormously complex to find agents
that are effective and acceptable. But that is another
area that Australia must not leave as a sleeper. There
have been too many reports of investigations and
conferences on this area of foreign agents becoming
established off our coastal edge - and those of other
countries too - without any reasonable, practical,
effective and worthwhile outcome; in many ways,
even without a reasonable outcome in terms of
progress in scientific knowledge.

For the first time in many decades this nation is now
contemplating the purchase for consumption of, for
example, chicken meat from other countries. There is
concern in rural Australia about that because of the
possibility of viruses being spread; we do not have
some of those agents here and I share that concern.
This is not just a question of making a quick dollar
for we may later have to pay many dollars in losses;
there needs to be a calculated decision before this
commercial system is established. I believe this is
another area of enormous importance for this
council to carefully examine. This bill is not strictly
the debate for it, but it is certainly likely to be the
nearest opportunity we will have in this
Parliament - at this time, when a decision is
imminent - to raise the matter.
I raise a third matter in the same category. It was my
privilege in the last Parliament to sit on the
Environment and Natural Resources Committee. At
the time the election was called we were looking at a
reference pertaining to the spread of living agents
from one country to another via ships, either from
the external hull or from the ballast water the ship
carries to balance it against its load; when such
ballast water is discharged in various ports and
various places as the ship progresses foreign living
agents are also released.
There is disturbing evidence of the establishment of
foreign agents in Australian coastal waters. It is my
opinion that their control will be even more difficult
than the control of foreign pathogens or
transmissible agents on land. You have a limited

So I urge the governments of Australia to take this
matter much more seriously. In particular, I would
imagine that it rests fairly and squarely with the
Agriculture Resource Management Council of
Australia and New Zealand, together with the
environmental councils of the nation, to act on it and
to act now in a way that is commensurate with the
enormous importance of the problem. Negligible
money is being put into this area at this time. It is
not good enough; the costs are potentially - not
immeasurable - enormous, which is why I raise
this important matter with regard to this bill.
In dosing, I say this bill is really a subject of today
and tomorrow, because with the increasing rapidity
of movement of people, their goods and their
animals, the spread of agents to new areas in which
they may act as outstandingly important pathogens,
causing disruption to host populations, is becoming
easier, more common and more frequent It is an
area that the experts of the nation will need. to pay
increasing attention to and be prepared to challenge
the Parliaments of Australia to pay appropriate
attention to in their areas of responsibility to ensure
that we at least attempt to hold the current situation.
Evidence of the past 10 years - even in Australia suggests that we are really battling uphill to do this.
Every year now there are pathogens or transmissible
infectious agents knocking on our door. Sometimes
they get in and we get them out. Most of the agents
that cause trouble are the ones that spread easily and
kill quickly. It is not as likely that rabies, for
example, would become established in Australia,
because of the excellence of the services that operate
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here, but imagine if it did get into Australia, as it did
once many years ago, but was fortunately
eradicated. H it now got into the Canides, the dogs
of Australia, including the dingoes wandering all
over the country away from the settled paddocks,
and from there got into marsupials or into cattle, or
camels, or closer still, into sheep in the settled areas,
it would be extremely difficult for Australia to
eradicate. It would be different from tuberculosis
and brucellosis because they spread much more
slowly. There are good tests for them and there is a
good chance of eradicating them, and Australia has
done that, much to the credit of the authorities and
the governments concerned.
Rabies would change the nature of this nation's
agricultural resources and economy. And there are
other things that are also very damaging. Therefore I
welcome anything that will streamline the operation
of our defences in these systems. I commend the bill
to the house.
Hon. B. W. BISHOP (North Western) - I
support the Biological Control (Amendment) Bill. It
is obvious that this bill was needed to tidy up the
details relevant to the definitions of the Ministerial
Council. The Ministerial Council that I am referring
to is the Agriculture Resource Management Council
of Australia and New Zealand, known in short as
ARMCAN. The Ministerial Council is obviously the
vehicle that is used to reach agreement on the
release of biological control agents that we have in
Australia. This bill will also clearly define the
Victorian Biological Control Authority so we will
end up with practical methods to allow the
assessment and approval of the biolOgical control of
pests or weeds in Australia, particularly in Victoria.
A number of forms spring to mind: firstly, the
prickly pear biological control of years ago; and the
other one, the rabbit control with myxomatosis. The
project now on the go in rural areas is calicivirus.
Obviously it is absolutely essential for federal and
state arrangements to be in place, as these agents
know no state borders. It is apparent that this
particular agent escaped from an island off the
South Australian coast during the isolation program
testing. While it may be a pity it has escaped
because, without doubt, a coordinated approach
with full resources would have been much better, if
we look at it in a pragmatic way, it has happened
now, so the sooner we get on with it the better.
I urge our counterpart, the Minister for Primary
Industries and Energy in the federal government,
the Honourable John Anderson, to move as quickly
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as possible through his consulting process and to get
the necessary protocols into place so the coordinated
national release of the calicivirus can take place.
I commend the work over a number of years of the
project leader, Or Cor Lenghaus. The project began
in about 1991 and finished late in 1994. That
particular work was carried out at CSIRO's
Australian Animal Health Laboratory at Geelong.
Some of the funding came from the wool and meat
industries and the New Zealand government. The
Victorian government also contributed and there
would have been other streams of funding of which
I am not aware.
As other honourable members have no doubt
mentioned, Thomas Austin introduced a handful of
rabbits to Australia at Geelong in 1859. Rabbits
subsequently moved across the country at the rate of
100 kilometres a year, spreading out rapidly as they
went, so that in 50 years they had invaded
two-thirds of Australia. I do not believe the huge
cost of trying to control and eradicate rabbits, as well
as remedy the damage they cause, has ever been
measured. A figure of $600 million has been talked
about, but I believe it would have been much greater._
At my property in the Mallee we spend an
inordinate amount of time shooting, poisoning and
fumigating rabbits, and ripping up their burrows.
That is a heavy drain on the resources of my
property and the same applies to other properties
throughout Victoria and Australia.
I commend the work of Landcare groups
throughout Victoria and Australia. The Victorian
groups in particular do a fantastic job of caring for
the land in a practical and effective manner. From
those Landcare groups have emerged more focused
groups such as the rabbit-action groups that with
government assistance have a real go at eradicating
rabbits. I have attended many meetings at which
such groups have been provided with grants to
purchase carts in which to put poisoned carrots, and
to buy fumigators and the giant rippers that are
effective in eradicating rabbit burrows.
On Monday of this week I was privileged to speak
with members of the Catchment and Land
Protection Board in north-west Victoria, which is
capably chaired by Gerald Leach from Walpeup and
which is consulting with 60 major shareholders in
carrying out its task of putting in place a regional
catchment strategy. Obviously the major thrust is to
enable coordination of the efforts of the Department
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of Natural Resources and Environment and
Landcare, salinity and rabbit-action groups, all of
which play their part in caring for the land.
Although the brief of the board is broad, no doubt
the resources it advises on could be better used if the
rabbit calicivirus were introduced and maintained
throughout Victoria and Australia in a coordinated
manner. Although the virus has escaped and each
day one hears of another sighting of infected rabbits,
there is no doubt that our best chance of having a
real effect is a coordinated approach. In addition,
such an approach needs to be followed up with
strong programs - the ripping up of burrows,
poisoning and fumigation to take advantage of this
once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to eradicate rabbits in
places where that was previously not thought
possible.
If the timing is right I hope we will soon be able to
get on with the job and get programs in place in the
grain-growing areas of Victoria after the crops are
sown so growers can concentrate on coordinated
district programs to eradicate rabbits.

The bill will facilitate a fully coordinated program
across Victoria and, I hope, Australia to take
advantage of this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to
eradicate the rabbit problem in Australia. I
commend the bill to the house.
Hon. D. McL. DAVIS (East Yarra) - I support
the bill and commend it to the house. It is good to
see the bipartisan approach taken to the bill. To take
up the theme of the contributions of Mr Bishop,
Mr Power and Mr Philip Davis I will speak about
the calicivirus, about the damage rabbits have done
in Victoria and other parts of Australia and about
the contribution of Landcare and rabbit-action
groups, which have made an important contribution
to biological pest control in Australia.
I make the point that we are at an important
juncture following the accidental escape of the
calicivirus and its spread throughout the Australian
countryside. Although myxomatosis was highly
successful it was not followed up with other
biological and land care measures at the farm level.
The rabbit-action groups and Landcare groups are
important because they provide an opportunity to
deal a more permanent blow to the rabbit
population by operating at the farm level. It is likely
that over time the rabbit population will develop
some resistance to the calicivirus, which is why this
opportunity is so important. We should seize the
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opportunity with both hands and move forward as
quickly as we can.
An important part of the physical work that will
help deal a severe blow - we hope a final blow to rabbits and allow control of rabbits in the longer
term is the possibility of funding through the federal
government's environment package. Honourable
members will remember that the federal coalition
went to the last election promising a $1.15 billion
package for the environment to be funded through
the partial sale of Telstra. The money was to be
clearly dedicated to a range of environmental
projects across Australia, including a number of
projects related to Landcare and other biological and
pest control measures.

The funding from that package would be important
for Australia now. It would be a boon to the farming
community and would enable a number of Landcare
groups that have programs operating in a more
limited way than is desirable to be more effective.
Plans for controlling rabbits in local areas have been
drawn up with great care but need greater funding.
Australia needs the federal government's
environment package so we can take advantage of
the fact that the calicivirus is abroad in the
countrySide.
The bill is a good example of the kind of cooperation
which is needed between federal and state
governments and which will lead to better
outcomes. In a sense, it is a housekeeping or
procedural measure. I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

I place on record the government's appreciation of
the spirit in which this bill has been handled. I
extend thanks to Mr Power, Mr Philip Davis, Mr de
Fegely, Mr Bishop, Dr Wells and Mr David Davis, all
of whom made a Significant contribution to the
debate in a cooperative way.
Mr Power raised issues concerning checks and
balances. The government is committed to making
sure that checks and balances are in place. The
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government recognises the concerns of those in rural
communities and of those who will be effected by
any outbreaks of the calicivirus or mismanagement
of programs. I commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

DOMESTIC BUILDING CONTRACTS
AND TRIBUNAL (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 June; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business).
Hon. PAT POWER Oika Jika) - The opposition
does not oppose the bill. I take this opportunity of
placing on record the opposition's recognition that
this is a machinery bill which is intended to amend
an inappropriate proclamation of one section of the
Domestic Building Contracts and Tribunal Act 1995.
The bill makes a number of procedural amendments
to the Domestic Building Contracts and Tribunal Act
to improve its operation. One section of the act
should have been proclaimed on 1 May but it was
inadvertently proclaimed on 1 April. The bill
provides that no person or body that commenced
building work or other activities relating to the
Housing Guarantee Fund during the one-month
period will be disadvantaged.
The definition of prescribed building practitioners
and recognised person is revised to include building
inspectors registered under the Building Act 1993.
This will enable inspectors to conduct inspections
under the Domestic Building Contracts and Tribunal
Act 1995. It will also enable reports to be made on
owner-built houses which the owner builder
proposes to sell within the applicable insurance
period. The bill also provides for an increase in the
membership of the Building Practitioners Board to
enable domestic builder representation on the board.
As a consequence of that background information I
am sure members will recognise this is a machinery
bill. Miss Gould will place on the record her

concerns regarding the minimum monetary claim
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provision. We emphasise that those concerns do not
mean the opposition will oppose the bill.
Legislation such as this, which corrects inadvertent
errors, is important. I do not make my comments to
score a point. However, all members will have had
experience of domestic building contracts either at a
personal level or through their extended family or
friends undertaking minor or significant renovations
to their houses. Much of the work is undertaken by
owner-occupiers. It is important to address two
issues: firstly, any contractor performing work
should be protected and also be made accountable;
and, secondly, where any such work is undertaken
by an owner-occupier that person should be
properly protected and accountable in the context of
the property being sold within the prescribed period.
I share the concerns that Miss Gould will refer to in
her contribution about the monetary minimum that
is set in the bill. I question whether it has been
designed in the best interest of consumers. However,
the opposition does not oppose the bill.
Hon. M. M. GOULD (Doutta Galla) - Although
I place on record a couple of the opposition's
concerns, I point out that it supports the bill. The
matters were drawn to my attention by my
constituents. One constituent entered into an
agreement with a contractor to have his house,
which was only 12 years old, reblocked. The
contractor began the job and then went on leave.
During the leave period it rained heavily and when
the contractor returned he found the holes that he
had dug were full of water. He refused to complete
the job.
Although the constituent had not entered into a
written contract, a job registration form had been
completed at a cost of $3180. Because the holes were
full of water, structural damage resulted. My
constituent took the matter to the Housing
Guarantee Fund and also to the Magistrates Court.
Even though the cost of the job was $3180, the
Magistrates Court deemed that it was worth less
than $3000, which is the normal quote for
restumping. On his behalf and unbeknown to my
constituent, the solicitor agreed to settle with the
contractor. My constituent then went to the Housing
Guarantee Fund which could not deal with the
matter because it had been dealt with by the
Magistrates Court. At a preliminary hearing with
the Housing Guarantee Fund tribunal the reblocking
company said it had made a mess of the job and it
was too much trouble to fix it. The matter will now
be heard by the Administrative Appeals Tribunal.
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The reblocking company is still operating. My
constituent is getting the raw end of the deal.
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Read second time.

Third reading
I raise this incident to illustrate the opposition's
concerns about work that costs less than $3000,
which is less than the minimum of $5000 proposed
in the bill. Many houses in my electorate are old and
require reblocking. Householders may come across
other contractors who start jobs only to find they are
too hard to fix when the elements take over, leaving
owners with escalating bills. Not only has this
particular constituent accumulated massive legal
fees but also the structure of his house is under
question because of water seepage from the holes
the contractor dug. I have seen photographs of the
house, which show it has massive cracks in three
rooms.
The other concern I have does not relate to a large
amount of money. External blinds were fitted to the
house of another constituent and as a result of that
structural damage was caused to the brickwork of
the house and the side gate. The company that
installed the blinds visited the house several times to
fix the damage but was unable to satisfy my
constituent. The issue was taken to the Office of Fair
Trading and Business Affairs and evidence was
given that the cost to reinstall the blinds and repair
the damage to the house and the gate was in excess
of $2000. That is less than the current level of the
guarantee fund, but it emphasises that what started
out as the simple fitting of external blinds ended up
causing $2000 damage to the house.

The referee in the Office of Fair Trading and
Business Affairs fined the company $200 and
ordered it to rectify the work. The blinds still cannot
be used, repairs to the brickwork of the house have
not been done and the side gate is yet to be repaired.
I shall leave for the appropriate time the fact that the
company receives work contracts from the Office of
Housing.
The guarantee fund is being increased to $5000 for
claims against poor workmanship. I have put on
record the concerns opposition members have about
the necessity for constant monitoring of the process,
because work that may initially cost only a small
amount can escalate into thousands of dollars.
Householders may have to pay legal and other
associated costs to rectify the poor workmanship of,
in some cases, unscrupulous builders. The
opposition does not oppose the bill.
Motion agreed to.

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - By leave, I move:
That this bill be now read a third time.

In SO doing I thank Mr Power and Miss Gould for
their approach to and support of the bill. Miss Gould
raised two constituent matters with me, one of
which occurred under the previous legislation, the
House Contracts Guarantee Act. I note her
comments regarding that matter and I further note
her comments regarding another constituent case. I
am not in a position to comment on individual cases,
nor does Miss Gould expect me to comment on
them, but I advise the house that the Building
Control Commission and the Office of Fair Trading
and Business Affairs will monitor complaints and
inquiries and will advise the Minister for Fair
Trading in another place of the mOnitoring process.
Motion agreed to.
Read third time.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

LEGAL PROFESSION PRACTICE
(DIRECT MORTGAGES) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 June; motion of
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business).
Hon. PAT POWER Gika Jika) - The Legal
Profession Practice (Direct Mortgages) Bill is a
simple piece of legislation that the opposition
supports. The bill repeals section 40AA of the Legal
Profession Practice Act, the amending act that
would have imposed certain requirements on
solicitors in relation to direct mortgages.
Section 40AA provides that a solicitor must not
receive any payment or repayment of principal
under a direct mortgage in any form other than a
cheque drawn by the lender or the mortgagor or a
bank cheque or a bank draft payable to the order of
the mortgagor. It requires a solicitor who receives
such a cheque or draft to pay it forthwith to the
person to whose order it is payable or as such
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person directs. Contravention of the provision is an
offence carrying a maximum penalty of 20 penalty
units, unless the contravention is with intent to
defraud, in which case the maximum penalty is two
years imprisonment.
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of problems in relation to the Solicitors Guarantee
Fund and the amount of money that would be
available for legal aid.
That summarises the comments that I make on
behalf of the opposition. I do not want to take the

Section 40AA arose out of the financial crisis of the
Solicitors Guarantee Fund. Representatives of the
Law Institute of Victoria expressed concern about
the operation of the proposed section. Well-reasoned
objections to the section were put by bankers and the
property law section of the Law Institute.
Section 40AA as originally proposed would have
reduced the income of the Solicitors Guarantee Fund
to a Significant extent. The Law Institute has advised
that the amount would have been between $1 billion
and $2 billion.
Section 40AA would have reduced significantly the
annual flow of funds into solicitors trust accounts
and, therefore, the income of the Solicitors
Guarantee Fund. That is the core reason the
opposition is able to support the bill. Members
would know that direct mortgage payments
received by solicitors are paid into a trust fund and
that the interest earned on that money is paid into
the Solicitors Guarantee Fund, which pays in part
for solicitor defalcations. A portion of the fund's
money goes to legal aid and the Leo Cussen
Institute, which is responsible for some excellent
courses in continuing legal education.
The Law Institute expressed. grave concern about the
effect of section 40AA on the Solicitors Guarantee
Fund and the funding of legal aid. The opposition
believed the problem the section was meant to
address was never a problem in the first place. The
opposition argues that had the government initially
taken advice from the Law Institute of Victoria,
section 40AA would not have been introduced and
this bill, which is seeking to rectify that would not
need to be before the house. The opposition argues
that the government was provided at the outset with
detailed information about the total amount tied up
in direct mortgages and that the government was
informed of the fact that the Law Institute was not
aware of any defalcations arising from a direct
mortgage transaction in more than a decade.
The effect of the bill we argue, therefore, is to correct
an error that arose because of the government's lack
of consultation with the Law Institute, in particular
in relation to direct mortgages. In fact, it could be
argued that the government ignored the advice that
was received from the Law Institute that section
40AA was not necessary and would create all sorts

argument to the more personal level that it went to
in the other place. We support the bill but consider it
reasonable to place on the record that this is a
legislative measure that should not have been
necessary.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) - It is
with great pleasure that I speak on the Legal
Profession Practice (Direct Mortgages) Bill. As
Mr Power quite rightly pointed out, the bill seeks to
repeal section 5 of the Legal Profession Practice
(Amendment) Act 1995, which introduced section
40AA into the Legal Profession Practice Act 1958.
It must be pointed out also that section 40AA has

not come into operation and was not intended to
come into operation until 1 July 1996. Mr Power did
point out that the reason that the Legal Profession
Practice (Amendment) Bill was introduced in the
first place was to correct a situation that had arisen
with potential defalcations and the liability of the
Solicitors Guarantee Fund for mortgages that were
placed through solicitor practices.
We must draw a distinction between direct
mortgages and contributory mortgages. In direct
mortgages, a solicitor acts as a broker between one
identifiable mortgagor and an identifiable
mortgagee, where there is one lender and one
borrower and that lender appears as a mortgagee
registered on the title of the subject mortgage
property.
That is in direct contrast to the contributory
mortgage situation, where two or more lenders
come together and the funds are pooled by the
solicitor and lent to a borrower. In the usual course
of events, the solicitor's firm - or more regularly
nowadays, a nominee company - is used as the
lending vehicle and the names of the lenders do not
appear on title.
During the deliberations leading to the passage of
the Legal Profession Practice (Amendment) Act, the
Law Institute was unable to provide, firstly, details
on the amount and value of direct mortgages, as
compared with contributory mortgages, and
secondly, full details on what defalcations had taken
place in direct mortgages as opposed to contributory
mortgages over the past decade or two. As a result,
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section 40AA was introduced and the profession
was given until 1 July 1996 to provide evidence as to
why the section should not come into force. Now the
profession has provided that evidence to the
satisfaction of the Attorney-General.

Motion agreed to.

It is clear that forcing repayment directly by bank
cheque in respect of direct mortgages would be an
undue imposition. It is also now clear, which it was
not at this time last year when the original amending
bill was considered, that the situation that had
developed with contributory mortgages as to
defalcations was not a problem that arose in the
context of direct mortgages. It is true that in the past
10 to 12 years there had been no defalcations on
direct mortgages. The profession has now pointed
that out to the Attorney-General, but it could not do
so last year. In light of that, the repeal of section
40AA is a commonsense action. That is why the
government is taking this action. It must be pointed
out again that the requirement has not come into
force as yet and has not disadvantaged anybody.

Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - By leave, I move:

The profession, in conjunction with the government,
has worked out the problem to the satisfaction of the
government. Section 40AA provided a protection in
the uncertain period during the past year for lenders
and borrowers in direct mortgage situations.
However, with the evidence that has come to light it
is now clear that that protection is no longer
necessary.
I therefore commend the bill to the house. It will
provide the Solicitors Guarantee Fund with the
ability to earn interest on deposits through trust
accounts with direct mortgages, and it will also
provide the profession with certainty in the lead-up
to 1 July 1996.
Hon. D. McL DAVIS (East Yarra) - I also
support the Legal Profession Practice (Direct
Mortgages) Bill and again note the bipartisan nature
of the support for the measure. The bill abolishes
section 5 of the Legal Profession Practice
(Amendment) Act 1995. It is to the credit of the
Attorney-General that the bill is before the house
today. It reflects assurances given at the time to look
closely at provisions inserted in the original bill. The
Law Institute of Victoria and other bodies have now
come forward with evidence that indicates, as
Mr Katsambanis said, that there are no defalcations
on direct mortgages.
In this context I commend the bill to the house. It is a
Significant and very good measure.

Read second time.

Third reading

That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so, I thank Mr Katsambanis for his learned
contribution based on his many years experience as
a solicitor, Mr David Davis, and in particular
Mr Power for the opposition's support of the bill. I
place on record also my appreciation for Mr Power's
not having indulged in the slanging match that
appears to have taken place elsewhere about the bill,
and for raising his concerns in the manner he did.

I briefly address those concerns because the record
should be set straight. To his credit my colleague
Mr Katsambanis addressed that issue to some
extent. Mr Power raised what he perceived to be the
sequence of events about the advice of the Law
Institute of Victoria to the Attorney-General and the
Attorney-General's response to that advice.
The way Mr Power relayed that point of view was
unfair, although he has every right to raise his
concerns. The correct chronology of events is set out
in the Attorney-General's second-reading speech,
but I will go through it and explain the correct order
because it will be instructive for the house to hear it.
As she has said in public on many occasions, the
Attorney-General met with the Law Institute of
Victoria before the amending bill, the Legal
Profession Practice (Amendment) Act 1995, was
passed and gave an undertaking that proposed
section 40AA would not come into operation unless
she was satisfied that it was both necessary and
appropriate. The Attorney-General made that
decision and gave that assurance. In other words,
she decided specifically to delay proclamation until
1 July 1996.
The Attorney-General invited the Law Institute of
Victoria to put its concerns in writing so she could
consider them in full. As was said in the other place,
after the passage of the 1995 legislation, on
13 December the property and environmental law
section of the Law Institute provided a detailed
submission on the effect of proposed section 4OAA,
pointing out the operational problems and
questioning the need for it. Around that time the
Attorney-General received advice from the acting
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secretary of the Law Institute that he could not recall
a defalcation of a direct mortgage in the past
12 years.
Having considered all the submissions and practical
comments from the ANZ Bank, the Australian
Bankers Association, the property section of the Law
Institute and a private finn, the Attorney-General
decided that she would propose the repeal of
proposed section 4OAA, thereby preventing it from
coming into operation.
It is important to note that the Attorney-General did
not receive an official written submission from the
Law Institute per se; she received a written
submission from the property law section, which
arrived after the passage of the 1995 act. The
Attorney-General has bent over backwards to take
on board a range of views from the legal profession
and other people, including that section of the Law
Institute. It is not accurate to claim that she did
otherwise.
I hope those few words set the record straight and I
suggest that honourable members who are in any
doubt should refer again to the second-reading
speech, which correctly sets out the chronology of
events.
Motion agreed to.

Wednesday, 5 June 1996

the Pharmaceutical Organisations Superannuation
Fund, the Victorian Electricity Industry
Superannuation Fund, the Water Industry
Superannuation Fund and the Zoological Board of
Victoria Superannuation Fund. Those five funds will
come under commonwealth legislation as regulated
funds, as is required. Those complementary changes
are supported by the opposition. The minister has
told me that the changes must go through before
17 June, which is why we are dealing with the bill
this week.
We have no difficulty with the bill and what it
attempts to achieve. It allows the former Public
Transport Corporation employees at the railway
workshops in Bendigo, which I have visited, to
transfer their superannuation entitlements to their
new employer, Goninan's Co. Ltd. The opposition
supports this initiative and encourages the
government to regard it not simply as a one-off
situation where privatisation has occurred but as
one that can apply to any new organisation as part
of the industrial conditions employees enjoy.
I urge the Minister for Finance and the Treasurer to
try to ensure that similar provisions come into force
elsewhere following privatisation, particularly
where that involves the transfer of a substantial
number of people to an organisation that is
performing the same tasks. That is the case in
Bendigo.

Read third time.

Rettulining stages
Passed remaining stages.

SUPERANNUATION ACTS
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 June; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Oib Jib) - The
opposition supports the bill and sees it as part of
ongoing legislation designed to rationalise
superannuation in Victoria. We have on other
occasions supported legislation that has a similar
rationalising effect, and on this occasion we again
support the consolidation of superannuation.
The bill takes account of commonwealth legislative
changes that require the regulation of some schemes,
particularly the Gas and Fuel Superannuation Fund,

The employees were keen to have this provision.
There was a great deal of discussion about the
privatisation in Bendigo, and a number of articles
and editorials in the Bendigo Advertiser reveal that
the issue was hotly debated by the local community.
Some employees were in favour of privatisation and
others were not. I am sure the majority were
reluctant and that this particular provision assisted
in easing their concerns, so from that perspective it
is of benefit to the government We support the
notion of that practice being the standard rather than
a one-off concession.
Other provisions in the bill amend the Parliamentary
Contnbutory Superannuation Fund. The changes
will affect my position as Leader of the Opposition
and therefore me personally. I understand it has the
support of both sides of the house, but it involves
the question of pecuniary interest.
I point out that I am aware of the change involved,
as I understand it. The bill proposes a change to
section 7(4) of the act, which states:
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For the purpose of calculating his entitlement under the
last preceding section a person who, immediately
before a dissolution of the Assembly, holds the office of
the Leader or Deputy Leader of Her Majesty's
Opposition or who holds the office of leader in the
Assembly of a third party or who is recognised as
Parliamentary Secretary to the Cabinet shall be deemed
to continue to hold such office up to but excluding the
day appointed for taking the poll at the ensuing general
election for the Assembly.

An amendment to the bill inserts in that section
reference to the Leader of the Opposition in the
Legislative Council as well. 1 just indicate to the
house that 1 recognise that and that therefore there is
some potential for pecuniary interests to be affected.

Hon. M. A. Birrell - Can we make it
retrospective because 1 didn't get paid under those
laws, and 1 lost.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - The Leader of
the Government says he might prefer the
amendment to be retrospective. 1 am not sure 1
would support that, but there is still an opportunity
for him to gain some benefit if he loses the next
election and comes back over to this side of the
house. The changes proposed to the Parliamentary
Salaries and Superannuation Act have received
more debate in the press than between the parties in
Parliament In a general sense the opposition
supports the changes to the act. In particular, 1 do
not think the amendment of section 12 will cost the
state or the superannuation fund any more money.
At the end of the day it means we do not have to go
through the fiasco of people pretending to run for
preselection or Parliament just so they can say they
were defeated and thereby pick up their
superannuation payments. Indeed, it makes sense
particularly for the Legislative Council.
There have been occasions in the past when it could
have been very strongly argued that some
individuals - without mentioning names - ought
to have considered whether to run for another
eight-year term.
However, because of the coincidence of having two
terms in this place working out at, generally
speaking, 13 to 15 years, but usually not quite 15
years, some members did not necessarily get their
full superannuation. It meant they had to run for an
additional eight-year term when they would not
have done so under normal circumstances if
superannuation was not an issue. Therefore the
amendments in that regard rationalise the situation.
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Apparently it involves no additional cost to the
system, and it is a particularly sensible change.
With regard to the 20.5 year rule, I understand the
rationale the government has used is based on a
very longstanding union rule, if you like, that you
ought to get a benefit for what you paid in
superannuation. 1 understand that after 20.5 years
no additional benefit is received, although 1 must
point out that I am not sure entirely the same
situation applies in the circumstances of a defined
scheme. Nevertheless, the opposition is not
opposing the bill.
At present the scheme has a substantial unfunded
liability. The bill allows the Treasurer to finance that.
Hon. R. M. Hallam - No, it requires him to do
so.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - 1 stand corrected
- it requires the Treasurer to finance that unfunded
liability. Obviously the size of the unfunded liability
may well be affected by this 20.5 year rule, although
1 am not sure by how much. Nevertheless, in general
terms the changes proposed in the bill are sensible
and we certainly support them.
The opposition supports the rationalisation of the
public sector schemes. It has supported and
continues to support the reduction in the number of
public sector superannuation funds from 33 to 17.
We applaud the changes in regard to the Bendigo
workshops and concur with the changes in respect
of the Parliamentary Superannuation Scheme
component. The opposition supports the bill.
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - I shall
briefly place on the record the importance of
protecting the superannuation rights of the workers
at the Bendigo workshops. The situation goes back
some time in history. The Bendigo workshops work
force has been declining over a number of years; the
prospects for the future were not all that bright.
Through a number of meetings following the 1992
election, the former member for Bendigo West in
another place, Max Turner, and 1 worked with the
workshop committee in an attempt to protect as
large a work force as possible.
The Public Transport Corporation has gone through
a number of rationalisations. Unfortunately, the
workshops at Bendigo were placed in a position
where the amount of guaranteed work from the PfC
meant there would be a work force of only
110 people. As a result of negotiations with the
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Minister for Transport in another place, Max Turner
and I discussed what the future prospects would be.
What we saw as a long-term viable operation at
Bendigo was for a private company to become
involved in leasing the work force at Bendigo for
five to seven years. We also tried to ascertain
whether there was some opportunity to increase the
work levels at the workshops. I am pleased to say
that the superannuation entitlement or provision
that has been provided by the government is the
final link in the negotiations that have seen the
transfer of responsibilities for the Bendigo
workshops from the PTC to Goninan's, a New South
Wales transport manufacturer. We hope in the next
two to three weeks to actually see a Significant
increase in the work force.

In addition, I would like to put on record my thanks
to the opposition for its support for this bill. It is a
complex issue, so I was pleased to learn that the
opposition was prepared to consider the bill in a
bipartisan way. Furthermore, I am even more
grateful for the agreement that was reached on the
timing of this debate. As it happens, there are
members of superannuation funds who will stand to
gain substantially if this bill is passed by a particular
date. That relates to the transfer of the funds to
supervision under the commonwealth rule. On that
basis I am grateful for the support that the
opposition has offered and the agreement that this
be handled as a matter of urgency.

I place on record for posterity a recognition of the
work done by the previOUS member for Bendigo
West, Max Turner, in conjunction with the
workshop committee, the Minister for Transport,
Alan Brown, and me, in arriving at the most sensible
and beneficial outcome not only for the workers,
who were faced with a very difficult decision, but
also for Bendigo's economy. As the minister will
attest, this is a very Significant move in the
portability of entitlements for superannuation
recipients in state entities. I congratulate the
government for accepting the very important
protection this provides to the workers at the
Bendigo workshops. I thank the government for the
compassionate and conciliatory way in which it has
worked through this very difficult issue.

Read third time.

Motion agreed to.

Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

VICTORIAN MANAGED INSURANCE
AUTHORITY BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

This bill establishes the Victorian Managed

Motion agreed to.
Read second time.

Third reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) By leave, I move:

Insurance AuthOrity. The authority will replace the
Managed Insurance Fund and continue the reform
of risk management in the budget sector
commenced in 1995. The authority will also become
the successor in law of the State Insurance Office,
thereby assuming responsibility for its residual
assets and liabilities. The major businesses of the
State Insurance Office were sold in 1992 and the
office will be abolished by this bill.

That this bill be now read a third time.

In doing so, I would like to make a few comments,
firstly, on the issues raised by Mr Best. I thank him
for his comments and say that I, too, regard the
arrangements that were ultimately reached for the
employees of the Bendigo workshops and the
employees of Goninan's as a good outcome. I am
glad it has been resolved, and I am happy to put on
the record that, from the perspective of government,
it is an important precedent.

In March 1995 this government took steps to reform
the management of both insurable and
non-insurable risk in the Victorian budget sector.
The budget sector is exposed to a range of risks
which create exposures to the consolidated fund.
These risks include:

public liability claims for injured third parties;
professional indemnity claims from third parties;
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storm and tempest; and
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of the business risks associated with their assets
and operations as well as the need for accurate
valuations of their assets; and

environmental site impairment.
the state has moved to self-insuring the first
Prior to the reforms initiated by this government the
only insurance purchased centrally was insurance
for public liability and property loss catastrophe
policies. An independent review of these programs
found that the programs were unresponsive to the
business needs of the departments and inhibited the
state assuming greater levels of self-insurance that it
had the capacity to manage.
The government had two objectives in reforming
risk management in the budget sector. First, it
intended to ensure departments were identifying
their risks and risk exposures and developing risk
management strategies. Improved risk management
in the budget sector will result in reduced claims
and cost savings. Through the development of risk
management strategies the state will have a profile
of the total risk in the budget sector and be able to
better assess its insurance needs.
Secondly, it was intended that the budget sector
rationalise its insurance arrangements and improve
its handling of claims by establishing a central
budget sector insurance agency. A key role of the
authority, which will perform this central agency
function, will be to self-insure part of the budget
sector's risk. In coordinating the purchase of
insurance and claims handling through a central
agency and self-insuring or assuming part of the
risk, the government is following well established
practices adopted by major private sector
organisations.

The Managed Insurance FWld was established as a
trust accoWlt of the public accoWlt in 1995 and has
been the focus for a range of initiatives designed to
deliver these reforms. The initiatives together with
other corporate governance initiatives include:
a program Wlder which departments were
assisted in profiling their risk exposures. This was
the first step leading up to having departments
develop and adopt risk management strategies.
Nearly all departments have profiled their risk
and over 50 per cent have adopted risk
management strategies;
the introduction of a system of insurance
declarations requiring departments to declare
exposures and to develop asset registers.
Departmental managements are now more aware

$50 million of losses arising from property and

public liability at a cash saving of $9 million.
The next stage of the reform program is to

consolidate the reforms to date and continue the risk
management improvements of the budget sector's
insurable risk. For these reforms to be implemented
it is essential that a statutory authority subject to
appropriate prudential, corporate governance and
accountability frameworks is established.
The Victorian Managed Insurance AuthOrity
established by this bill will have five key functions.
These functions are to:
assist departments and participating bodies to
establish programs for the identification,
quantification and management of risks;
monitor risk management by departments and
participating bodies;
act as insurer for, or provide insurance services
to, departments and participating bodies;
provide indemnities to officers of state
corporations and departments; and
provide risk management advice to the state and
to provide risk management advice and training
to departments and participating bodies.
The authority's clients, departments and
participating bodies, will be required to develop risk
management strategies which will be monitored by
the authority and arrange their insurance through
the authority. There will, however, be a discretion
for the minister to exempt the authority's clients
from arranging their insurance with the authority.
To ensure that major risks that can impact on the
budget sector and the consolidated fund are
captured the bill gives flexibility to the minister to
vary coverage of the act and the authority to include
bodies funded by the consolidated fund. These
bodies are referred to in the bill as participating
bodies. With the exception of directors and officers
insurance, which will be provided to directors and
officers of bodies within the broader public sector, it
is not intended that the authority will provide
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insurance or risk management services outside the
budget sector.
As with other statutory corporations the affairs of
the authority will be overseen by a board of
directors. While the board is to be serviced by a
small staff it is intended that the authority will
contract with the private sector to provide risk
management services. To ensure appropriate
oversight of its activities the authority will be
required to prepare a three-year strategic plan on an
annual basis and report to the Treasurer against its
plan at regular intervals. The authority's risk profile
will be controlled by requiring the authority to
specify the quantum of risk it proposes to self-insure
and to comply with prudential guidelines set by the
Treasurer.

The establishment of the Victorian Managed
Insurance AuthOrity is an important financial
management initiative which will improve risk
management in, and provide financial benefits to,
the budget sector.
1 commend the bill to the house.

Debate adjoumed on motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika).
Debate adjoumed until next day.

WATER ACTS (AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance)-I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.
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flooding and development advice. By giving the
minister the flexibility to assign only those powers
which are appropriate to the circumstances, the
amendments enable the minister to tailor floodplain
management responsibilities to an authority's
resources and the local community's needs.
Oause 9 gives the minister the ability to declare the
active flow-carrying part of the floodplain a
floodway. Under existing legislation, to control
buildings which may control or divert floodwaters
the minister must declare the total area banded by
the floodline of a one-in-a-hundred-year flood.
However, in most cases it is unnecessarily expensive
and time consuming to identify the whole area liable
to such flooding. The power to declare a floodway
will enable resources to be focused on defining the
area of most concern to floodplain managers and
ensuring developments in those areas are
appropriate.
The other amendments contained in part 2 are
designed to streamline and improve the
administration of the Water Act, including removing
the need for waterway management authorities to
serve a notice on each individual property owner for
the purpose of declaring land to be serviced and
liable to a rate, and also dealing with the publication
of bulk entitlement orders, which at present have to
be published in full.
The current procedures for dealing with these
matters are unnecessarily cumbersome and
expensive. The more usual commercial practice of
placing notification in local newspapers is to be
adopted, while notice of the bulk entitlements orders
will be published rather than the full order.
The operation of the act will be enhanced by:

This bill continues the important process of reform
in the water sector in both metropolitan Melbourne
and rural Victoria. Many of the prOvisions are
essentially of a housekeeping nature, and 1 shall
concentrate on the main reforms being proposed.
Part 2 of the bill contains amendments to the Water
Act 1989. The most significant of these concern
floodplain management

facilitating the smooth transfer of land to give
effect to a restructuring order made under the act.
This and other consequential amendments are
outlined in clauses 6 and 7;

Under the current provisions, only the full set of
floodplain management functions listed in the act
can be assigned to a waterway management
authority. However, an authority may only have the
resources to carry out part of the suite of functions; it
may have the resources to carry out works but not
the ability to assess planning applications and give

allowing the minister to give a delegate the ability
to subdelegate so that the relevant authority can
organise which officers are to be responsible for
different duties without the need for the minister
to delegate to individual positions.

clarifying the respective roles of the minister and
an appointed committee in relation to the
preparation of water management schemes; and
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The amendments to the Water Industry Act 1994
contained in part 3 of the bill build on the structural
and regulatory reforms which have been made in
the Melbourne metropolitan area. The reforms have
laid the basis for an efficient and effective water
industry and the three retail water businesses are
already demonstrating their commitment to better
customer service and better customer performance.
The bill will allow the government to continue to
regulate the prices charged by these retail
businesses, together with wholesale water and
sewerage prices. It is important that the government
continue to regulate these prices to allow it to
manage the transition to more cost-reflective pricing
for water services.
As members will recall, in June 1994 the government
announced that domestic charges for water and
sewerage services in the Melbourne area would
increasingly reflect a customer's use of the service
and decreasingly reflect the municipal valuation of
his or her property. Greater reliance on
consumption-based charging has enjoyed bipartisan
support in Victoria, and is a key aspect of the
strategic framework endorsed by COAG for the
reform of the Australian water industry. It is a fairer
system and, by encouraging water conservation, is
also more environmentally friendly than current
pricing arrangements, which fail to penalise waste.
Significant progress has already been made and the
government will continue the work of pricing
reform.
In 1994 the government froze prices for domestic
water and sewerage services in the Melbourne area.
This freeze will remain until at least 1 January 1997
as announced. The amendments contained in clause
13 will allow the government to regulate prices after
that date Wltil pricing oversight is formally
transferred to the Office of the Regulator-General.
Once the Office of the Regulatory-General issues a
pricing order in relation to a particular price or
charge, the ability of the Governor in Council to
make further orders in relation to that price or
charge will cease.
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almost impossible to prove a case of deliberate
pollution. Seven days notice will continue to be
required, however, where access to residential
premises is required.
Clause 19 of the bill brings Melbourne Parks and
Waterways into line with other bodies charged with
the management of Crown land by giving it the
power to grant leases and licences for activities
affecting the beds and banks of waterways.
The disaggregation of Melbourne Water
Corporation on 1 January 1995 was a mammoth
undertaking, and some amendments need to be
made to the allocation statements made at the time.
Clause 21 enables such amendments be retrospective
to the date on which the transfers took effect to
reflect the reality of dealings since disaggregation,
provided there have been no past dealings which
adversely affect the interests of a third party.
The other changes being made to the Water Industry
Act 1994 are housekeeping measures, such as
bringing the billing period of rates levied by
Melbourne Parks and Waterways into line with the
billing period for rates and charges for water supply
and sewerage services.
Part 4 of the bill contains amendments to the
Melbourne Metropolitan Board of Works Act 1958.
These are essentially of a housekeeping nature and
consequential to other changes being made. The
power to levy rates for floodplain management
purposes in clause 26 will make it clear that
floodplain management will continue to be funded
from the drainage rate, as occurs at present.
I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Hon. PAT POWER
ijika Jika).
Debate adjourned until next day.
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Clause 16 will enable the employee of a retail water
or sewerage business to enter land - excluding a
dwelling house - to investigate non-compliance
with the act without having to give seven days prior
notice, provided that the licensee is satisfied on
reasonable grounds of that non-compliance.
The current requirement to give seven days notice
before entering a property affords a person time to
remove any evidence of non-compliance, making it

Second reading
Debate resumed from 4 June; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).

The PRESIDENT - Order! I note that the debate
is in the hands of the Leader of the OppOSition, as is
the usual practice. However, I Wlderstand an
agreement has been reached by the parties Wlder
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which the government will provide some speakers
this eVening.
Hon. R. A. BEST (North Western) - It gives me
great pleasure to support the Treasurer's 1996
autumn statement. Unlike the opposition, the
government understands the need for sound
financial management to provide a prosperous and
secure future for our children and for future
generations.
Hon. Pat Power - Is this going to be a bus tour
of harassment?
Hon. R. A. BEST - You've got it. So, if you want
to leave, do it now. The truth hurts! The Treasurer's
statement reinforces the policies of past three and a
half years and provides a vision and commitment to
keeping Victoria moving for the next four years. All
Victorians would be aware of financial mess we
inherited in 1992 and the past three and a half years
have been spent rectifying many of those problems.
The results we see presented in this statement are a
combination of a number of strategies and policy
implementations aimed at improving Victoria's
competitiveness and budget position during the next
four years.
The reason we are improving our financial position
so dramatically is because of a good dose of
commonsense combined with some very prudent
management strategies that have been put in place
over the past three and a half years. As country
member of Parliament I admit that the past three
and a half years have not been easy. Although there
have been many occasions on which I have attended
public meetings and received deputations on both
education and local government issues, the reality is
that the government's long-term strategies have
been aimed at improving Victoria's competitiveness,
particularly in the rural sector, to ensure we can
enjoy the growth taking place in the Asia-Pacific
region and to help our food and hbre industries
grow and prosper.
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of all to me has been the government's focus on the
Calder Highway, which is the artery of northern
Victoria. The highway is particularly important for
its role in the transporting of food from the
Sunraysia in the far northern area of my electorate
and for its significance to the economy of Victoria
and the Mallee.
I turn to Victoria's education system. The
government has taken some 8000 teachers out of the
education system. Instead of spending money on
wages and salaries the government is now spending
money on the refurbishment of schools through
school maintenance and refurbishment, capital
works programs and on technology upgrades. I am
delighted that the Bendigo Senior Secondary College
is being provided with $1 million to establish it as
one of the navigator schools in prOViding technology
and computer information from around the world to
. the students of Bendigo.
Victoria also had a workers compensation system
that was some $2 billion in the red. The former
scheme could not compete with the New South
Wales system and was driving businesses over the
border. Only yesterday the minister responsible for
Workcover advised the house of the wonderful
report card presented by the Auditor-General. I
congratulate the minister on the excellent work he
has done, not only on Workcover but also on local
government.

means. We had a bloated public service, an
uncompetitive power industry, inefficient and
expensive local government and water boards that
provided poor quality water and, in some cases in
my electorate, could not even replace worn out
equipment That situation was a major restriction on
regional development.

During the past three and a half years the coalition
government asked the people of Victoria to trust it.
We have taken them in a direction we believe will
benefit our future and our children. We had become
uncompetitive with Queensland and New South
Wales, which are our natural competitors. We
needed to provide infrastructure so that business
could grow and compete and so that employment
opportunities in the private sector could expand.
Although 75 000 people were removed from the
public sector, at the same time the private sector
increased jobs by more than 100 000. Despite all the
restructure that had been undertaken and the
repositioning of government services, when the
coalition went to the people in March it was
overwhelmingly voted in as the government the
Victorian people preferred. At a time when
everything was turned on its head in order to mend
the financial mess we found ourselves in, the
government was able to restructure and still
maintain the confidence of the Victorian people.

The government has instituted transport refonns,
including reforms of the port system. Most pleasing

In the period from 1992 to 1996 there were times
when I was concerned about whether the many

The reality is that Victoria was living beyond its
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small towns and communities in my electorate
would be able to cushion the changes that were
being made. That situation was compoW\ded by
droughts, summer rains and a loss of income. We
went to the people and said, 'Trust us!'. I am
delighted that not only did they trust us but now it
is payback time for country Victoria!

Hon. R. A. BEST - There is no comfort for the
Labor Party in the Swan Hill electorate where
exactly the same thing happened. In 1988 the ALP
vote was 20.06 per cent and in 1996 it polled
17.35 per cent! Not only has the Labor Party been
rejected by the people in the metropolitan area, it
has been unable to retain support in coW\try Victoria.

Hon. D. A. Nardella - They were paid back
when you closed their railway lines!

I am delighted to illustrate the way the government
will address the concerns of country Victoria. A
number of major funding commitments have been
made to assist areas throughout my electorate. The
government is now in a position to address the
neglect of the Labor years. Significant funding has
been announced for a number of key areas such as
health, education, transport and water reforms.

Hon. R. A. BEST - We have heard from the
greatest numbskull who has ever sat in this house.
After three and a half years in opposition he does
not know that not one railway service has been
closed. The service may have been changed but not
one service has been lost.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Ask the passengers!
Hon. R. A. BEST -It is frustrating to hear the
total ignorance of members on the other side of the
house. All Mr Nardella does is sit there and blame
the government for everything that goes wrong. The
sun has risen in the morning - it is the
government's fault; it goes down at night - it is the
government's fault! I suggest he read the
information presented by the government. So please
read the autumn economic statement!
Hon. D. A. Nardella - It is a load of junk! The
passenger rail service to Mildura has closed! You
closed it!
Hon. R. A. BEST - The government still
provides a coach service to Mildura. It leaves from
Bendigo and for 90 per cent of the time it is 80 per
cent full. The patronage on the coach service to
Mildura has increased. You are talking through your
hat, Mr Nardella! This is payback time for country
Victoria. Not only have we made an
announcement - Hon. T. C. Theopbanous - Is that why you did
so well in Mildura?
Hon. R. A. BEST - I am delighted to address
that issue. I happen to have the election results with
me, and they should give no comfort to the Labor
Party whatsoever. They show that in Mildura in
1988 the Labor Party polled 21.53 per cent of the
votes, but in 1996 it polled 17.9 per cent. Its vote
decreased.
Hon. T. C. Theopbanous - In case you didn't
realise, you lost the seat!

1his year and during the next three years Bendigo
and the other regional centres of Ballarat and
Geelong will receive specific funding to provide for
capital works and other initiatives. Some $37 million
will be provided for the Bendigo Health Care Group
and $7 million for an accommodation and
psychiatric nursing home with outpatient, respite
and palliative care.

Not only will the major regional centres benefit from
health funding announced in the autumn economic
statement, but also smaller hospitals such as the
Boort District Hospital will receive $250 000. Donald
District Hospital will receive $145 000; Inglewood
Hospital, $220 000; Mildura Base Hospital,
$10 million; Mount Alexander Hospital in
Castlemaine, $3.5 million; Ouyen and District
Hospital, $500 000; and the Swan Hill District
Hospital, $12 million. Those are Significant
contributions to country Victoria. Last week we
heard the Minister for Health explain his
commitment to small country hospitals, and that is
totally supported by the funding provided in the
Treasurer's statement.
Many concerns were expressed about the way the
education system was to be restructured. During the
past three and a half years I have been delighted that
a significant amount of money has been provided to
ensure the restructuring of education is supported
by an upgrading of capital works facilities. This
process is continuing in the autumn economic
statement because almost $1 million is being
allocated for the Maiden Gully Primary School,
$1.2 million for Spring Gully Primary School and
$943 000 for Strathfieldsaye Primary School. The
very small town of Manangatang is having its
primary school upgraded through an allocation of
$298000.
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I congratulate the Minister for Education because
again we are receiving the results of the LAP test
and technology upgrades. In my electorate nothing
is more impressive than the perfonnance of the
Bendigo Senior Secondary College which, in the past
two years, has been allocated millions of dollars in
capital works as well as $1 million for science and
technology so that it can be part of the navigator
schools scheme. The Bendigo Senior Secondary
College is a showcase for education for the public
school system because not only does it have the
facilities, but it has achieved excellent academic
results.
A major component of the Treasurer's statement
was the maintenance and refurbishment program to
which $15 million has been allocated this year. I am
hopeful that schools such as Specimen Hill,
Laurel Street, Winter's Flat, and Redcliffs East will
be recipients of funding from the program.
The TAPE sector is also benefiting from government
funding. The Bendigo Regional Institute of TAPE
will receive $500 000 for property acquisition of the
old saleyard site, because the new saleyard, to which
the government has committed $2 million, is being
relocated to the north of the city. Approximately
$750 000 has been allocated to the regional institute
of TAPE for new campuses.
I am delighted the government remains committed
to the refurbishment of the Calder Highway.
Unfortunately, federal money has not been allocated
to the project and no money was spent on improving
the highway during the administration of the former
Labor government. Recently the Minister for Roads
and Ports, the Honourable Geoff Craige, announced
a $18.5 million upgrade of the Diggers Rest to
Gisborne section of the highway, which is vital for
regional development and for rural producers to get
their produce to the market The former Minister for
Roads and Ports, the Honourable Bill Baxter, was
responsible for allocating Significant amounts of
money to roads in my electorate through the Better
Roads program.
The government is not only increasing services, but
upgrading facilities. Rail patronage from the
Bendigo rail station has increased by 11 per cent
since 1994-95. The government is meeting the
demands by ensuring extra services are available on
weekends, particularly on Sundays, so that the
students commuting between Bendigo and
Melbourne have a viable fonn of transport. Bendigo
railway station will receive an upgrade worth
$90 000, while Kangaroo Flat and Eaglehawk
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railway stations have each been earmarked for
$18 000 refurbishment programs. The developer
responsible for the market development on the
Bendigo railway land adjoining the Bendigo railway
station is contributing $40 000 for an upgrade of the
station. Transport access is important for regional
development. I have already mentioned the Calder
Highway and the 3-cent-a-litre fuel levy that are
important components so that country Victorians
can access their markets.
Tourism is another important area. The Castlemaine
market project, to which the government has
allocated $2.25 million to create an historic precinct,
is an important catalyst for the revitalisation of
Castlemaine. During the adjournment debate last
night and in the media during the past few days
honourable members learnt about the unfortunate
devastation caused by fire to the Castlemaine
woollen mills resulting in the loss of some 80 jobs. I
am hopeful that the Castlemaine market project will
be brought forward quickly so that work
opportunities can be created for those people who
have unfortunately lost their jobs because of the fire
to the woollen mills.
The provision of water is also important in assisting
the development of regional Victoria. The Coliban
Water Board has been restructured and
amalgamated with other surrounding water boards.
I was delighted to hear that the board announced a
$6.5 million project to dramatically improve the
quality of water. It will make quality water available
to small towns in the electorate of Bendigo West. For
example, the towns to benefit will include Dunolly,
Laanecoorie,Tarnagulla,Bealiba,Wedderburn,in
the Swan Hill electorate, and Korong Vale and
Pyramid Hill will also receive water treatment
plants.
The new member for Bendigo West in another place
attacked Coliban Water because of its restructure
and its attempts to achieve efficiencies and savings.
Coliban Water is acting in a business-like manner. It
is not only streamlining its operations but is creating
efficiencies and increasing the quality of water for
residents in small country towns as well as creating
opportunities for regional development.
The Minister for Finance, when wearing another
ministerial hat as Minister for Regional
Development, recognised the loss of opportunity for
processing plants within the northern part of my
electorate because of the lack of water treatment
plants. If we are to address the problems associated
with industry interstate and in metropolitan
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Melbourne coming to country areas we must
provide a level of infrastructure that will encourage
them to establish their businesses in country areas
closer to their source product.

recognised by your colleague, but there is also a total
rejection of your party in country Victoria.

As a member representing country Victoria, I am
gratified to see money flowing back to country
Victoria. There is no joy for the Labor Party in
country Victoria. The government is keeping its
promises to country Victoria.

HoD. R. A. BEST - Even in Bendigo West. It is
important to put this on the record. In 1988 in
Bendigo West in 1988 the Labor Party polled 44.97
per cent of the vote.

Hon. D. A. Nardella -like in Bendigo!

HoD. D. A. Nardella - That is the primary vote.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You broke them all after
the election in 1992.
Hon. R. A. BEST - Mr Nardella says the
government broke its promises after the election in
1992. That is inconsistent with the comments made
by his colleague in another place as reported in the
CastlemaineMail of 17 May, which contained a report
with a headline, 'Government delivers on promises'.
The report referred to statements made by the
honourable member for Bendigo West in another
place.
Hon. W. R. Baxter - He must be an honest man.
Hon. R. A. BEST - He is a bit more intelligent.
Mr Cameron is quoted as saying:
State government grants for the development of the
Victory Park/Market precinct in Castlemaine, along
with funding under the Rural Towns project for
amenities in Castlemaine, Maldon, Chewton and
Harcourt, were passed through Parliament last
Wednesday.

What he meant was that the Treasurer's speech had
been tabled in the house, so he missed a bit on the
relevance there. But the article also says:
Mr Cameron said he is pleased the government has met
its obligations.

Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. R. A. BEST - Unfortunately, as I said - Hon. R. M. Hallam - Do it slowly.
Hon. R. A. BEST - I will start speaking slowly,
as I think it is only fair. Mr Nardella, please start
reading what is in the Treasurer's statement.
Unfortunately, you obviously cannot get it through
your thick head that the government is not only
meeting its obligations and keeping its promises, as

Hon. R. A. BEST -Absolutely. In 1992 they
polled 45.53 per cent of the vote, so it went up. But
in 1996, they polled 43.69 per cent of the vote. They
got across the line only because of preferences. So in
1996 the liberal candidate had increased his primary
vote from 30 per cent to 43 per cent. So there is little
joy for you in the results.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - No, there is a lot of joy in Bob Cameron being elected!
Hon. R. A. BEST - The electors of Bendigo West
will be very disappointed in the level of work and
commitment of the new member, compared with the
work of the former member, Mr Turner.
Hon. Pat Power - That is ridiculous, and
ungenerous. Disagree with his politics, but why
criticise his work ethic?
Hon. R. A. BEST - Because it is showing
through already.
Hon. Pat Power - Do you want us to get stuck
into the new member for Eumemmerring? It is
ridiculous.
Hon. R. A. BEST - During the election
campaign, one of the initiatives released by the
government was the policy entitled
Bendigo - Building on Strength - Keep Victoria
moving. Every one of the commitments in the policy
has been identified and in most cases money has
already been earmarked and the objectives have
been met. As I said, $37 million has been set aside
for the redevelopment of the Bendigo health care
group; $2.2 million for Castlemaine's Victory Market
precinct project; and money for constructing a new
library for Castlemaine.
Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. R. A. BEST - Mr Nardella, I will say it
slowly: you left this state in such a financial mess for
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us that we have had to turn this state on its ear to
rectify its financial problems.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - That is just rubbish.
Hon. R. A. BEST - So you didn't leave us a
financial mess?
Hon. D. A. Nardella - There were, certainly,
financial problems, but not of the magnitude of
which you are talking.
Hon. R. A. BEST - In addition, $285 000 is to be
provided to the Central Deborah Gold Mine tourism
project for the development of its above-ground
visitors area. That will give tourists visiting Bendigo
an opportunity to experience the history and drama
of the gold rush days. As I said, staff and
administration facilities at Bendigo Secondary
College will be upgraded, and a number of other
funding initiatives will be undertaken in the
education sector.
There can be little joy for the Labor Party after the
last election.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. A. BEST - The government's results
and the Treasurer's statement presented to
Parliament represent an outstanding achievement of
commonsense, a strategic and diligent approach to
rectifying a diabolical financial mess left by our
predecessors.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. A. BEST - Now we have only
10 members of the opposition in this house. Prior to
the last election there were 14 members and there
was a bit less room on the opposition benches than
there is currently. It is a bit disappointing that,
unfortunately, with fewer members the intelligence
level of the opposition has also gone down.
I welcome the Treasurer's statement and the
strategies being put in place to keep Victoria going,
to make it competitive, to address many of the
financial problems we have faced in the past and to
put us and our businesses in a competitive position
for the future.
One of the problems I was approached about prior
to the election was from a local member of the Real
Estate Institute of Victoria. I am delighted to be able
to welcome the announcement that stamp duty
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concessions will be introduced for first home buyers
of houses costing up to $150 000. That was
something I was lobbied about, together with the
abolition of stamp duty charges for small business.
I must get two things on the record. I thank the
house for the opportunity to make this brief
contribution on the achievements of the
government. I look forward to hearing the
opposition's interpretation of the financial position
Victoria now finds itself in. I congratulate all
ministers on the job they have done for Victorian
business and the general Victorian community.
Hon. SUE WILDING (Chelsea) -Since the
election of the coalition government in 1992 much
has been achieved in Victoria. Victoria is a different
place from what it was prior to that time. Everylxxiy
involved in the turnaround can be proud of it. The
fact that the 1996 election was such a resounding
success for the Kennett coalition government has
verified the fact that the directions we have been
heading in over the past three and a half years have
been the correct directions. The 1996 election results
show that people are supporting this govemmer.t
and that they have accepted the changes that we
have made. We have made some tough and hare
decisions over the time and not everybody in thE
community has been fully supportive of all the
decisions, but the community has respected us for
the decisions we have made.
People not only support us but they have the
confidence that this government will rebuild
Victoria and make it the place it should be. Quite
some time ago Victoria was respected as the jewel in
the Australian crown. That confidence is being
returned not just to the people but also to businesses
as well. The 1996 election has given the govemnent
a sound basis for continuing in that direction. It nas
certainly given us the courage of our convictions.
The people have the expectation now that we wll
continue in that direction, that we will have the
vision not just to the year 2000 but to the year 2(50.
The direction is certainly shown in Chelsea Protince.
Back in 1992 the area covered by Chelsea Provir.ce
was represented by five members of the Labor Party
and only one member of the liberal Party. No~ in
1996 the liberal Party has five of those six seats I
welcome the Honourable Cameron Boardman b
work with me in Chelsea Province, and Mr Da\id
Lean in another place who now takes his place n
Carrum, having defeated Mal Sandon, one of tte
Labor Party's former ministers. With the percertage
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increase in Frankston East, Chelsea Province is now
a strong coalition seat.
Over the past three and a half years the government
has improved many services to the community. The
hospitals are treating 14 per cent more patients than
they were treating three years ago and the direction
technology in surgery is taking shows that
nowadays many people receive a different sort of
service. Twenty years ago an appendectomy meant a
hospital stay of 10 days to 2 weeks. Now you are in
for a much shorter period of time. The turnover in
patient numbers indicates that today's technology
and the way patients are treated enable us to take a
different approach to health services. The
government will provide $5 million a year to expand
the Hospital in the Home program and district nurse
services. People get better a lot sooner if they are
treated in their own home with their family and
friends around them rather than having to stay in a
hospital with strange routines and disturbances.
Education standards have also improved. More than
$336 000 has been spent on the Mordialloc-Chelsea
Secondary College, and stage 3 of its
redevelopment - not stage 1 or stage 2 but the third
stage - will begin next financial year. The school
has been amalgamated with the Aspendale
Technical School. It was in a dreadfully dilapidated
state; it was falling down because it had been
neglected for many years. This government has
undertaken a program to redevelop it and to
provide improved staff and technical facilities. The
Mordialloc-Chelsea Secondary College is only one
school that will benefit from the $3.5 million that is
to be spent on schools in Chelsea Province to
redevelop, to complete projects and to provide
improved staff and other facilities so that students
have a good environment in which to learn.

Demands have always been made of governments
because of healthy community growth and the
different services people need and the interests they
have. Communities come to us with various
requirements, and I do not think that will ever
change. It is delightful to be able to support the local
communities and interest groups that come to us.
One group that came to me is the Chelsea Heights
Community Centre. The centre provides all sorts of
facilities. About 60 per cent of the population in the
area is under 36 years of age so the local people
require many sorts of services from their community
centres. For example, there are two different types of
child care provided by this centre. There is child care
for parents undertaking classes at the centre and
child care for people who want to do other activities
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from the shopping to keeping appointments, which
are much easier to attend if children are not there,
too.
The Chelsea Heights Community Centre conducts
all sorts of different classes such as leadlighting,
dressmaking and pergamano, which is card
embossing. I have been to see that and it is a very
interesting craft. Quite a few students participate in
it. There are family and youth groups, calligraphy
classes and social youth activities such as
gymnastics and judo. Another interesting subject is
paper tole. One class is conducted on an Annemieke
Mein craft. I do not know whether honourable
members have had an opportunity to see her work
but it is wonderful. I went to an extensive display at
a gallery near Swan Reach that also has a display
area where you can see how her work is produced.
The community centre teaches others in the
community how to do it.
This centre is in desperate need of an extension to
cater for child care. Prior to the election, some
colleagues and I and the then community services
minister, the honourable member for Bendigo East,
attended the community centre. To get in you have
to knock on the front door and wait while they
ensure all the children are away from the door; then
they unlock it and you walk through the foyer
where the child care is conducted. It is most
unsuitable and I would be delighted if the centre
could be considered for assistance because demand
is growing. Perhaps the centre will be able to benefit
from the $3.6 million being set aside for
kindergarten upgrades.
Mental health and disability services are two keen
interests of mine and I am delighted that so much
has been set aside to continue the program of
residential placements for children with disabilities.
The establishment of acute care units and
community care units is also vital. The community
has become more aware of the problems of mental
health. Long gone are the days of the asylum up on
the hill. People are recognising that mental health is
a disease and is something we can treat.
Training centres are being redeveloped, as is
H Block at Kew Cottages, and we are establishing
new residences. The development of adult training
support services with modem technology is
important. Disabled people who, years ago, would
not have lived to adulthood are living a lot longer
because we are looking after them so well and
because we have technology and modern medicine.
It is up to us to provide for their care and training
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and to give them something to do during the day.
That is a considerable problem for many adult
disabled people. There is an intense need for
somebody to look after them and to take them
shopping and out into the community. That is a
responsibility we as a government have to take.
I am involved with the Chelsea Spastic Centre in
Aspendale which at the moment is looking at
redevelopment. It is situated on three separate titles:
one is owned by the Roads Corporation, one is
owned by the local council and the other is Crown
land. The people who run the centre are not sure of
its future and are fearful of being kicked off the site
or that whatever is provided for them will not meet
their needs. They are fearful of change and they do
not want change for change's sake.
I attended a recent meeting with a number of
parents and advocates of those people and they have
similar feelings to some clients. They are scared of
the future. Many parents have gone to look at other
day training centres provided by the spastic society
and although they have been impressed with the
facilities they provide those parents are still unsure
about what is best for their disabled son or daughter.
Rather than looking on redevelopment as an
opportunity to provide all that they would ever
wish for their children they are fearful.
I spent some time talking to these families. They are
quite happy to have their sons or daughters in the
same facility as close to home as possible so they do
not have to travel very far and spend a long time on
the bus. We really have to regard this as an
opportunity to provide more modern facilities and
programs from which these people can benefit more
than they have done in the past.
When I come to Parliament, I come by train. I think
our train system has been improving considerably
over the past three years. The trains are certainly a
lot cleaner than they were when I first started
travelling on them and they are certainly more
reliable. According to the statistics in the autumn
economic statement, the rate of cancellations of Met
train services has fallen from 1 per cent in 1991-92 to
0.5 per cent in 1994-95. Service punctuality -that is,
Met trains being on time within 5 minutes -has
improved to 92.2 per cent. The transit authority is to
be commended.

I am a member of the joint parliamentary Road
Safety Committee, and road safety issues have been
addressed in the autumn economic statement as
well. I am delighted to note that the government will
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continue its high profile with a road safety strategy
and with the TAC and Vicroads. The decrease in
fatalities on our roads over the past couple of years
has been a great compliment to the work done by
those authorities.

In conclusion, the government is committed to the
future. It has a vision. It is committed to delivering
services to those most in need. It is committed to
providing for infrastructure, the development of
human potential, the proviSion of opportunities for
people to reach their full potential, and making
Victoria a better place to live in and a great place to
raise a family.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN (South Eastern) - It is
with a great deal of pleasure that I support the
Appropriation (Interim 1996/97) Bill, which covers
the appropriation and financing of government for
the period 1 July to the end of October 1996.
The debate on this bill is an excellent time to remind
honourable members of the considerable economic
progress the government has made in this state. The
numbers covered in the time frame covered by the
bill are quite important. For example, the bill will
authorise an expenditure of $4808.7 million, just
short of $5 billion. It is interesting to examine the
ratio between the recurrent expenditure and the
works and services aspect of that large figure. Some
$4295 million of the total amount is allocated for
recurrent expenditure that has to proceed, and the
substantial amount of $513.7 million is for works
and services. Honourable members will be asked to
concur with the bill, thereby agreeing to the
expenditure of a large sum of money, because it will
enable us to continue in this 53rd Parliament to
make further improvements on the economic front
that were commenced during the 52nd Parliament.
The government has an excellent record in fiscal
management, and since October 1992 it has made
consistent progress in the economy. It has proved
itself to be a good financial manager and, indeed,
one should hardly need to remind the house - but I
will for the record - that when the liberal Party
took over in October 1992 the state was n.nming at a
current account deficit of approximately
$2000 million per annum, but the current account is
now in surplus. That has not come easily. It has
taken a lot of sacrifice and the people of Victoria
deserve full credit for the cooperation and support
they have given the government. They have
recognised the need to turn around that very
difficult situation of 1992, which the government has
done.
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During the period covered by the bill and the
foreseeable 12 months we hope to achieve regular
economic growth underpinned to a rate of
approximately 3 per cent within the state's economy.
That is a figure from which we can all derive fine
satisfaction because it is predicated on a clear,
understandable llllderpinning of the state's economy
and is based on the fact that the state economy is
now in a reasonable state of firmness and assured
health.
It is unfortunate in one sense - it is well recognised
by the government - that in turning around the
very difficult circumstances that we faced in 1992
the comparative index of state taxes and charges is
much higher than the government would like it to
be. This is very much understood and accepted by
the government and something it wants to change as
rapidly as possible. The government totally
understands the state has to be competitive with
other states and has to be in a position to enable our
businesses and economic entities to compete. So, to
be too far out of line is lllldesirable.

The government is absolutely committed to
reversing the temporary situation that currently
exists. As affordability presents itself, tax reductions
will be considered very carefully on a responsible
program; they are very much to the forefront of the
government's thinking because it is trying to achieve
further records in creating an environment for
further growth. We understand the very best thing
we can do for the people of Victoria is to have a
strong and healthy economy, good employment
circumstances and good profitability in the private
business sector. Therefore our attention, interest and
commitment are focused on further improvements
in the economic environment so we can present an
opportunity for further growth, particularly for the
private sector. Further growth is good; it generates
taxes and profits. All Victorians, whether they be in
the private or public sector, benefit from having a
strong economy, and the government is absolutely
committed to ensuring that is the case.
I remind honourable members of some of the well
accepted and recognised highlights of the
achievements of the past Parliament. The 52nd
Parliament will go down in the state's records as
being an excellent Parliament. During that time the
Victorian economy faced severe difficulty, but, led
by this very capable government, the Victorian
people achieved some very fine results. For instance,
the productivity of Victorian workers has risen by at
least 6 per cent from 1992 to the present time. It is
not easy to get such a high productivity increase at a
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time when -that is, 1992-93 - the economy itself
was far from strong.
There has been a 5 per cent increase in real average
earnings and this will indeed translate across. As
professional economists will tell you real increases
and real average earnings are what it is all about.
State exports rose 33 per cent, or one-third, between
1992 and the present. lhat is a magnificent
perfonnance from our companies and a very good
index of the confidence, commitment and
productivity increases we have been able to sustain
and encourage in the public sector, and indeed the
private sector.
Melbourne now has the lowest inflation rate of any
capital city in this great nation of ours. Currently the
accepted inflation rate in Melbourne is reported to
be 2.9 per cent versus 3.7 per cent per annum on a
national indexed basis. lhat figure was taken from
the Treasurer's speech of 15 May and is good news
indeed that we are significantly below the national
index of inflation. That not only allows us to
compete with other states on a friendly, but
cooperative and competitive basis, but it also further
positions Victoria to be able to provide a competitive
atmosphere and resource arena so that our
companies can compete arolllld the world in the
export markets where we have had such great
success.
Business confidence is up 20 per cent; that is
measurable by different surveys. As I move around
my electorate and talk to a number of senior
business people and operators of small businesses
on a very wide sample, I am seeing consistently that
this state government, on a regular basis since its
election in October 1992, is recognised as business
friendly, interested in the private sector and willing
to do what it can sensibly to facilitate business
confidence. That has been responded to with a very
clear, measurable increase of 20 per cent - a very
fine record.
Sadly, the llllemployment rate around October 1992
was reported to be around 12 per cent. We were
certainly unhappy about that; unemployment is the
scourge of our present economic profile nationally
and so forth, but I must say the progress that this
government has made since assuming office in 1992
is now such that we are able to report that on the
latest available statistical information the
unemployment rate is less than 9 per cent. lhat is in
many ways, if one looks at our historical pattern of
unemployment, again far too high; but it represents
a Significant milestone in achievement and progress,
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where we have been able to lower the
unemployment rate from the dreadful 12 per cent
average down to less than 9; and we will continue to
be mindful of the need to reduce unemployment.
Accurate employment statistics have been provided
to us from the library reporting service and the
statistical services that provide the data to the
government, showing that 180 000 new private
sector jobs have been created in this state - again, I
repeat, in the private sector - since 1992.

I can recall a few short years ago, at about the time
of our previOUS government and the time when we
took over in October 1992, the alarming number of
Victorian people who were migrating from this state
to other states, or planning to permanently move
away from Victoria - it was far too high. It is
pleasing to be able to advise honourable members
that clear and regular statistical data is now showing
that, due to the economic progress, improvements in
our state economy, the restitution of the health and
welfare of our private sector, and the
encouragement that we offer the business sector that
interstate migration rate has been drastically cut
back and a substantial number of people are
returning to Victoria to live permanently. We are
very pleased about that.
The theme of the Appropriation (Interim 1996-97)
Bill is confidence; confidence is a fragile flower.
Confidence is something that one has to work hard
at to start and to maintain. We have been able to
bring it to the people of Victoria; compared with
those dark, dismal and dim days under Labor we
have been able to turn it around and bring
confidence to the business community and to the
people of Victoria.
For instance, in my electorate in the Hastings area
the Lysaght steelworks, a subsidiary of BHP, is
doing well. Its production is up, it is shipping
exports overseas and confidence based on that one
index is very good indeed. Ukewise, investments in
the energy industries has been good. Again in the
Hastings area there has been significant investment
in LP gas and the petroleum industry; we are
particularly pleased to see that All the massive
investments in the state in the energy and the
manufacturing areas contribute to raising our living
standards - which is really what we are all about.
When we attained office state debt was a massive
problem and was getting worse every day under our
predecessors. One of the things we resolved to do as
a government was to address that, in order to begin
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the long haul back to the restoration of economic
health to Victoria. As a matter of fact, as far back as a
year ago debt was still at $33 billion Now with this
government's positive and constructive privatisation
program, it has been able to receive $10.7 billion in
the past 12 months, which has now reduced the state
debt to $22 billion Reducing the state debt to
$22 billion is a massive achievement; state debt is far
too high, but we are working at it and we believe
that by 1999-2000 that figure will be substantially
reduced by our excellent performance.
While we have made a lot of progress in our public
sector debt servicing ratios, we still have a burden
much higher than South Australia and Tasmania
and significantly higher than our sister state, New
South Wales, to the north, with whom we have to
compete in many ways. But I must say that it is very
satisfying that the progress the government has
made in reducing the state debt will help us very
much to be able to cut our costs, make the state more
competitive and create a lot more jobs.
The emphasis of this appropriation bill is to look at
the strategic directions the government will
follow - and we are putting an emphasis on
services. To give an example, in 1995-% Victorian
public hospitals treated approximately 850 000
patients, which was 14 per cent more than the
average of three years ago. The interesting statistic is
this: we treated 14 per cent more on average in
number of patients at a 25 per cent lower cost per
patient in real terms. More patients were treated at
25 per cent lower costs. That is a tremendous
achievement by the former Minister for Health and
an absolute tribute to the dedication and the quality
of government management Those numbers are
spectacular.
Because of the actions of the disgraced and
discredited previous government, the Labor
government - the Guilty Party - at the time we
took over in October 1992 there was a disgraceful list
of 924 patients waiting for 30 days or more for
urgent surgery. I would not like to wait 30 days for
urgent surgery! You could have a heart attack and
have to wait 30 days - shame!

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN - And you still have not
learnt! I am pleased to say that with the dedication
of and proper economic management provided by
this government, by December 1995 that disgraceful
figure had been reduced to only three patients - not
924 as it was under the disgraceful Guilty Party.
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Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. R. H. BOWDEN - It hurts them to have
someone stand up and point out to them how
incompetent, how disgraceful, how discredited they
are. There were 924 under Labor - and only three
under us. I think that is a magnificent achievement
of the Kennett government, and the minister
deserves tremendous praise and credit for that
December 1995 figure of only three people.
I turn to education. The Guilty Party hates to see
programs like LAP, which are designed to
encourage parents to understand that literacy and
numeracy are absolutely vital skills that students
have to have to make their way in life. The practices
and measurements implemented by the present
government have proved that 90 per cent or more of
primary students tested in years 3 to 5 are reaching
appropriate standards in English and maths - in
other words, they have literacy and numeracy skills.
That is extremely important because a clever state
and an informed community must be literate.
The Labor Party hates to have a literate and
informed community. It does not want people to be
aware, to be literate or to understand economics
because if people have those skills Labor will not be
able to pull the wool over their eyes. The
government's achievements hurt Labor because the
government is making progress.
The LAP tests and processes have been a
phenomenal success and through them the
government is protecting the community from the
ideological ravages of the Guilty Party. The
government puts much store in its achievements in
making sure Victorians can read and write and will
continue to work to achieve that end.
New annual expenditure of $100 million is forecast
and scheduled in the bill and I turn to speak on
some of the services involved. An extra $14 million
has been allocated for teacher training in technology.
That fantastic initiative is to help teachers
understand what the new age is all about. The
government wants teachers to provide children with
the very best information to enable them to
understand and properly use technology.
The government also proposes spending $10 million
extra on administration and support for teachers.
The government wants high quality professional
teachers and is prepared to put money on the line to
achieve that Reading recovery programs are also
important for children who need reading assistance
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because literacy and numeracy skills are vital and
the government will spend $6 million in the
immediate period ahead to improve the reading
ability of children through the reading recovery
program.
Australia is a very successful multicu1tural society.
The Victorian government recognises it is important
to provide money for bilingual teaching facilities
and is investing - not spending, investing $4 million extra in bilingual courses for bilingual
schools. That is a terrific investment in the
community and something all honourable members
on this side of the house support wholeheartedly.
The government is intent on investing money where
it is needed.
There are many compassionate people in the
Victorian community who assist people in their
homes and there are many elderly people in the
community who need medical assistance. For that
reason $25 million extra is being provided through
the community-carer package. The government is
also providing an increase of $8 million in youth
suicide prevention measures. A high level of youth
suicide is a tragedy and the government is doing
everything it can to minimise the incidence of youth
suicide, beginning with that additional $8 million.
Foster care is also badly needed and the government
is spending $4 million more on foster care programs.
Although we try to get the message through that to
have quality manufacturing in a modem society you
must have appropriate infrastructure, no-one in the
Guilty Party really understands capital works or that
an efficient economy needs infrastructure. The
government has committed itself to infrastructure
investment to the level of at least 114 per cent of
gross state product. That is a tremendous
achievement and something of which we should all
be proud.

In the 1996-97 year the government is starting a
$1000 million program of major investments and
will spend $287 million in the first year, of which
$156 million will be spent on hospitals. More will be
spent on new schools and TAFE colleges, including
$20 million for the Classrooms of the Future
program. Under that program classrooms will be
upgraded and have the latest technology installed so
that students have access to competitive
technolOgies. In the transport area, Flinders Street
railway station will be upgraded. Parliament House
will be well and truly improved and there will be a
massive improvement in the circumstances of the
National Gallery of Victoria. Those examples give a
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glimpse or snapshot of the massive commitment the
government is making through the provision of
11;4 per cent of gross state product to infrastructure
investments.

will achieve a surplus of $200 million - and that is
on top of the 11;4 per cent investment in
infrastructure. The Labor Party is the Guilty Party
because of its discredited economic management.

Tax relief for small businesses will save them
$10 million a year on stamp duty on refinancing of
business loans. First home buyers will benefit from
changes in stamp duty through the lifting of the
value at which stamp duty is required to be paid
and there will be a $150 000 threshold imposed.
Pensioners will benefit from stamp duty concessions
by having the limit on the value of their homes lifted
to $100 000.

Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.03 p.m.

Turning to the government's progress in cutting
costs in the community, since 1993-94 electricity
costs have averaged $100 less a year per household
and there have been freezes on the real costs of
electricity, gas and water charges. Local government
rates have fallen by approximately 20 per cent and
the state deficit levy - Labor's tax - has gone. The
government has reduced the impact of land tax and
saved $400 million through reductions in state debt.
The emphasis of the government is clear: it is about
improving the economy and making things better
for the people of Victoria. Confidence is up. The
53rd Parliament will build on the achievements of
the 52nd Parliament. To give honourable members
some idea of the government's achievements, in
three and a half short years the government has
wiped out Victoria's deficit on the current account of
$2 billion a year.
The government was able to report in the
Treasurer's speech of 15 May that the headline
surplus in 1995-96 is $4.936 billion. I want members
of the Guilty Party to listen to this because they
could never have achieved these numbers. I want
them to understand, so I will repeat that figure
because I do not think some opposition members
absorbed it. The government has achieved a surplus
of $4.936 billion. Included in that figure is
$4700 million from the proceeds of privatisation, and
if we were to exclude that figure we would still have
a surplus of $141.7 million. That is absolutely
magnificent!
For the edification of opposition members I will give
a glimpse or snapshot of the benefits of the
government's achievements to the community. In
1997-98 the government will build on that
$141.7 million and will achieve a $300 million
surplus. The Guilty Party would not even know
what $300 million was! In 1998-99 the government

Hon. R. H. BOWDEN - I was just reflecting on
the government's solid economic performance. It has
been difficult for the opposition to contain its natural
enthusiasm and its embarrassment; that is why it
has insisted on provoking me. I shall endeavour to
resist further provocation.
Before the suspension of the sitting I said the
government had reduced state debt from $33 billion
to $22.7 billion, which is well and truly down the
track towards an AAA rating. When the coalition
government took office in October 1992 Victoria's
credit rating had fallen very severely indeed, but
since that time Victoria has had three upgradings
and we are confident Victoria will reach an AAA
rating by 1999-2000. It will be a great achievement if
we can do so; it will mean hundreds of millions of
dollars in savings for the people of Victoria in the
servicing of state debt.
When I looked at the Treasurer's statement, which
contains information that is necessary to understand
the Appropriation (Interim 1996-97) Bill, it was
interesting to note that as recently as two or three
years ago the interest rate on premium 1~year
government bonds was 90 points above the
respective position of New South Wales, and that
has fallen to a premium of only 2 points in the
financial market. That is spectacular progress and it
has resulted in millions of dollars in savings, which
is good news for the people of Victoria.
In 1992-93 - a base calibration year for the fine
performance in the autumn economic statement when the coalition took office Victoria was
overspending by an index relevant to the state
average of 13 per cent. Wonderful changes have
been made and a measurable improvement has
occurred. The staffing levels of the public service
have been cut by 20 per cent but the service,
productivity and quality have improved. We are
particularly proud of that. New schools are being
built and operated in areas of greatest need.
Hospitals and health services are situated in
appropriate areas, which is positive. It is pleasing to
see that state government bureaucracies have
continued the 1.5 per cent per annum productivity
increase, which has been achieved over the past
three years.
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The implementation of technology is extremely
important. Victoria depends on manufacturing to
move forward but also we must introduce new
technology. It is pleasing that millions of dollars are
being provided for teacher training in technology. I
am happy to see a flow through of extra dollars for
acute-care services in hospitals. Acute-care facilities
and emergency wards in hospitals are extremely
important and they are receiving attention as a high
growth area. I am pleased to see that.
Victoria's demographics are changing; with the
ageing of the population it is satisfying to see the
government's compassion and the high degree of
concern it has shown by prOViding greater assistance
to family carers. The government recognises that by
encouraging older people to live comfortably in the
environments they know best they are adding to
their quality of life. The government is increasing
funding for family carers so that older people can
receive quality care in their homes.
Victoria has a high level of manufacturing.
Transformation and value-adding are important to
our economy. The achievements of Workcover are
nothing if not spectacular, with savings to
employers since 1992-93 exceeding $500 million.
Employers have not had to spend those funds
servicing unnecessary claims and premiums.
I turn now to the progress the government has
made, and continues to make, by lowering the cost
of living in Victoria with its reform programs in
local government. Honourable members know that
because of council amalgamations their numbers
have reduced from 210 to 78. The successful
amalgamation process has resulted in a high level of
cost reduction.
The government introduced legislation requiring the
implementation of compulsory competitive
tendering (CCT), and that is now gathering pace. We
are pleased to learn that most councils are on target.
A few councils have exceeded their targets by
increasing private sector opportunities and lowering
costs for residents. The amalgamation process and
the CCT program has resulted in savings of
$263 million in 1995-% and a rate reduction of
17.7 per cent on the previous rating year.
Business rates have fallen by an average of 20 per
cent, a spectacular and important reduction. As I
said earlier, before I was provoked by opposition
members who were sensitive to the points I made,
the public sector will continue to receive substantial
investment under this caring government. Money
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has been allocated for schools, bridges and hospitals.
When the Neanderthals of the Guilty Party - the
remnants of the Guilty Party - hear good news
about further economic progress they want to
interject. They hate to hear the good-management
stories government members speak about. They are
embarrassed to hear about the government's
spectacular successes.
The restructuring of the prison system and the
building of new prisons by the private sector will
release funding for major capital works while at the
same time raise the quality and standard of prisons
through the introduction of new technology and
modem facilities.
The development of the Cranbourne railway station
and the electrification of the line from Malvern to
Cranbourne is an indication of the forward and
excellent planning of the Minister for Transport.
Under the retrograde programs of the former Labor
administration little was done, but the line has now
been electrified, prOViding an excellent service for
the people of Cranbourne. The upgrading of the
railway station has improved safety and is an
example of the excellent management techniques of
the government.
I now refer to the small business area, where the
government reduced regulations and the number of
licences required by 25 per cent in 1995 alone. I also
note that the Minister for Small Business has an
aggressive program to make sure the improvements
in that area continue. I am enthusiastic about
working with the new minister because I know her
understanding of small business is very good and
that she wants to ensure the small business sector
will continue to benefit from government action.
Approximately 95 per cent of all registered
businesses in Victoria are small businesses, so the
minister is responsible for 95 per cent of the action in
the state! I know that with her enthusiasm and
commitment to her portfolio Significant progress
will occur in the years ahead, and that is why the
allocations to her ministry are important for the
future of the state.
The $10.7 billion received for the privatisation of
government utilities has been applied to reducing
state debt to $22 billion with the consequent saving
of $400 million in interest. The privatisation program
has been a successful part of the economic
management of the state.
Victoria's export potential is extremely important.
The Australian of 11 February has a headline,
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'Exports to jump' and the report provides
encouraging statistics for various countries,
including Australia. Victoria is leading the charge in
manufacturing exports. On a quarterly basis, in 1988
Victoria exported $8.5 billion worth of goods, but in
1994-95, the last available figures, Victoria exported
$13 billion worth of goods. It is a spectacular
increase in total exports, and that has the flow-on
effect of extra jobs. The initiatives undertaken by the
former Department of Business and Employment
are encouraging international businesses to locate in
Victoria. The new Minister for Multimedia is looking
at projects that will ensure Victoria has access to the
best technology.
Some months ago the then Minister for Industry and
Employment released the Advantage Melbourne
initiative, the result of sophisticated research that
showed that Melbourne compared extremely well
with many cities in Asia, North America and
Europe. In fact, it was shown to be the most
productive and cost~ffective city for multinational
companies to locate to. That type of promotion can
only help the state economy.
I will touch briefly on commonwealth-state relations
as they affect Victoria. Victoria has a three-tier level
of government and, sadly, prior to the election of the
Howard government, the federal Labor government
was of no help to states. It short~ged Victoria
and cut back on road funding. In fact, it ripped us
off. It is a pleasure to have a Howard government in
Canberra that will encourage a cooperative
approach to commonwealth-state relations. It will be
a good thing for the people of Victoria. The
cooperation that will occur between the federal and
state governments will cause acute embarrassment
to members of the opposition.
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administration and carries the headline, 'Books
bring deserved smiles'. Everyone should take
comfort from the article.
A close examination of the bill will show that
Victoria is making progress and is increasing the
expertise and technology of the community. The
Treasurer summed up the emphasis of the
government's administration on page 14 of the
economic statement when he said among other
things that the four medium-term targets the
government wanted to achieve were to: maintain the
public sector investment to around 1.25 per cent of
gross state product; continue to achieve real
reductions in per capita service delivery costs
through improved productivity; use privatisation
proceeds to reduce public sector debt; and achieve
an operating surplus sufficient to cover depreciation
of the budget sector capital stock without increasing
the state's overall tax effort.
As we apply those large privatisation funds and
proceeds to reduce the public debt we are
dramatically reducing the need to service the debt
that remains. Those interest savings, coupled with
our increasing credit worthiness and the upgrades
we have received and will no doubt receive in the
future, mean we will save many millions of dollars
that would otherwise have been spent. I recall not so
long ago that our sister state, New South Wales,
through a lower debt profile had $1000 million more
to spend per annum on its public sector than we do,
simply because of the differentials between the New
South Wales public debt and the Victorian public
debt. We will continue to drive our public debt
down so we can approach that AAA credit rating
and reduce our expenditure.

I have much pleasure in supporting the bill, because
over a four-month period the $4808 million
appropriation will allow the government to continue
the initiatives it has undertaken and fund the
recurrent and capital components of the economy.

The last thing in the statement as espoused by our
fine Treasurer is that we will continue the discipline
of operating on current account surpluses. Those
surpluses may vary a bit but the discipline required
to ensure that we maintain a current account surplus
will not only serve us well but will continue to
strengthen the economy and will ensure the state's
taxation burden will also continue to be lowered. In
that way we will improve our competitiveness and
ensure that we not only make an excellent
contribution to the economy of Victoria but that this
great state, with its massive influence on the national
accounts, will play a productive and increasing part
in the accounting picture.

The Age - a paper that has not always been kindly
disposed towards the government - of 13 May
contains an analysis of the government's

Having had the indulgence of the chamber, I thank
honourable members because there are so many
good stories in the Appropriation (Interim 1996/97)

Prior to the suspension of the sitting I must have
scared off or embarrassed members of the
opposition, because the opposition benches are
empty. It is a pity members of the opposition are not
prepared to hear the good-news stories. They are
embarrassed and sensitive about the success of the
government
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Bill and in the Treasurer's statement that it is hard
not to be excited about the prospects ahead for the
people of Victoria, under the cautious, wise and
compassionate government that we are delivering. It
is with great pleasure that I support the bill.

... also saved Victorian employers some $500 million
per year ...

That benefits small bUSiness, and if it benefits small
business it will increase employment. It continues:

Hon. E. J. POWELL (North Eastern) - First,
I congratulate the Treasurer of the State of Victoria,
the Honourable Alan Stockdale, for providing a
responsible and sustainable autumn economic
statement. I commend also the Kennett coalition
government for turning the economy around since
1992 when it came to government. The coalition
government inherited a massive debt. Honourable
members have heard it all before and I won't go
through the figures that others have mentioned.
Although we have slashed the debt by one-third, it
still stands at some $22 billion. This turnaround in
Victoria's economy has come at a cost to the
community. The pain was felt heavily in rural and
regional Victoria. It is gratifying to see that the
benefits are being directed into those areas.

The number of local councils was reduced from
210 to 78 and rates were reduced by 20 per cent. The
benefits will be ongoing. The restructure of local
government has changed the way that local
government provides services. It must now test on
the market all the services and goods it provides and
must be competitive with the private sector, which
means lower costs and a saving to the community. It
raises the question: does local government need to
provide that service? That is something local
government has been asking itself, as well as: is it in
a position to provide the service? Does it need to?
Can the private sector do it better?

Most Victorians recognised the need for tightening
the belt and did so. The confidence and support
Victorians have shown in the re-election of the
coalition government prove that Victoria is now on
the way to bringing its house to order and that we
are now ready to move on and compete with not
only Australia but the rest of the world.
I acknowledge the presence of Miss Gould and
Mr Nguyen in the house.

When I was a commissioner on the council of the
Shire of Campaspe I was a member of one of the
groups that went into the community and asked
people which services they would like to see
delivered. We gave people an opportunity to
comment on the budget. Many people said that
bigger local government would mean loss of
representation to their council. The council
I belonged to found that not to be true.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. E. J. POWELL - I turn to consider the
autumn economic statement and highlight a few
initiatives that are for the benefit of all Victorians.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. E. J. POWELL - The statement refers to
competition and regulation in the following terms:
The government has in place a range of policies which
are increasing the flexibility of the Victorian economy
and lower business costs. Important examples include:

... the restructuring of workers compensation
arrangements ...

That includes initiatives of getting Victorians back to
work and helps with business practices. The
statement continues with the observation that the
government's policies have:

... the amalgamation of local councils, which has saved
ratepayers some $263 million per year.

The statement says that the government's policies
include:
... measures to enhance the flexibility of Victoria's
labour force.

Measures need to be a lot less stringent so that our
small businesses can work within the confines of
what they do themselves rather than have
impositions inflicted on them. The statement refers
also to:
... reform of environmental and building regulations.

That will only improve competition in the building
industry as council building inspectors now have to
work in line with the private sector and not only in
council hours - that is, they can work in the
confines of 24 hours a day.
The statement says:
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The government is also promoting tourism

opportunities and helping firms to secure access to
rapidly growing export markets.

The benefits of that to my electorate are enormous.
The tourist attractions include the port of Echuca,
the Connection in Shepparton, the Kyabram Fauna
Park, the Tongala Golden Cow, the world-class
wineries, the snowfields in winter, and the historic
gold rush towns. If we can get people coming to
Melbourne, the spin-off is that they will go into rural
and regional Victoria.
Some other election commitments in the autumn
economic statement are teacher training in learning
technologies, which has received an allocation of
$14 million in 1996-97, with ongoing commitments
to the year 2000. These sorts of commitments are
fantastic for teachers because they allow teachers to
keep up with the information technology that is
going on and enable them to pass it on to our young
people, which makes us competitive with world
standards. Additional administration and teachers'
support and teachers' aides will be provided. After
the cutbacks these are positive steps to provide
support.
Bilingual schools and teachers will get $4 million,
with an additional $4 million each year until the
year 2000. This is particularly important in my
electorate, which has a big non-English-speaking
background component. These sorts of initiatives are
to be applauded and I hope they continue.

The dual recognition program will receive $4 million
in 1996-97, and $2 million each year to the year 2000.
This will allow students doing their VCE in years 11
and 12 to have workplace opportunities to give them
a better understanding of what is needed in the
workplace so that when they leave school after
having completed the VCE they can become part of
the work force knowing what is needed as a worker.
The community carers' package that others have
spoken about is one of the great initiatives of the
government. It shows how our caring government
will put funds back into programs for those people
who are hurting and will look after people the
community had forgotten or who would cost
millions of dollars a year if they have to be in
hospitals and so forth. Those sorts of initiatives are
very worth while.
The ongoing allocation until 2000 of $8 million for
youth suicide prevention is a great initiative. The
lack of funding for the personal emergency line
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which operates in my electorate and which deals
continually with people who intend to commit
suicide has meant that it can operate only 12 hours a
day. However, a 24-hour service is needed because
suicide usually takes place in the early hours of the
morning or when there is no other support. That
initiative is vital.
Increased payments for foster care are welcome as
people move in and around rural areas and lose
touch with their family networks. Those sorts of
initiatives are always worth while. Some $2 million
has been provided, with a continuing commitment
of $200 000 until 2000, for increased police training.
Officers need to know about drugs and their effects
so they can handle people with drug problems.
Many mentally disabled people have been released
from institutions, so the police need to be able work
with those people and be more sympathetic. They
need the skills to know what to do in life-and-death
situations.
Another initiative I commend is the provision for
continuing agriculture and food research, which is
very important for rural Australia as it tries to match
world-best practice. There are three major TAPE
colleges in my area, all of which are wonderful
because they allow young and old to go back to
school. The Benalla campus of the Wangaratta
College of TAPE will receive an allocation of
$300 ()()() in 1996-97, with remaining expenditure of
$3.67 million; and the Wodonga college will receive
a total of $3 million, with a further $445 000 of
ongoing expenditure to 2000.
Hospitals in the region have fared well over the past
few years. The Wodonga District Hospital has
received the most funding, for the redevelopment of
its acute care facility. It will receive funding of
$11.3 million -$3 million in 1996-97 and
$8.3 million in remaining expenditure. I should like
to talk about education in my electorate. As at the
end of May 1996 the allocation for the previOUS three
years totalled almost $19 million. Spending on
schools has increased under the coalition
government, which is pleasing. Funds for
maintenance are down on last year: the need is not
as great because so much was spent on maintenance
last year. Some $1.5 million was spent on school
maintenance - not capital works - and this year
more than $1 million will be spent. I will not
mention all the schools that secured funding,
although there are 18.
The Cohuna District Hospital will receive funding
for an upgrading of acute wards, theatres, birthing
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rooms and ablution areas, the total expenditure for
which is about $600 000. The necessary construction
work commenced in March. Other hospitals include
the Echuca Disbict Hospital, which will receive total
funding of $879 000. About $127 600 will be spent on
capital equipment in the acute health division and
$661500 for an emergency generator. The overall
total is $879 000, while the funding for this year is
$23 500. Those amounts have not been expended yet
but work will begin shortly.
The Kyabram and Disbict Memorial Community
Hospital will receive 40 acute beds, a 4-bed
high-dependency unit, a 6-place day procedure unit
and 2 birthing units. The total funding is $418 227,
and stage 1 will be completed in June 1996. The
entire project will be completed in December 1997.
Hospitals are being upgraded to meet community
needs into the next century. The Rochester and
Elmore hospitals will receive an increase in nursing
beds and the primary care services will be
redeveloped. The allocation for the Rochester and
Elmore hospitals is $956 784, and tenders for the
redevelopments closed in March 1996. I am pleased
that the work will be done this year. As honourable
members can see, health services - not including
capital funding for major hospitals - are receiving
plenty of funding in rural areas.
Rural Victoria fared well under the former Minister
for Roads and Ports. People in North Eastern
Province have complained about roadworks, a
positive sign that things are on the move. In the
1996-97 budget almost $3.8 million has been
allocated to the Better Roads program for the
maintenance of roads and bridges in the region.
A budget allocation of $80 million has been made
available for the completion of Parliament House.
As did many honourable members, I attended a
meeting at which the completion of Parliament
House was discussed. Mr Baxter is to be appointed
chairman of the Parliament House Completion
AuthOrity and will oversee the plans and
construction, which must be completed by 1999. One
of the issues raised at the meeting was the appalling
state of some of the offices in which honourable
members have to work. Some offices house three or
four members. It is hoped that when the north and
south sides are completed each honourable member
will have his or her own office. That will bring us up
to date with conditions in the private sector.
People in the public gallery see these beautiful
chambers, but conditions in the offices in which we
work are less than desirable. Some members of staff
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are working in fairly harsh conditions. There were a
lot of comments about building design. Parliament
House was designed many decades ago and it is
good for its age. Not many buildings stand the test
of time as well as this one has, and when Parliament
House is completed it will again be the jewel in the
crown of Victoria. Mr Baxter looks forward to
working closely with the construction team. I thank
the house for its attention this evening.
Hon. G. B. ASHMAN (Koonung) - It is with a
great deal of pleasure that I support the autumn
economic statement. The turnaround Victorians
have witnessed over the past three and a half years
has been nothing short of remarkable. The state's
position is now vastly different from the situation
the government inherited in 1992. There is now
confidence, a vision for the future, and a population
that understands the direction the government is
taking and is going forward with it There is a very
clear vision on the quality of life, security and social
wellbeing that all Victorians require and desire.
The state's financial framework has been restored. It
has now been strengthened through the economic
statement Prior to the 1992 election Victorians'
self-esteem was indeed low. Around the country
Victoria was the butt of jokes. But now Victoria is
regarded as being the model for what should occur
in other states. Indeed, judging by the number of
visitors to Parliament House and the respective
ministers' offices, Victoria is being studied very
closely by all other state governments and in many
instances by overseas governments as a model for
learning how to recover a lost economy.
Comments have been made throughout the debate
about the loss of population to other states. It is
pleasing to note that Victoria now has a net gain in
population. It is only a very small move back to
Victoria but it is positive. As I understand it,
through the quarter to September last year some
2453 people were added to the state's population.
So, Victorians are no longer leaving the state for
warmer climes. Indeed, there is now Significant
evidence to show that Victorians who had migrated
to other states are returning to enjoy the prosperity
that is becoming quite evident in Victoria.
Business confidence is up. Prior to the 1992 election
businesses were leaving the state. Victoria was
getting a reputation as the rust belt. However,
significant new investment is occurring and new
plant and equipment are being installed here.
Businesses are forecasting a Significant improvement
in their prospects and indicating to the Victorian
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Employers Chamber of Commerce and Industry and
other such organisations that their prospects are on
the improve quarter by quarter. Indeed, it is fair to
say that industry is now more confident in Victoria
than in any other state.
The gross state product has shown a remarkable
turnaround since 1991-92. In the last year of the
Kirner government gross state product decreased by
1 per cent. After the election of the Kennett
government it rebounded to 4.5 per cent in 1993-94
and increased by 5.7 per cent in 1994-95.
There has been a sustained increase in economic
growth since the election of the Kennett
government. Manufacturing output in Victoria has
also increased significantly in the term of the
Kennett government, by 36 per cent, which is quite a
significant achievement in itself, and it is certainly
significant when compared with the national growth
figure of only 22 per cent over the same period. So
Victoria is clearly outperforming the other states and
doing better than the national average.
It is also interesting to note that inflation in Victoria
is running at a lower rate than in any other state. In
the last quarter to March this year the consumer
price index increase was 2.9 per cent in Victoria
compared with the national increase of 3.7 per cent.
Similar figures show up in the retail sector, where
there has been a steady increase in retail turnover
since 1993. As many of us will recall, prior to the
election of the Kennett government retail turnover
was on the decline and there was a lack of
confidence in that sector. The 6 per cent increase in
retail turnover and the underlying inflation figure
demonstrate Victoria's performance has been
particularly good.

Unemployment has also fallen during the period of
the Kennett government from a peak of 12.9 per cent
in February 1993 to 8.6 per cent in the first quarter of
this year. That fall of 4 per cent is a major reduction
and represents the creation of more than 200 000 jobs
in this state - and that is even allowing for the
reductions which have occurred and which needed
to occur across the public sector. There has been a
significant turnaround in Victorians' employment
prospects.
The job vacancy rates tell an even better story. In
1992-93 the unemployment vacancy rate was
50.9 per cent; in the first quarter of this year it has
dropped to 13.8 per cent. In other words, in May
1993 there were 51 unemployed people for every
advertised position, but at the end of the first
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quarter of this year there were only 14 people for
every vacancy. That is a reduction of some 73 per
cent, which all members would have to
acknowledge represents a significant turnaround
and a remarkable achievement. Similar
improvements are reflected in the youth
unemployment figures. All honourable members
have had major concerns over the years about the
youth unemployment level. However, the number
of long-term unemployed youth is down 60 per cent
on the Cain-Kirner years.
Victoria's credit rating is on the improve. Other
members have outlined the improvements achieved
in the short-term credit rating and Victoria's
prospects in the long term. I am confident, as are the
Treasurer and all government members, that
Victoria's credit rating will indeed be restored to its
AAA status in a short time. That will be a direct
result of the actions taken by the government to trim
expenditure, fat and waste in the system and
commit spending to essential projects instead of
squandering money and, more importantly,
borrowing money for recurrent expenditure.
The 30 per cent reduction in state debt for this year
is a tribute to our Treasurer. The debt reduction
program will continue. That detail is outlined in the
Treasurer's statement. The health budget is an
important budget and there has been a great deal of
discussion in the community about it; over the term
of the government the opposition has tried to
suggest that essential services have been cut. The
facts are that since the election of the Kennett
government a significantly larger number of patients
have been processed through the hospital system.
That throughput has been achieved at a lower cost
per patient than in the past. The most Significant
figure is that which relates to the number of people
waiting for urgent surgery. In October 1992, 924
patients were waiting for more than 30 days for
urgent surgery; by December last year, only three
patients were in that situation. So the issue of
treatment in those urgent surgery situations has
been addressed and the significant benefits that flow
to both the patients and the families of those patients
are clear to all.
The education program continues to be expanded.
Mr Bowden went into some detail on the education
budget; but I will just refer to the Industry
Commission report that found that 48 per cent of
Victoria's schoolleavers went on to tertiary
education, which puts Victoria third among the
Australian states, compared with the position it held
in 1991-92, which was fifth. That is a Significant
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achievement for the former Minister for Education,
Don Hayward, and that good work is continued by
the new minister, Mr Phil Gude.
There has been a reduction in retention rates in some
areas. That can be explained quite easily by the
number of job opportunities there are now for
youth. In the late 19805 and early 1990s those job
opportunities were not available, so students stayed
on at school, which was the practical and sensible
option for them. But now that there are job
opportunities, the advice I receive from my local
schools is that the kids are taking up those job and
training opportunities that are available in industry,
moving on and creating careers - which is what
they should be doing. In my view it is not
appropriate or desirable for all students to aspire to
tertiary education; indeed, a significant number of
us would choose not to go through tertiary
education but to pick up a technical trade or some
other form of formal qualification. That is an
important point that needs to be made and borne in
mind when we are debating the numbers in the
school system.
The budget this year provides for an additional

$69 million for health and $20 million over four
years for the Hospital in the Home program, which
will enable a significant number of elderly people to
remain at home while receiving health care. That is a
desirable outcome for those patients. Money is being
allocated to upgrade the ambulance services, which
will be welcomed by each and every one of us.
An amount of $32 million will be provided over four
years to increase care for adolescent mental health
programs and aim to reduce the level of youth
suicide. The drug debate in Parliament last Friday
and the Penington report highlighted the
acknowledgment by all members of the need for
more funding for youth health care and funding to
look at youth suicide and the factors that cause our
youth to be disturbed.
The drug-free entertainment program is also another
program to be welcomed. The committee that will
implement that program will be chaired by Kim
Wells, the honourable member for Wantirna. I
congratulate him on that appointment, and suggest
that he is an excellent appointment for that position;
he relates very well to youth and has a total
commitment to making that program work. I invite
all honourable members to assist that program in its
implementation.
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I will now turn to a number of local issues. I
welcome the funding that has been provided in this
statement for the undergrounding and upgrading of
the Boronia rail crossing. It has been consistently
rated by the RACV as one of the worst intersections
and worst bottlenecks in the state for something in
the order of 10 to 15 years, and the government is to
be congratulated for now prOviding the funds for
this particular program.
A number of other road programs in the outer-east
are also overdue. The funding for those programs is
most welcome. Prior to the election the previous
Minister for Roads and Ports, the Honourable Bill
Baxter, announced the funding for the upgrade of
the Boronia Road. He also provided $2.4 million for
the upgrade of Stud Road between Wantirna and
Rowville, to overcome the bottlenecking that has
occurred there for many years; the funding for that
upgrade is most welcome.
There is an allocation for stage 3 of the Rowville
secondary college of $1.8 million. Members who are
aware of that rapidly growing suburb will
understand the urgent need for funding for that
particular school. It has about 1500 students at this
stage, and is growing. It is desperately needed
funding, so it is welcomed.
An additional $440 000 has also been allocated to the
Scoresby Secondary College which was built about
20 years ago but which was neglected by the
previous Labor government. There was no
maintenance, the plumbing system had broken
down and the rooms were leaking, which is an
indication of the lack of commitment by the Labor
government to maintaining the infrastructure in the
outer-eastern suburbs.

During the term of Labor there was an assumption
on the part of the Labor Party that the eastern
suburbs did not require infrastructure, did not
require services, and did not require resourcing.
That has now been addressed.
The electorate understood that Labor ignored the
eastern suburbs. When I was elected to Boronia
Province in 1988 a swing of 1500 votes was required
for me to win the seat. I won with a margin of 2400
and I was the only liberal in that outer-eastern area.
At the last election the margin was just under 25 000
votes and in the intervening period I have seen
Steve Crabb, Neil Pope, John Harrowfield,
Kay Setches and Carolyn Hirsh, all former members
in another place, go into retirement, and I have seen
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Mrs McLean do a very rapid switch to find a safer
seal The outer east of Melbourne now does not have
a single Labor member - it is solid liberal territory.

The government will continue to service and care for
those electorates by providing them with resources
and infrastructure into the future, and so will
consolidate its position even further. Currently there
is not even a Labor member representing the area at
the federal level and the federal seats of Aston and
La Trobe are now very securely held by the Uberal
camp.
I turn briefly to the subject of small business, the
engine room of the Victorian economy. There are
about 210 000 small businesses in Victoria, which
make up 95 or 96 per cent of the enterprises in the
state. Over the past two years we have witnessed the
establishment of 10 000 small businesses and it is
estimated those businesses have created around
25 000 jobs. As the government addresses the
unemployment problem it will continue to look at
the small business sector to provide employment
opportunities.
It is generally acknowledged that larger

corporations and big businesses maintain
employment but do not create new job
opportunities. Small businesses in Victoria generate
about 45 per cent of the total private sector
production and make a Significant contribution to
the state. Labor ignored small business and small
business operators deserted Victoria to go to other
states. Small businesses are now coming back to take
advantage of Victoria's more competitive energy
prices and labour markets, and better quality
infrastructure.
Another significant aspect of small business is its
confidence level. Small business operators are now
more confident about the future than they were
12 months ago and that confidence continues to
grow. A significant number of small business
operators are now saying they are considering
employing additional staff. Businesses wanting to
take on additional employees will be ably assisted
by the initiative of the federal government under its
new federal industrial legislation of allowing the
introduction of employment contracts, so fostering a
better relationship between employers and
employees.
Victorians have witnessed the restructuring of the
state's workers compensation system and premiums
are now on the way down. The surcharge has been
removed and the scheme is again fully funded, a
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most welcome outcome. Under Labor the scheme's
debts were blowing out - it had a massive debt and
no one knew where it would end. If it had been
allowed to continue it would have destroyed
industry in Victoria.
Since the government came to power there has been
a Significant reduction in the level of business
regulation in the state. It is appropriate to put on
record the excellent job done by the former Minister
for Small Business, the Honourable Vin Heffernan.
The former minister did an excellent job in reducing
the amount of business regulation in Victoria, which
was a personal mission of his. He is to be
congratulated on his achievements. I am sure the
current Minister for Small Business will continue his
good work.
Since the government came to power we have seen
the reform of local government, and that is also
providing Significant benefits to small business.
Rates generally have been reduced by some
$264 million and reductions in rates for small
business have averaged around 20 per cent,
representing a Significant reduction in the weekly
and annual overheads of such businesses.
As I have already indicated, the state deficit levy has
beenremoved,thegovenunenthasreducedsuunp
duty on securities and has reduced its reliance on
land tax. One of the most Significant changes has
been the removal of stamp duty on business
borrowings, which will provide more competition
and enable businesses to more adequately shop
around for the best financial deal.
The autumn economic statement continues the
government's long-term vision for Victoria by
providing security and a quality of life that allows
for constant improvement, economic prosperity and
wellbeing for the state. The statement is fiscally
responsible and provides us with a very solid
foundation for the future.
Hon. C. A. FURLETIl (Templestowe) - Having
spent most of my life involved in small business in
one way or another I am grateful for the opportunity
of speaking on this bill. In particular, I am grateful to
be able to speak on the benefits the bill contains so
far as they affect small business in Victoria, which
benefits have been achieved through the
government's initiatives and the measures it has
taken. The measures contained in the Treasurer's
autumn economic statement will propel the impact
of the initiatives the government has implemented
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over the past four years literally into the next
millennium.
Victoria enjoys the productivity of more than
210 000 small businesses, which represent some
96 per cent of all Victorian enterprises. Small
business employs more than half the private sector
work force of some 750 000 and is therefore a
significant sector which one could expect to be a
springboard for economic development.
The first term of the Kennett government saw the
implementation of measures which in some
instances were unpalatable. However, the
government inherited from its predecessors a deficit
of actual and unfunded liabilities in excess of
$60 billion, and one could not help but draw a
comparison between the way the former Labor
government conducted its affairs in the heady 19805
and the way many Victorians were enticed to follow
suit. Many Victorians overspent, borrowed to fund
their overspending and purported to live only for
the day on the tick, leaving the obligation of
repayment to future generations without concern for
the catastrophe that had to follow. It was regrettable
that many of the Victorians who made that drastic
error in judgment lost their livelihoods, their homes,
their families and, in some instances, their lives.
Our predecessors pledged the assets of this state in
such a fashion and to such an extent that drastic
measures were essential to prevent the dramatic
slide into oblivion that could easily have transpired.
Just as many Victorians learnt the salutary lesson of
fiscal control, Victorians also sent a loud and clear
message to their representatives by giving the
Liberal Party an election victory of unexpected
magnitude in 1992. The government's conduct and
administration was approved and reaffirmed in the
further mandate given in 1996.
It is not the government alone that deserves credit
for the turnaround. The government could not have
done it if all Victorians had not jOined in recognising
and accepting the sacrifices required to achieve that
result, thereby permitting the government in its
second term to loosen the reins and return a
dividend to all Victorians for their investment and
confidence in it. As the Treasurer said in his autumn
economic statement, it has been a partnership. The
citizens of Victoria accepted the challenge presented
to them by the government and the government has
delivered a 6 per cent rise in work productivity
which, in turn, has contributed to a 5 per cent rise in
real earnings.
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Victorian exports have increased by 33.3 per cent
during the same period. Melbourne's inflation rate
was the lowest in Australia at 2.9 per cent to March
1996, which is considerably better than the national
average. Major costs for small business are
represented in labour and accommodation expenses.
The early labour market initiatives of the Kennett
government were stifled. However, the government
looks forward to working in tandem with the
Howard federal government with a view to
implementing flexibility in the workplace, which
was a major part of the government's initial
program and which will enable employees and
employers to make their own arrangements without
interference from the monopoly and restrictions
currently imposed on both parties by the union
movement.
The initiatives introduced in the Treasurer's autumn
economic statement will have an impact on
numerous areas. They will assist and promote small
business not only directly but also indirectly. Direct
benefits will include the estimated $10 million a year
that will be saved by small business as a result of the
abolition of stamp duty on the refinancing of
business loans. It was an initiative accurately
perceived before the commencement of the current
interest rate war between the banks. The current
competition should flow over from the housing loan
sector to the business loan sector and it should result
in many more small businesses taking advantage of
the government's initiative to assist them to take
advantage of the next surge in development in this
state that will result from the degree of confidence
currently being experienced here.
Further direct benefits for small business will arise
from the abolition of fees for the registration of
business names and Workcover initiatives, which
have resulted in a reduction of average premiums at
1991-92 levels of 3.2 per cent of payroll costs to a
mere 2 per cent of payroll costs, a reduction of more
than 40 per cent, which has translated into savings
of $600 million per annum. The Auditor-General in
his report tabled earlier this month said that the
proposed maximisation of competition in this area
and the current self-funding status of Workcover
will maintain hard~arned benefits and further
improve them by appropriate reductions in
premiums while maintaining protection for
genuinely deserving workers through privatisation.
Victorian business now pays the lowest Workcover
premiums in Australia, which in itself is a significant
achievement. But that achievement pales in
comparison with the most difficult of
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achievements - given the rorts that developed
under the former Labor government -namely, the
change in workplace culture and the speed with
which injured workers resume their positions in the
work force.
A major component of accommodation costs for
small business are property outgoing and services
costs. Local government reforms introduced by the
government have not only rationalised the structure
of local councils but also, with compulsory
competitive tendering and the like, it has resulted in
a $323 million saving in operating expenditure for
1995-96. As a result rate reductions in the order of
20 per cent throughout Victoria have translated into
substantial savings for small business. The Minister
for Planning and Local Government has promised
rate increases for the coming two years will be
capped to acceptable minimal levels.
Government policy on competition where possible
has led to better delivery of the services of public
utilities at a lower cost. A 16 per cent reduction in
the real price of electricity since 1992 and the freeze
on gas and water charges has led to savings not only
for every Victorian business but also for every
Victorian household.
The abolition of the state deficit levy, which proved
to be an adequate and appropriate imposition to
vigorously attack the debt inherited from the Labor
government in 1992, has clearly contributed to the
reduction in overhead costs, particularly the level of
inflation in this state. Furthermore, the reduction in
securities transaction tax by 50 per cent and the
minimising of the state's reliance on land tax has
further tempered the impact of government imposts
on small business.
As I indicated, those issues impacted directly on the
bottom line of small business, but the Treasurer's
autumn economic statement introduced many of the
policies foreshadowed in the lead-up to the election
that will have considerable indirect beneficial
consequences for small business in Victoria, and not
the least of these is the reform of our ports. The sale
and privatisation of the ports of Portland and
Geelong has led to increased competition and an
almost immediate reduction in costs not only in
ports but also generally because all port facilities are
obliged to compete. Those Significant benefits have
been addressed specifically in this chamber recently
by the Minister for Roads and Ports.
The injection of $1 billion in capital works on major
projects represents 1.25 per cent of gross state
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product. The work, which is to commence in the
current year, is set out in the autumn economic
statement. It will have a massive impact on the
Victorian small business community.
The aggressive marketing of Melbourne specifically
and Victoria generally as tourist venues and the
investment attraction programs are initiatives and
measures that are Significant not only for themselves
and the benefits they will bring to the tourism and
hospitality industries but also in a broader sense
because the activity generated by those initiatives
will flow on to other business sectors.
The commitment by the Victorian government to
recouping our AAA credit rating has more
significance than appears on its face. A state credit
rating is not purely an internal matter; at the end of
the day it is one of the principal elements by which a
state or country is classified in the global
community. To regain the level of our fonner rating
constitutes the re-acquisition of a real asset in terms
of international kudos and confirmation of Victoria
as a reliable source of raw materials, manufactured
products, services and technologies. It reaffirms to
the rest of the world Victoria's position as a
responsible trading partner which is administered
by a government with a serious approach to
responsible fiscal management.
The government has been given a mandate by
Victorians to proceed with its announced policies
and it need only establish the environment and set
the pace for business development. Our partners,
the Victorian business community, will do the rest
and will do it well! I suggest the future
considerations by the government should include
the continued monitoring of the impact of land tax
on business enterprises; increased competition at
home, which will make us more competitive abroad;
reduced cost of compliance with regulation;
Simplification and strong reform of environmental
planning and business regulations; and the relaxing
of business licensing systems, which will augur well
for the future of Victoria.
Further progressive activity in Victoria in those
spheres will not only be attractive to small business
in other states but will also attract business from
other parts of the world. It is a trend that has already
commenced with the recent establishment of major
multinational corporations including Ford, Amcor
and Olivetti.
I shall address other areas with which I have an
affinity. I refer, firstly, to the commitment of
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$4 million to the teaching of languages other than

English in bilingual schools. Secondly, there is the
fulfilment of the government's pr~lection
commitment of $25 million to the community carer
package. We recognise in the former initiative the
need to not only retain our multicultural
communities but also to provide for cross-cultural
training, which would be simplified by the
availability of facilities and encouragement to learn
foreign languages. During a recent discussion with
an Australian diplomat located in Brussels, the home
of the European Parliament, he explained to me how
his 15 and 13-year-old children had, within three
years of arriving in Belgium, learnt to speak Dutch,
German and French fluently. With their natural
English language those languages increased
enormously their future prospects for employment
and advancement
The significance of multilingual confidence is
obvious if we are to improve our pOSition on the
ever-diminishing globe. I applaud the recognition of
the effort that is undertaken by family members who
remain at home and care for their elderly and
disabled family members, a recognition that is long
overdue. Finally, I acknowledge and express
gratitude for the commitment of expenditure. to
initiatives in my electorate. The Northern
Metropolitan Institute ofTAFE training centre at its
Heidelberg campus is to receive an injection of
$3.5 million for capital works.
The substantial roadworks to be conducted in my
electorate as part of the infrastructure expenditure
include the Bell Street-Pascoe Vale Road to Bulleen
Road construction of 17 kilometres of road at a cost
of $1.7 million; the Manningham Road-EIgar Road
extension from Bulleen Road to Burwood Highway
at a cost of $1 million; and the much-needed
Williamsons Road works from George Street to
Foote Street at a cost of $4.56 million.
The above commitment represents an expenditure of
almost $11 million of the proposed expenditure of
$287 million in new spending on capital works as
part of the government's electoral policies in
Templestowe Province. Accordingly, I support the
bill and thank honourable members for their
attention and courtesy.
Debate adjourned on motion of
HoD. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley).
Debate adjourned until later this day.
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STATE TAXATION (OMNIBUS
AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance).

ACCIDENT COMPENSATION
(AMENDMENT) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Received from Assembly.
Read first time on motion of Hon. R. M. HALLAM
(Minister for Finance)

Second reading
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance) - I
move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The major reform of Victoria's workers
compensation system, beginning in December 1992,
has resulted in a dramatic improvement in
performance. That improvement is exemplified by
the elimination of a $2100 million unfunded liability,
reduced incidence of claims, improved
return-ta-work rates and higher benefits for injured
workers, and an annual premium saving to
Victorian employers of about $500 million.
Victoria, once a workers compensation basket case
under La.bor, is now recognised as having
Australia's best system - the Workcover system
established by this government. The Workcover
scheme is operating successfully but there are
certain practices developing which, if left
unchecked, could harm the integrity of the scheme.
There is also room for improvement of the scheme in
a number of more technical areas.
The bill has four primary aims: first, to address the
inappropriate use of legal processes which are being
used to generate substantial lump sum maim
transaction costs, and also to reduce abuse of
Workcover by some allied health service providers
and by some employers who are not complying with
provisions in the act; second, to alter the basis of
calculating the period of a worker's entitlement to
long-term weekly payments so as not to
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disadvantage incapacitated workers that return to
work; third, to provide workers compensation
coverage for DEETYA trainees and confer the
protection of the act on both trainees and their host
employers; and fourth, to implement existing
government commitments in a number of areas.
Finally, the bill makes a number of technical
amendments to the Workcover legislation.
Prevention of legal abuse and reduction of maim
payments transactions costs
There are increasing delivery costs and backlogs at
the medical panels and County Court associated
with claims for lump sum compensation for
permanent impairment under the table of maims.
This has occurred as common-law work for lawyers
has substantially dried up, with the table of maims
now becoming their focus of activity. It is also
instructive that New South Wales has recently
experienced a blow-out in table of maims payments
as litigation has significantly increased in this area.
For every $1 of compensation paid in this area there
is an additional 60 cents paid in transaction costs
(mainly legal costs) through the use of legal and
other processes associated with the settlement of the
claim through the courts. In most cases these costs
are incurred without the case ever actually being
heard in the courts.
In the six-month period from March to August 1995,
59 per cent of County Court writs were resolved for
amounts actually within the Magistrates Court
jurisdictional limit of $25 000 and should properly
have been dealt with in that jurisdiction. That claims
are processed through a higher court means added
costs and delays - this elevation in jurisdiction is,
very often, simply a device to attract higher legal
fees. The average cost of a case at the Magistrates
Court is approximately $3500 compared with $7000
at the County Court. In 1995, over 1600 Workcover
matters were lodged in the Magistrates Court and
over 2300 Workcover cases were resolved. At the
Melbourne County Court, over 2400 Workcover
matters were lodged and only approximately 880
matters were resolved. It is very clear that most
matters currently before the County Court may be
reasonably dealt with in the Magistrates Court with less expense, with less delay, and in the
interests of injured workers.

The bill provides new provisions relating to claims
for lump sum compensation under sections 98
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and/or 98A of the Accident Compensation Act 1985,
which will:
strengthen existing provisions by providing for
mandatory exchange of final medical information
between parties at the claim lodgment and initial
decision stages;
strengthen the role of conciliation officers in
resolving disputes before allOwing access to
courts. Disputes must be referred for conciliation,
and court proceedings can commence only after
the conciliation officer issues a certificate
certifying that all reasonable steps have been
taken by the worker to resolve the dispute;
maintain the discretion of conciliation officers to
refer medical questions to medical panels, but
repeal the existing compulsory referral of these
claims to the medical panels by workers prior to
court access;
require that, if conciliation does not result in the
resolution of the claim, the insurer must make a
final offer (consistent with any medical panels
opinion). If the worker then proceeds to court, he
or she must better that offer to be entitled to the
payment of costs and avoid liability for the
defendant's costs;
empower the minister to issue directions
governing the procedures for the resolution of
disputes in relation to claims for lump sum
compensation which are binding on all parties
and their representatives; and
increase the jurisdictional limits of the
Magistrates Court both in relation to lump sum
compensation (from $25 000 to $40 (00) and
weekly payments (from 52 to 104 weeks arrears of
payments) to facilitate earlier, lower cost
outcomes.

Allied health services abuse

Hearing aid providers
There has been an increasing incidence in recent
years of substandard or inappropriate hearing aids
being supplied and of aids being fitted by poorly
skilled and untrained persons, mainly as a result of
the activities of a small number of entrepreneurial
firms that have cultivated a practice of exploiting
workers in the pursuit of Workcover claims for loss
of hearing. Apart from the inherent undesirability of
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these practices they can, in some circumstances,
actually result in further hearing loss or injury.

service providers which were bodies corporate;
and

To address these problems, the bill introduces a
provision which requires that, in order for the
provision, repair, adjustment or replacement of a
hearing aid to be compensable under the act, both
the person or class of persons who provide the
service and the type of aid must be approved by the
Victorian Workcover authority.

extend prosecution time limits for certain
employer offences from one year to three years in
line with other provisions of the act. This
extension is warranted since, in many of these
cases, the circumstances giving rise to the
prosecution come to light only after the expiry of
the existing time limit or too late to allow proper
investigation before the expiry of that limit.

Hearing loss assessors
l04-week incapacity limit
As a further measure to deal with problems

associated with claims for lump sum compensation
for loss of hearing, the bill will provide a more
stringent framework for the approval of persons
who provide conclusive determinations of
diminution of hearing for the purposes of these
claims.

Health service providers
The bill introduces an amendment to the Accident
Compensation Act 1985 which will require that
among the matters to be considered when
detennining the reasonable costs of medical and like
services are any guidelines issued by the Victorian
Workcover Authority in respect of the relevant
service or provision.
Strengthening employer compliance
The current provisions require strengthening to
ensure employer compliance. Accordingly, the bill
will:
strengthen the capacity to enforce employers'
existing obligations to provide pre-injury or
suitable employment to injured workers by
instituting a procedural framework within which
enforcement of the relevant provision is to
operate, including the imposition of a time limit
within which an employer is able to satisfy the
Victorian Workcover AuthOrity that it was not
possible to offer such employment and thereby
escape the operation of the provision;
ensure that directors and principal officers can be
held liable for offences committed by a body
corporate where it is proved that the offence was
committed with the consent or connivance of the
director or officer, or that the commission of the
offence was attnbutable to any wilful neglect of
the director or officer. This amendment would
also apply to offences committed by, for example,

Section 93B(3) of the current legislation provides
that a worker's entitlement to weekly compensation
ceases after the worker has been incapacitated for
104 weeks unless the worker has a serious injury or
is totally and permanently incapacitated, in which
case the entitlement continues in accordance with
the act to retirement age. This basis of calculating a
worker's long-term entitlement to weekly payments
is perceived by some as a disincentive for workers to
return to work, particularly on modified or
alternative duties.
Facilitating an early and effective return to work for
injured workers is one of the primary goals of the
Workcover scheme. It is important that any
disincentives or perceived disincentives for workers
to return to work as soon as practicable after the
injury be removed.
Accordingly, the bill now provides that a worker's
entitlement to weekly payments under that section
ceases after the expiry of an aggregate of 104 weeks,
whether consecutive or not, in respect of which a
weekly payment has been paid or is payable to the
worker, unless the worker has a serious injury or is
totally and permanently incapacitated. This will
remove any perceived disincentive for partially
incapacitated workers to return to work on
alternative duties during the rehabilitation process.
Coverage for DEElYA trainees
There has been a proliferation of commonwealth
training programs for the long-term unemployed
which involve both workplace-based training with a
host employer and off-site training. The status of
these trainees as workers while they are undertaking
the workplace-based training is uncertain. The host
employers are currently at risk of unrestricted
common-law proceedings if the trainees are not
workers, and many are simply not prepared to run
that risk.
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The bill contains a provision which will empower
the Governor in Council to make an order which
will have the effect of deeming participants in
declared training programs to be workers for the
purposes of the Workcover scheme. For the
purposes of the WorkCover legislation the provision
deems such workers to be employed by the persons
who provide the workplace-based training.
The provision also provides for the order to deem a
class of payments specified in the order to be
remuneration paid or payable in respect of the
persons deemed to be workers for the purposes of
the Workcover legislation. The commonwealth
government has agreed to fund the insurance costs
for these trainees at the industry rate for the period
of the program.

Government commitments
The bill also implements previous government
commitments to:
allow limited access by a worker to the
contribution component of his or her rolled-over
superannuation lump sum for the purposes of
approved capital expenditure without affecting
the worker's weekly payments;
mirror recent changes to the Transport Accident
Act by extending the medical and like
compensation payable under the act to include in
the case of deaths the payment of the reasonable
costs -not exceeding $1530, the current TAC
equivalent - of family counselling provided to
family members of the deceased worker by a
medical practitioner or registered psychologist. In
addition, the bill extends this proposal to cover
the family members of workers who have
suffered prescribed injuries; and
amend the secrecy provisions of the Accident
Compensation Act to permit the release of
information to the Commissioner of State
Revenue.

Technical amendments
The bill also makes a number of technical
amendments to both the Accident Compensation
Act 1985 and the Accident Compensation
(WorkCover Insurance) Act 1993. The most
important of these involve the insertion of
provisions which are intended to give full effect to
the government's original intentions in relation to
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certain aspects of the common-law provisions of the
Accident Compensation Act 1985.
To this end, clause 32 of the bill amends section
135A of that act so as to make it clear that, except as
provided in the amended section, a worker must not
commence common-law proceedings to which
section 135A applies without first obtaining a
determination of the degree of his or her impairment
for the purposes of that section by the authority,
authorised insurer or self-insurer and, if required,
complying with the preliminary procedures outlined
in the section.
Decisions by the Supreme Court and, more recently,
the Court of Appeal have held that the existing
provisions of section 135A do not achieve the
government's original intentions and the
amendments are intended to ensure that these are
achieved. The amendments will apply in respect of
all proceedings commenced on and after the date of
their commencement, which will be the date of royal
assent to the bill.
In addition, clause 33 of the bill amends
section 135A so as to make it clear that a decision by
the authority, authorised insurer or self-insurer that
a worker has a serious injury for the purposes of
section 938 of the act - relating to the worker's
entitlement to weekly payments - is not to be taken
to be a determination of the worker's degree of
impairment for the purposes of section 135A unless
the decision specifically states that it is to be taken to
be a determination for those purposes.
It was never the government's intention that a
decision that a worker has a serious injury for the
purposes of section 93B would automatically be
taken to be a determination of the worker's degree of
impairment for the purposes of section 135A.
Nevertheless the Court of Appeal has recently held
that to be the case. This means an assessment made
for a different purpose, and often before the relevant
injury has stabilised, will give the relevant worker
access to common-law remedies irrespective of the
level of permanent impairment resulting from the
injury. For these reasons the government has
decided to make these amendments retrospective to
1 December 1992, excepting only proceedings
commenced and determined before the date of the
second reading of the bill.

The amendments made by both of these clauses
necessitate amendments to section 63 of the
Accident Compensation (WorkCover) Act 1992 and
to the Constitution Act 1975. However, as these
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involve direct amendments to the Constitution Act
1975, a statement for the purposes of section 85(5) of
that act is not required.
Other important technical amendments are:
clarification of the types of pensions the receipt of
which will affect a worker's entitlement to weekly
payments;
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reform agenda and remain ever vigilant to achieve
this objective. Through our vigilance and
commitment to continuous improvement we will
ensure that Victoria's workers compensation scheme
is able to meet the real needs of employers and
workers and that it is not subject to attack from
those who would abuse the system for their own
gain.
I commend the bill to the house.

the imposition of an obligation upon workers and
employers to give the compensation payer certain
information relating to any pension or lump sum
amount which may affect a worker's entitlement
to weekly payments;
the introduction of a requirement that if a
direction of a conciliation officer is revoked by a
court an order for costs must be made in favour of
the worker;
the introduction of measures intended to ensure
that if in any County Court proceedings under
the Accident Compensation Act 1985 an outcome
is achieved which could have been achieved in
the Magistrates Court any party-party costs
payable to the worker must be at the relevant
Magistrates Court scales;
the extension of an existing power under warrant
issued by a magistrate to enter and search
premises, take possession of records and other
documents and retain those records and other
documents for certain purposes, which is
currently able to be used only for the purposes of
premium, to permit its use for the purposes of
determining whether any of the provisions of the
Workcover legislation are being contravened; and
amendments which improve the protection
afforded the convenor and members of medical
panels, including extending to them in the
performance of their duties the same protection
which is afforded to a Supreme Court judge.
Conclusion
Victoria now has the lowest cost fully funded
workers compensation system in Australia through
the provision of safer workplaces and better
retum-to-work and compensation rates for those
genuinely unable to work as a result of a workplace

injury.
We will not rest, however, until we are among the
world's best, and the government will continue its

Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Qika Jika).
Debate adjourned until next day.

APPROPRIAnON (INTERIM 1996/97)
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Hon. R. M. HALLAM (Minister for Finance).
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS (Waverley) - This
government's oVerriding commitment to making
Victoria a better place to live and work is amply
demonstrated in the autumn economic statement
brought down by the Honourable A1an Stockdale,
the Treasurer of Victoria, earlier this month.
Over the past three and a half years Premier Kennett
and his team have restored economic stability to this
state. They have created an environment for
business to excel which has improved employment
opportunities. On behalf of all Victorians they have
invested in an infrastructure which was neglected by
our predecessors for longer than a decade. Most
importantly, sensible and responsible policies were
established to rein in the debt inherited after years of
Labor mismanagement. My wish to have my say
about what Labor did to Victoria was one of the
factors that motivated. me to stand for election to this
place.
I have spent half my life under state and federal
Labor governments. I watched as businesses were
forced to close their doors and retrench thousands of
people. I witnessed the result of devastating
unemployment in my electorate. It had a direct
impact on the local economy and snowballed to
affect local retailers and manufacturers. This led to
further job losses. My contemporaries mourned the
fact that they did not have a chance to gain
independence or self-sufficiency because there were
no jobs. Young Victorians bore the brunt of Labor.
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The Cain and Kimer governments mortgaged the
future with little regard for how the debt would be
repaid.
In 1992 debt as a percentage of gross domestic
product was 30.8 per cent A large percentage was to
pay for current consumption that Labor had to
borrow to save the state from bankruptcy. Those
borrowings were not used for the provision of
infrastructure that would benefit the community as
a whole. In addition, areas like health, transport and
education were neglected. Victorians voted for the
coalition in 1992 because they were sick and tired of
suffering the results of Labor mortgaging the family
jewels to pay for the social and service obligations of
government. Future generations are responsible for
the debt Labor accumulated in the late 19805 and
early 19905. Labor tried to play down the extent of
Victoria's economic woes and it still tries to run
away from the fact that Labor was derelict in its
duty to Victorians.
However, the community has not forgotten. I am
proud to be one of four members who on 30 March
won seats from Labor. The people of Waverley
Province saw through the lies and endorsed the
direction of the Kennett government.

Of the $13 billion debt accumulated in the 10 years
to 1994 almost half - $6.4 billion - was due to
current account deficits. If a business were run the
same way Victoria was run by Labor it would be
bankrupt and its shareholders would be calling for
retribution. The people gave the coalition an historic
mandate to clean up the Labor mess.
In 1992 Victoria's credit rating was down to A1 from
AAA, which resulted in millions of dollars in
additional interest That is what this government
inherited, and it is still paying the price and
mopping up the mess. Members on this side of the
house have not forgotten the suffering inflicted on
Victoria under the Labor regime. The election result
on 30 March demonstrated that the people of
Victoria have not forgotten either.

The ratio of public sector debt to gross state product
is testament to this government's commitment to
debt reduction. Under Labor in 1992 it stood at
30.8 per cent but by 1994-95 it was reduced to
27.2 per cent It was at 17.9 per cent in 1995-% and it
is estimated that it will be further reduced to
16.5 per cent this financial year. We hope that by the
turn of the century Treasury estimates will come to
fruition and that the ratio of public sector debt to
GSP will be down to 12.5 per cent - a level
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consistent with the expectations of rating agencies.
That will enable agencies such as Moody's Investors
Services and Standard and Poor's to finally restore
Victoria's AAA rating, which will save my
generation millions of dollars in interest and service
costs.
The first term of the Kennett government resulted in
a sustainable current account surplus of more than
$2300 million, and that is a great achievement. The
Treasurer predicts that by the turn of the century an
overall budget surplus of $650 million will be
achieved through lower interest costs following the
application of $4.6 billion from electricity
privatisations. The sale of the six companies has
reduced state debt by $10 billion so far - down
from $32.5 billion to $22.3 billion, and that is a
substantial amount.
The budget is more than $200 million better off
through interest savings exceeding dividends lost.
That enables the government to invest in the future
of the state. Under Agenda 21, which is about civic
development, more than $1 billion is being put into
the regeneration of Melbourne's infrastructure. A
new $250 million state museum will add to our
heritage, while $130 million has been allocated for
the exhibition centre on the banks of the Yarra. It has
been successfully launched and is booked many
years in advance. It is a great asset to Victoria.
The City Circle tram and the restoration of the old
Treasury building and old Customs House will
contribute to our heritage. I am pleased that the
government is looking to the future and protecting
our assets. I welcome the $80 million allocation for
renovations to Parliament House. I am pleased that
Mr Baxter is considering the establishment of
child-care facilities in the new Parliament House
which, I hope, will encourage more women with
young families to enter Parliament. I am hopeful
that baby change rooms will be provided so that one
does not have to use the red carpet!
The government has increased competitiveness in
the Victorian economy. I am pleased with the major
investment in infrastructure, including the
$1.7 billion City Unk project which has had a great
impact on my electorate. The South Eastern Freeway
winds through the middle of my electorate and
many constituents rely on it to get to and from work
and to transport goods manufactured in the area.
The structural reform involved in the privatisation
of the electricity industry will deliver real reductions
of around 16 per cent to households and 28 per cent
to small businesses. Structural reform of the water
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industry will help to achieve economies of scale, and
a reform of the ports will bring about reductions of
at least 20 per cent. Reduced charges will have a
great impact on our ability to compete with other
states as well as other countries.
The streamlining of small business regulations will
help the operation of small business in Victoria.
During 1995 there was a 25 per cent reduction in the
number of business licences issued and a 14 per cent
reduction in the number of new regulations. That
removes a lot of the imposts on business. Many
business operators tied themselves up in knots and
wasted many hours of productivity in filling in
ludicrous paperwork. The government is getting rid
of unnecessary regulations.
We have introduced the Employee Relations Act
and many other measures to enhance the flexibility
of the labour market, which has had a positive
impact on families, particularly as more women
move towards part-time work. Unemployment in
Victoria dropped from 12.8 per cent in mid-1993
when we were in the middle of recovering from the
recession we had to have to around 8.6 per cent in
March, which is a tremendous result Many
thousands of Victorians have benefited from this
government's policies, and that enables business to
take on more employees. In the March quarter this
year total employment in Victoria increased by
2.4 per cent compared with 2.2 per cent in Australia
asa whole.
Health services have improved their delivery. In
1995-96 hospitals treated approximately 850 000
patients. In October 1992, 924 patients had to wait at
least 30 days for surgery. By December 1995 only
three patients were in that situation. That is a
tremendous achievement The government is
committed to improving health services over the
next four years so that people can receive treatment
closer to home. This has many benefits for families,
including not having to travel to city hospitals to
visit their loved ones, and also for the patients
themselves in that they will not be isolated or have
to travel long distances for day surgery and so on.
I am also pleased with the $8 million a year
allocation to focus on prevention and early
intervention to reduce the rate of suicide in young
people suffering from mental illness. That is one of
the greatest tragedies in our community and I am
pleased the government is addressing it
I am. also pleased the government has made an
allocation of $2 million for 1996-97 to increase
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accessibility to immunisation programs for children.
The aim is not only to provide mobile facilities so
that isolated communities can be serviced but also to
encourage parents to have their children immunised
by locating the services close at hand. I am also fully
supportive of the proposed policy of the federal
Minister for Health and Family Services, Or Michael
Wooldridge, to have immunisation available in
shopping centres so it is more accessible and
encourages more parents to have their children
immunised. If we do not immunise our children
now, diseases like polio and diphtheria that we
thought were eradicated could easily return and
have a devastating effect on our community.
The government is also continuing to improve
support for families and care for children by
prOviding $25 million per annum for Victoria's
community and family carers working with the
elderly, the disabled, and the chronically and
mentally ill. This strategy will go a long way
towards caring for the carers, who save our
community a lot in hospital resources and who want
to care for their family members in their own homes.
I am pleased by the establishment of the Office of
the Family which will enable the delivery of
integrated services to support and strengthen the
family unit. Many of the social challenges we face in
the 1990s and into the next century are the direct
result of dysfunctional families. We see this
particularly with young people who, with less
supervision and more time on their hands, move
towards drugs and, tragically, suicide because quite
often the support they need is not available to them.
I note also that the government is increasing the
recurrent contribution to kindergartens to $872 per
child at a cost of $1.6 million a year. I fully endorse
that allocation.
In the area of youth affairs, I am pleased the
government's election promise of establishing
supervised and secure night venues for young
people has been included in the autumn economic
statement These facilities will be alcohol and drug
free and young people will be entertained in a safe,
secure and supervised environment. The
government will contribute $1 million a year for four
years to help establish these venues in metropolitan
and regional Victoria. When I was growing up I
often attended the Blue Light discos, which were
similar to the proposed new venues - they were
supervised by both parents and members of the
police force. It helped the parents to know their
children were safe and it helped the young people
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because they were in a safe and secure environment,
away from the danger of drug pushers, problems
relating to travel arrangements and so on. Another
initiative in youth affairs is the establishment of a
youth hostel, emergency accommodation and
support facilities, and an extension of the Victorian
Housing and Youth Information Exchange to
regional Victoria.
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appropriation. I shall deal with the philosophy that
has underpinned the government's economic policy
since it was elected. Obviously the government
intended to make Victoria as competitive as it could
be both nationally and internationally, to improve
the level of services it delivers and set Victoria on a
sound foundation.

Honourable members interjecting.
Other allocations that have a direct impact on my
electorate of Waverley Province relate to the
completion of grade separations on the South
Eastern Arterial at Toorak Road, Tooronga Road and
Burke Road, and I thank the former Minister for
Roads and Ports for improving the situation. This
work has already saved a substantial amount of
travel time for all commuters along the South
Eastern Arterial and, as I said earlier, I look forward
to the completion of the City Link project, which will
finally turn the car park into a freeway and enable
commuters to get to and from the city with ease, in
safety and with a decent estimated time of arrival.
An amount of $1.5 million is being spent on the
drive-time project on the South Eastern Arterial,
which provides a detailed analysis of when you can
expect to be at certain intersections along the way.
This is proving extremely helpful for commuters
because they are able to see, finally, whether there is
a bottleneck on the freeway and take evasive action
if necessary rather than getting stuck somewhere,
like at Toorak Road, where there are no off-ramps
for several kilometres.
Hon. W. R. Baxter - They are very accurate too.
Hon. M. T. LUCKINS - Yes, I have timed them
myself. Some $1.5 million is allocated to upgrade the
intersection of Warrigal and North roads. That
intersection is quite a bottleneck at present and
presents a danger because of the volume of traffic it
carries. An additional $900 ()()() has been provided to
upgrade Warrigal Road from Canterbury Road right
through to Mentone - so that also passes through
Waverley Province.

Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Listen to the
parrots across the way saying, 'Failed!'. When we set
off on this mission in 1992, regrettably, we started
behind the eight ball. We were $2.5 billion in the
hole because of Labor's mismanagement in its last
year of government. We started with $32 billion
worth of debt, most of which, regrettably, was not
supported by any asset or any social value.
Nevertheless, the government moved along with an
end objective in mind.
But we had to negotiate the rocky shoals of gross
mismanagement and dishonesty of a decade of
Labor government. For 10 years that government
misrepresented its situation to the Australian public,
curried favour with the trade union movement
through gross overmanning of the public sector and
borrowed rather than addressed its responsibilities.
It was recognised by every government in
Australia - both Labor and conservative - as
being possibly the worst government in Australia's
history. To be fair, I must say that it received not
only national recognition but it was generally
spoken of with reverence elsewhere in terms of what
you can do in a First World democracy if you put
your mind to it! That general view is being held now
by members of the Labor Party - not members of
the Parliamentary Labor Party - who are of the
opinion that we need a clean sweep to start again.
Far be it for me to add to this conclusion because I
am reasonably happy with the opposition. I think
opposition members are perfectly capable of being
there for the next 25 years, and I am getting used to
them.
Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.

I am pleased to endorse the autumn economic
statement presented by the Treasurer. I certainly
commend it to the house as very good news and a
very fair reflection on the fantastic work the
government has done in attempting to make
Victoria once again a jewel in Australia's crown.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN (Geelong) Naturally I support the bill. Previous speakers have
dealt in some detail with the elements of the

Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - You may not be
here, Mr Nardella. If Steedman has his way you are
one of the people to go.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - No, I wasn't in his letter.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Mr Nardella tells
me his name is not in the letter, but I don't think we
got the third page. I think Steedman left off the third
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page. I am sure, Mr Nardella, that if you let him
know of your disappointment he will probably
manage to bag you as well. Quite frankly, there is
nothing personal about it, but I don't think there is
much to choose from between any of you. I do not
know whether in your position I would feel
offended or relieved not to be mentioned.
An Honourable Member - I'd be relieved!
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - You are easily
relieved. But it is true to say, Mr Theophanous, that
you appeared in everybody's list. Nevertheless, it is
true that we had an objective in mind which was
made all the more difficult by the starting point left
to us by the Labor Party, which is now in opposition.
It is fair to say that after four years we have made
very material progress towards our end objective.
We have current income and expenditure in balance;
in fact, we are producing a small surplus, ignoring
the one-time proceeds of asset sales.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - You had a large surplus
in 1993-94.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Yes; that is true.
Nothing wrong with you.
Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I remember your
first debate in this house, Mr Nardella, when you
expressed concern about whether or not you
understood perfectly what a deficit or a surplus was.
You have made real progress, and I congratulate
you on that recognition. I want to point out - Hon. T. C. Theophanous -It is not very funny.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I beg your
pardon, Mr Theophanous? You also concur he has
made real progress? The starting point was not that
great, so it would not have been too hard to make
progress like 'What is a fraction over nothing?'. I
suppose that is an infinite amount of progress. You
keep it up, Mr Nardella. In the millennia after this
one you may well be up to speed!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I must say,
Mr Theophanous, that you have very little to laugh
about; in fact, you must have a very short memory.
You were the same guy who got up and admitted
the points I am making.
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Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - You have got
plenty to laugh about? There you go. You are not
taking your position very seriously, I can tell you
that. I suppose the issue that faces us is to continue
to reach towards the objectives which were set as a
matter of philosophy and in terms of possibility. As
the first four years have passed, the government can
look back with some confidence and with some
satisfaction in its achievements. It has not only
managed to restore the state to some level of
stability; it has at the same time materially improved
the productivity of the public sector and, by a
judicial mix of public and private expenditures,
managed to substantially improve the quality of
services.
For example, I note as I read through the
appropriation report the sorts of actions taken in
areas like educational infrastructure in my own
area - and in areas, incidentally, where we have
spent according to priorities. For example, I notice
that in the area of Geelong North this government
has spent a substantial amount of capital on
maintenance and improvements in primary and
secondary schools, which had been denied any
support from the previous Labor government
because it was much too busy bolstering the
numbers of its mates in the teacher unions and
associated service industries.
It is interesting to hear that every time a question is
asked about hospitals it is almost as though it is the
Hospital Services Union sitting over there asking the
questions of the Minister for Health: 'How many
more beds are you going to put in place? How many
more people are you going to have working in
hospitals?'.
That is indicative of the government's attitude
compared with that of the opposition. Our attitude
on health is to deliver services to those who need
health services, not to look after only those who
provide services, which is a quite different situation,
but one which appears undifferentiated on the part
of members of the Labor Party. They are apparently
of the opinion that the health system is here to look
after the Health Services Union. That is the way they
acted when they were in government; there was no
cost control and no effort to deliver better quality
services with lower costs. Since we came to
government we have increased the number of
people treated at our hospitals and we have reduced
costs in real terms by 25 per cent per capita.
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The point about that is not so much what we have
achieved, but the basis on which we have
approached the idea of a good government. A good
government is one that faces up to the prospect of
continual improvement in the way it operates.
Consequently, over the next four years we expect to
deliver the same - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - There are 25 000
people on the waiting lists.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Waiting lists for
what? Mr Theophanous sat there during 10 years of
the Labor government, wasted money, incurred debt
for which there were no assets standing behind the
debt, and left the state in a disastrous situation. To
make matters worse, notwithstanding the
demonstrated failure and the agreement of
everybody in public finance and public
administration of whatever persuasion, it was a
government that not only failed on everything it did
but failed monumentally.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I am always
astonished to hear Mr Nardella get up to say things
like--
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Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - No, I am more
needed here.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! The house cannot
possibly proceed unless the proceedings can be
recorded by Hansard. The Hansard reporters cannot
pOSSibly hear with that stereophOniC racket on either
side. I ask the house to allow Mr Hartigan to
continue his dissertation without assistance.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Mr President, I do
not object to the assistance but the fact is that this
government is proceeding along the lines which, in
terms of public administration, will deliver better
quality services at lower costs. The evidence of the
past four years is that we have done that very
successfully. That demonstrates quite clearly that the
prospects for future improvements and the future
continuation of this approach will be beneficial.The
other thing that is also a clear recognition-Hon. T. C. Theophanous - That is enough.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - What?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Well you have
nothing sensible to say.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. A. N. HARllGAN - He is trying to
talk about a $1.2 million problem in the
Auditor-General's report. When Mr Theophanous
was in government, together with his colleagues, he
did not worry about $1 million; he did not worry
about $1700 million; he did not worry about
$1 billion - they dropped $30 billion on the ground!
Government Members - Guilty!
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Thirty billion
dollars over their 10 years in government!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Where did you get
that from?
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - That is what you
wasted. I know you don't care and that you are
disinterested in the figure.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Why don't you go
back to Ford - -

Honourable members interjecting.

Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Mr President,
Mr Theophanous is hardly in the position to be able
to judge what is sensible and what is not because he
has no basis of comprehension. His party has just
suffered one of the worst defeats in history, and you
might have thought that what Mr Theophanous
would have said was, 'Gee, we got beaten in 1992
and in 1996; I wonder if that is because people think
we don't know what we are doing?'. But he has
concluded that it is just bad luck.
Hon. D. T. Walpole interjected.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - And Mr Walpole,
you may well be one of the ones who gives
Mr Theophanous good reason to believe it was just
bad luck. You will make no contribution to the
public administration of this state - thank God! It
was bad enough to put up with a mob who were in
until 1992, let alone to face the prospect that the
rump left here might have some say in public
administration in this state - highly unlikely!
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - One thing is sure,
you won't either.
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Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - What's that?
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - He will never
make it.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - He already is; more than
you would ever hope to.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - I am not sure
what it is I will never make, but if it is anything
Mr Theophanous has in mind, it is not a major
problem. The fact that I know for sure is that I am
more likely to be in government than you are,
Mr Theophanous.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN -And I know,
Mr Theophanous, that I plan to be around for a long
time. I look around at the age distribution here and I
think I can keep some balance, so I will be here for a
long while yet.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - You must be worse
than Craige. They put him in before you.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - There isn't any
question that Mr Craige is a superior person to me,
or he would not be sitting on the front bench.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN -One of the
problems of our party is that we have a surfeit of
talent. In the spirit of fairness and in an attempt to
make this place a little more meaningful, I have
asked the Leader of the Government whether we
might not be lent to the opposition to replace the
opposition with a dozen from this side to try to add
some bite; in fact, we were so confident of that that
we thought we might pick the names out of a hat,
because it wouldn't make any difference. I am not
too concerned about competing with the Labor
Party. It is some measure of the talent on the
opposition benches that their full-time equivalent is
about one, so I think I can cope quite happily.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous interjected.
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - The Leader of the
Opposition is easily pleased, which is probably
fortwlate. If he were not easily pleased he would be
a very unhappy young man. We are moving
productively toward the objectives the government
set itself to achieve in 1992 and we can feel
reasonably satisfied with the progress we have made
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so far. Our performance so far augurs well for the
future achievement of our objectives of maintaining
budget sector investment, providing better quality
services at lower cost and using the proceeds of
privatisation to reduce public debt, but not at the
expense of imposing higher costs or providing lower
quality of services.
The government is also important because of its
integrity and what its reforms mean for good public
administration. Today the Minister for Finance
introduced the first financial report on the state's
performance based on accrual accounting principles.
Honourable members who listened carefully to the
minister would have been aware that the first cut in
the paper at depreciation levels suggests Victoria
has to find about another $1.6 billion of current
revenue to meet the government's objective of
revenue covering expenditure such as depreciation
by the end of the current term - that is, for the first
time in its history the state will not only recognise
the principle that its current revenue should cover
its total variable and fixed costs but will actually
achieve that objective and put succeeding
governments in a position of already having in place
money to maintain the state's assets at a level that
will be beneficial to the people who use them.
So, because we have applied those rules
consistently, I am very satisfied that we will move to
become a more competitive state. The importance of
being more competitive is that Victoria will attract
more investment and provide more real jobs. I think
there is clear evidence that in the government's first
four years in office the state has been very attractive
to private enterprise organisations who want to
export. Victorian exports have grown faster than the
national average and export performance is the key
to achieving long-term stable growth in
employment, which must be a major overriding
objective of everything we do. We are already
demonstrating a capacity to do that.
Public sector infrastructure, both fiscal and
intellectual, will provide a further base for
expansion and a base on which investors can be
confident about opportunities. More importantly,
we are taking the opportunities of sound financial
management toward a stage where we can reduce
the burden of taxation on business to the level where
we not only meet but go lower than the levels
applying in Queensland and New South Wales and,
more importantly, produce investment
opportunities comparable to those currently
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available in the faster growing Third World
economies to our north.
It is true to say that, not only have we demonstrated
integrity and a commitment to our objectives in
public administration, but in areas such as
Workcover, for example, we have substantially
reduced the real costs and consequently, in that case,
the premiums.
Hon. D. A. Nardella - Yeah, yeah!
Hon. W. A. N. HARTIGAN - Mr Narde11a may
interject, but the fact is that the premium under
Labor failed to cover the unfunded liabilities by
something like $2.2 billion and the figure was
climbing at an alarming rate. The reform of that
scheme has caused Workcover costs to fall by about
$500 million a year and has been of Significant real
benefit to investment and employment in this state.
The other major area of success in reform, apart
from the government's own administration of the
state's finances, has been the great success in local
government reform, which so far has had an impact
on costs of something in the order of $240 million.
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play the man very well. I shall listen with interest to
his contribution to the debate on the bill because he
comes to it with the baggage of 10 years of failure. I
look forward to hearing how he handles it.
It is clear that the government's past performance
demonstrates its future capacity. It is clear the
government is working to improve the future for
our children and grandchildren. In my case, having
listened to Mrs Luckins, I am pleased to say I hope
she does go to see Mr Baxter and the other people
looking after the expansion of Parliament House to
have child-minding and child-care facilities included
because I would like to see my grandchildren take
advantage of them in the not-too-distant future for
our children.

Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS (Monash) -It is a
pleasure to speak in support of the bill. I
congratulate the Treasurer and the coalition
government not only on the bill and the wonderful
news in the autumn economic statement, but also on
the government's great achievement in turning
around the state's economic performance over the
past three and a half years.
In order to highlight how great an achievement it

At every level of activity every action taken by the
government during the past four years has
materially improved our competitive position and
the investment environment and we are now
starting to go reap the dividends. The government
will press on with its reforms while continuing to
provide an attractive environment for investment.
The government will continue to enhance
employment opportunities and promote higher real
incomes. It will continue to be the only government
and only political party that can offer such reforms
and prospects.
All government members are interested to know
what the Labor Party would do if it were to win
office. I can assure opposition members that over the
next four years the government will reduce taxation
and provide more services. What would Labor do in
that environment? Labor members would have to
say to the electorate, 'You will have to trust us not to
do what we did previously', yet everything said by
every member of the opposition indicates that that is
exactly what they would do.
It will be interesting to see whether the Leader of the
Opposition plays the ball rather than the man and
decides to debate the issues. Playing the man has
been his sole contribution to the debate so far, and I
suggest he might play the ball, because he does not

has been, and to highlight why on 30 March the

electorate of Victoria overwhelmingly rejected the
Guilty Party that today sits on the opposition
benches, I will recite examples of the sad state of
affairs that existed in Victoria in October 1992.
Hon. D. A. Nardella interjected.
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - You should listen
to this to remind yourself of the mess you left the

state in. In 1992 Victoria had a current account
deficit of $2 billion and a state debt of more than
$33 billion. In 10 years of Labor maladministration
we had mortgaged the future of this great state,
ourselves and our children to the extent of
$33 billion.
Victoria's credit rating was downgraded from its
former AAA status, which costs us an enormous
amount in extra interest payments every year. That
continues even today. Our unemployment rate was
in the double digits and youth unemployment was
escalating at an alarming rate. However, to the great
credit of the government and the Treasurer in three
and a half short years nothing short of an economic
miracle has occurred. Honourable members will
remember the joke going around interstate and
overseas prior to October 1992: what is the capital of
Victoria - 2 cents!
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In three and a half years under the Kennett coalition
government the state has been turned around.
Today we have a budget and a current account that
are in a sustainable surplus -not the sort of surplus
the federal Labor government pretended to achieve
but a real sustainable surplus - that will continue
through the term of this government and beyond!
We have reduced state debt by 33.3 per cent from
$33 billion to $22 billion. We will continue to reduce
the state debt and it is important we do so because
of the situation in the states with which we compete.
Queensland has no state debt and by the year 2000 it
is projected that New South Wales will have no state
debt, either. It is an indictment of the former Labor
government that Victoria still has a burden of
$22 billion in state debt. We must focus on that and
the government is committed to ensuring that it
does not drop the ball. It will continue to deal with
state debt so that Victoria's credit rating continues to
improve and we can achieve an AAA credit rating
by the end of the government's term.
Hon. T. C. Theopbanous - Then you can pat
yourself on the back!
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - We will! The
public of Victoria patted the government on the back
on 30 March when it overwhelmingly rejected the
lack of policy and vision of the Labor Party. It was
condemned not by its own actions, not by the
members in this chamber but by the public of
Victoria.
The autumn economic statement continues to
deliver real benefits for all Victorians because the
government governs for all Victorians. I shall not go
through every aspect of the statement because
honourable members who have spoken before me
have outlined most of its benefits. However, I will
highlight the matters that benefit me and my
electorate.
Firstly, the economic statement delivers significant
tax relief for the people of Victoria with the abolition
of stamp duty on the refinancing of business loans.
This is a great initiative, which will enable small
business to take advantage of the competitive
environment in the banking sector at the moment
and the lower interest rates. The imposition of stamp
duty was a barrier to small business taking
advantage of the interest savings, but this initiative
will enable Victorian small business to expand to
create new job opportunities, especially for our
young people who were badly let down during the
10 years of Labor mismanagement of the state.
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Stamp duty concessions will be expanded for first
home buyers, families with young children and
pensioners. People on low incomes will have an
opportunity of buying their own stake in Victoria by
purchasing their own homes.
The government should be commended for its
taxation initiatives. It will continue to return
dividends to the people of Victoria who stuck by the
government after taking the nasty medicine that was
required to correct the mistakes of the former Labor
government.
I shall highlight the great achievements in the
restructuring of the electricity industry. Privatisation
of the electricity industry has resulted in a reduction
of state debt by more than $10 billion Not only has
that meant a continued reduction in interest
payments of $400 million a year but also it provides
indefinite savings of millions of dollars every year,
money that can be poured back to create job
opportunities and real savings for the people of
Victoria. The electricity industry has delivered real
savings, which have been legislated for, to small
businesses and households.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - What savings?
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS - Real savings,
Mr Theophanous, in the electricity tariffs for all

Victorians.
Hon. T. C. Tbeopbanous - Where do you live?
Hon. P. A. KATSAMBANIS -Opposition
members may scoff, but their attitudes continue to
ensure they will stay on the opposition benches for a
long time. The people of Victoria acknowledge the
savings in the electricity charges which have been
legislated for to the year 2000. Beyond 2000 further
electricity savings will be achieved when the
electricity market moves to full competition.
Opposition members should wait and see! That has
been proved by the competition in the opening up of
the telecommunications market. When Optus
entered the market the cost of long-distance
telephone calls decreased and the same thing will
happen with electricity after the year 2000.
Another initiative outlined in the autumn economic
statement was the grant to each hbrary in Victoria
for the purchase of CD-ROM facilities and the
government's commitment to put every library
on-line to the World Wide Web and the Internet,
which will ensure that the advantages of technology
are available to every single Victorian in his or her
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public libraries. This sticks in the craw of the
opposition members because they pay lip service to
access, equity and equality. When the government
takes the initiative to ensure that no Victorian is left
behind in the teclmological revolution they scoff! I
commend the government for expanding the
opportunity for Victorians to participate in the
technological revolution.
I shall touch on some aspects of the economic
statement relating to my electorate. Grants have
been made in the statement for further child,
adolescent and family services in Windsor and also
to continue the development of stage 2 of the mental
health project at the Alfred Hospital group. Two
Significant tourist attractions are located within my
electorate that are jewels in the Victorian crown the National Gallery of Victoria and the Victorian
Art Centre. Those two wonderful facilities can be
enjoyed by all Victorians and all its visitors. They
were neglected by the former Labor government
when it continued its massive unfunded spending
spree, but the government has taken the initiative to
ensure those facilities are preserved and available
for all Victorians.

In her contribution Ms Luckins touched on the
upgrade of Warrigal Road, which is on the border of
my electorate of Monash Province and her electorate
of Waverley Province, together with the upgrade of
the South Eastern Arterial so that it will be a road
rather than the car park it has become. The removal
of the illogical and insane traffic blocks created by
the former Labor government at Toorak Road,
Tooronga Road and Burke Road will benefit my
electorate because it will link up with the upgrade of
Warrigal Road and the City Unk project. Roads will
become roads again rather than the car parks created
by the former Labor government The developments
will be of benefit to everyone in my electorate and
hopefully reduce the traffic holdups that Mr Power
referred to on a previous occasion.
I refer to one other aspect of the economic statement
that is of particular significance to me and my
family: the commitment of the government to the
Queen Elizabeth Centre for mothers and babies.
Early last year my family used the service, which is
currently located in cramped conditions in Carlton.
It is an excellent service provided to mothers and
babies who require additional care and support, but
the service was largely neglected in 10 years of
Labor administration. The staff of the centre are
pleased that the government has the foresight and
capacity to make sure money is available for the
relocation of the centre to a bigger and better site so
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that it can provide service to the families of
Victorians for many years to come. It is a major
achievement of the government.
In conclusion, I commend the Treasurer and the
Minister for Finance on the release today of the trial
consolidated financial report of the government of
Victoria. It is a major step forward in continuing the
economic accountability and performance of the
government. It is a first step for this government, the
first government in Australia to move towards a full
accrual accounting system - one that will ensure
that the accounting fiddles that occurred under a
previous administration from one year to the next
will not occur again because it will take into account
depreciation and the total value of assets. It will
mean the state is adopting an accounting practice
that almost every single business has adopted. It is a
Significant achievement for the government and will
assist all Victorians to have an understanding of the
finances of the state just in case, in the years to come,
Victoria has the misfortune of having another Labor
government.
I congratulate the government and the Treasurer on
continuing the economic success story of the past
three years. I commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS (Jika Jika).
Debate adjourned until next day.

ADJOURNMENT
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That the Council, at its rising, adjourn until Tuesday,
18 June.

Motion agreed to.
Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) - I
move:
That the house do now adjOurn.

llansard:lntennet
Hon. PAT POWER crika Jika) - Mr President, I
seek your assistance regarding a matter I feel is of
significant importance to Parliament. Some
members may be aware there was a launch in the
parliamentary library of Victorian Hansard on the
Internet. You, Mr President, and your predecessors
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have been supportive of actions that make the
proceedings of Parliament more accessible to the
community. Today's launch was the result of an
all-party effort to make Parliament more accessible,
not just to the Victorian and Australian
communities, but the international community. I
wondered if you would be kind enough to give a
brief report of the circumstances of the absolutely
first-class technology we now have in Parliament to
other members who did not have the opportunity of
being there today.

Brimbank: youth services
Hon. T. E. EREN (Doutta Galla) - I direct to the
attention of the Minister for Health, who represents
the Minister for Youth and Community Services in
this place, a matter concerning my constituents. I am
concerned about the funding cuts to the City of
Brimbank youth services. As a result of the funding
cuts up to 12 youth programs, including health,
youth counselling and employment access, could be
axed. The programs are high priority services that
need to be continued. If they are not continued
many young people in the west could be in strife.
All honourable members acknowledged during the
drug debate last Friday the need to deliver services
to our youth. You cannot deliver quality services by
slashing funding by almost 60 per cent I ask the
minister to ask his colleague in the other place to
review the decision and allow the youth services
programs to continue.
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the federal Minister for Employment, Education,
Training and Youth Affairs, the proposition is a
retrograde step, terribly inequitable and
undemocratic.
I ask the minister to speak to his colleague in
another place and ask him to reject such a
proposition totally in any dealings he has with the
tertiary education sector or the federal minister.

Jet skis
Hon. JEAN McLEAN (Melbourne West) - I
direct to the Minister for Roads and Ports the tragic
death caused by a jet ski at Werribee. Privately
owned jet skis have proliferated throughout
Port Phillip Bay. I want to ensure that swimmers
and other recreational users of Port Phillip Bay are
protected from jet skis. Could the minister indicate
what laws are in place to protect jet ski drivers, such
as ski and driver registration systems or helmets and
life jackets? After all, jet skis can travel at
60 kilometres an hour and could be more dangerous
than motor bikes because our waterways do not
have white lines. Our kids and recreational
swimmers want to enjoy themselves without being
endangered by jet skis.
I would like to know what is being done to protect
the people who use Port Phillip Bay, even if we
cannot protect them against the revolting noise and
petrol that comes out of the jet skis.

Osteopaths registration board
Tertiary education: student fees
Hon. C. J. HOGG (Melbourne North) - The
matter I raise is for the attention of the Minister for
Health, representing the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training in another place. Today's
newspapers carry details of a scheme that will allow
students who have not qualified academically to
enrol for university courses if they pay full fees. The
scheme apparently has the support of two Victorian
vice-chancellors.

Hon. D. T. WALPOLE (Melbourne) - I raise a
matter for the attention of the Minister for Health. I
have had a representation from an osteopath who
informs me that currently a review is taking place of
the Chiropractors and Osteopaths Act 1978. He
makes the point that in 1995 all registered
osteopaths in Victoria were polled and the
overwhelming outcome of the poll was that they
sought to have a separate osteopaths registration
board.

Without wanting to be elitist I point out that such a
scheme contains terrible risks for individual
students who may enrol upon payment of up-front
fees without the appropriate qualifications and then
fail miserably because there are not a great many
personal support systems at universities. This type
of proposal could put at risk a number of
individuals and the integrity of our university
courses. Despite the possibility of draconian cuts
being imposed upon the higher education sector by

It appears that osteopaths do not wish to be
controlled by a combined chiropractors and
osteopaths board, due to the two professions being
in competition with each other, and the osteopaths
seek not to be in a position where they are controlled
on a professional and educational level by
chiropractors. I understand further that osteopaths
are prepared to pay a higher registration fee if this
would allow them to achieve their own registration
board. I ask the Minister for Health to inform the
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house if he would approach the review panel
regarding the establishment of a separate
registration board for osteopaths.

Residential Tenancies Tribunal: delays
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA (Melbourne North) - I
raise a matter with the Minister for Small Business
representing the Attorney-General in the other place.
From the outset I point out that the situation has
affected me and that it appears from a number of
reactions that it affects quite a few other people.
On 22 February 1996, I went to the Residential
Tenancies Tribunal about a case of lost rent from one
of my properties. I was seeking restitution. The case
was heard and a judgment was given by the tribunal
judge. On about 20 April 1996, my agent contacted
the tribunal to ascertain what had happened to the
order that is necessary to pursue the claim and to
carry out the judgment of the Residential Tenancies
Tribunal. My agent was informed - Hon. M. A. Birrell- You can't raise some
personal commercial interest here.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I was going to raise it
in a much more general sense.
Hon. R. I. Knowles - Mr President, on a point of
order, this will set a dangerous precedent if it
remains unchallenged. Standing order 155 provides
that:
No member shall be entitled to vote either in the
council or in any committee thereof upon any question
in which he has a direct pecuniary interest ...

It seems to me this is clearly a matter in which the
honourable member has a direct pecuniary interest
and therefore it is inappropriate that it be raised.

The PRESIDENT - Order! That provision talks
about voting and clearly Mr Nardella is not going to
vote, but I think the point made is valid in that
members have to be very careful that they do not
use the house to prefer their own interests.
I ask Mr Nardella to now generalise the point he is
making. If it is a general issue that was before the
tribunal that affects others, it is fair enough. If it is a
matter affecting only yourself perhaps we ought to
have another think about it.
Hon. D. A. NARDELLA - I raise the matter in a
general sense, using my case only as an example. I
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do not want my specific individual case looked mo.
What is occurring at the Residential Tenancies
Tribunal both for landlords and people who rent s
that there are huge delays in dealing with the
queries raised in the tribunal; the telephone queres
are extensive and they take a long time to resolve
I ask that the matter be raised with the
Attorney-General to investigate the long delays a:
the Residential Tenancies Tribunal, to lessen the
wait that arises and to speed up the cases before the
tribunal.

Employee Relations Commission: annual
report
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS Gika Jika) - I raise
a matter with the Minister for Industry, Science and
Technology in the hope that he has now had an
opportunity to read the annual report of the
Employee Relations Commission. I remind the
minister that today he indicated that he had read the
report in part, which was interesting. For those
members who haven't actually seen the report, you
will notice the volume I have in my hand is very thin.
Hon. Bill Forwood - Have you read it all?
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - Absolutely. :--Jot
only is it a thin volume; it consists of only 10 pa~es;
the rest is appendices. I do not think it is asking 1 lot
of the minister to expect him to read a report of ne
Employee Relations Commission, given that it
comes within an area of his responsibility. I dire:t
the minister's attention to one specific part of ~
report on page 2, in which the commission says:
The powers of the commission following receipt eX an
application pursuant to section 90 are defined by
sections 92, 98 and 99. Section 92 states that the
commission must not convene any proceedings WIth
respect to an industrial matter or dispute unless al
parties consent to the exercise of the commission'!
powers, undertake not to engage in any industrial
action over the matters in dispute and agree to accept
the outcome of the proceedings.

What the commission has brought to the attenoon of
the community and hopefully through this anrual
report to the attention of the minister - who hasn't
read it - is the fact that the commission is findng it
difficult to operate within the context of the
constraint. The commission goes on to say:
The relatively small number of industrial matters and
disputes referred to the commission during the period
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of this report (when compared with similar
jurisdictions in other states) may reflect, in part, the
procedural difficulties faced by parties caused by the
interactions of sections 92, 98 and 99 ...

So the members of the commission are saying that
basically they have been chopped off at the knees, as
it were, and they are \U\able to do the work that they
were called upon to do because they have to get the
consent of the parties in advance in order to be able
to do anything. They have indicated that as a
consequence of that only a small number of disputes
go before the commission.
They further indicate that this is inconsistent with
section 83 of the act:
Section 83 makes it clear that the commission's
functions include facilitating the prevention of
industrial disputes and the prompt settlement of
industrial matters and disputes in a fair manner by
agreement, mediation, conciliation and arbitration with
the minimum of legal form and technicality.

The commission points out that it has been given an
impossible task. Under section 83 it is asked to solve
industrial disputes promptly, but under sections 92,
98 and 99 it is \U\able to do so because nothing can
come before it unless the parties consent. The
commission has asked for consideration to be given
to the possibility of streamlining and simplifying
those provisions. Rather than giving the flippant
answer he gave during question time today obviously because he had not even looked at the
report, let alone read part of it - the minister should
take the time to read it and take on board the
recommendations of the commission.
Hon. Bill Forwood interjected.
Hon. T. C. THEOPHANOUS - You might not
care about industrial disputes but a lot of people out
there do! I ask the minister to consider the
recommendation to simplify and streamline the
procedures under the act so that industrial disputes
in Victoria can be resolved in a timely fashion.

Responses
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL (Minister for Industry,
Science and Technology) -Mr Theophanous's
matter, unlike that raised by Mr Nardella, had
nothing to do with his commercial personal interests.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous -Cheap shot!
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Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - Imagine if we did it!
Imagine the moral outrage you in your shrunken
form would have given us! It just shows the
extraordinary tolerance our side has of the
improprieties of your side. Imagine how you would
have fulminated if one of our people had said, 'I'm
losing money and I would like to raise it in the
house'. We tolerate the lack of basic
understanding - Hon. T. C. Theophanous - On a point of order,
Mr President, I asked a question about industrial
relations and the Employee Relations Commission. I
did not ask the minister to answer a question asked
of another minister by another member. We all
recognise that he does not have much confidence in
the Minister for Small Business, but I am sure she is
capable of answering the question Mr Nardella
asked. I ask you, Mr President, to pull the Minister
for Industry, Science and Technology into line and
to get him to answer the question that was asked.
The PRESIDENT - Order! On the point of
order, the Leader of the Government has made his
point and he should respond to the question asked
by the Leader of the Opposition.
Hon. M. A. BIRRELL - I am more than happy to
do that. It is people like Mr Nardella and
Mr Theophanous who are our secret weapons, so I
hope the opposition keeps them in their positions
and that they keep raising their points as they do. I
enjoyed Mr Hartigan's contribution. I thoroughly
enjoyed every single sentence as he exposed exactly
why you lot are in oppoSition, Mr Theophanous. At
a time when the Labor Party needs leadership and
policies, what do we get? Everything Mr Hartigan
exposed you as: negative, hateful, backward looking
and bereft of any positive ideas. We get it time and
again from the opposition. Perhaps
Mr Theophanous does not understand what the
Labor Party needs to get it out of the hole. We know
what Labor needs but we are going to keep it to
ourselves, I can tell you!
In respect of the report, once again Mr Theophanous
is wrong in saying it is critical. When compared with
earlier annual reports it could be regarded as modest
in its commentary. I welcome the views expressed
by the commission in the annual report. We seek
them, we certainly note them and we are not
ashamed to receive them. The government has no
final plans to make any changes in this session of
Parliament.

ADJOURNMENT
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Hon. R. I. KNOWLES (Minister for Health) Mr Eren raised a matter for the Minister for Youth
and Community Affairs and referred to what he
believed were changes being proposed to youth
services in the City of Brimbank influenced by
possible changes in state government funding. I will
refer the matter to the minister.
Mrs Hogg raised for the Minister for Tertiary
Education and Training a proposal reported in this
morning's media about the introduction of fees for
those unable to gain places. I have no knowledge of
the proposal or the government's response and I will
refer the matter to the minister.
Mr Walpole raised a question from a constituent
about establishing a separate registration board for
osteopaths. The government is involved in
establishing a standard mechanism for registering
the profession and Parliament has already addressed
the issue of medical practitioners, nurses,
psychologists and another profesSion, the name of
which escapes me at the moment. We are reviewing
all registration boards including the Chiropractors
and Osteopaths Registration Board.
Concerns have been expressed about having two
registration boards instead of one covering each
profession. The government has indicated that
additional costs would be associated with having
two separate boards, and we have asked those
advancing the argument for separate registration
boards to canvass their members and establish
whether they are prepared to pay the costs involved.
I have just received a response indicating that of
those surveyed in the osteopaths profession about
80 per cent are prepared to bear the additional costs.
Based on that information the government will
review the legislation covering the boards with a
view to establishing separate registration boards.
Hon. G. R. CRAIGE (Minister for Roads and
Ports) - Mrs McLean raised the important issue of
power skis on Port Phillip Bay and the unfortunate
tragedy that occurred at Werribee. Already I have
had discussions with many groups about the current
conditions that apply to the use of power skis in Port
PhiUip Bay and other enclosed waters. In Victoria
operators do not require a licence, registration or
any skills at all to operate what are often very
powerful machines. I met with the Marine Board
and the State Boating Council and it is my intention
on Friday to raise at the Australian Transport
Council the establishment of a national marine
council. One of its charters will be to examine
national uniformity in respect of registration,
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licensing and prerequisites for operating those
machines.
As one would expect, the operators of power skis
tend to go to New South Wales and Queensland in
winter but they need to be licensed and registered in
both states. Victoria will certainly try to get things
moving so we can get some commonsense into the
area. We do not oppose the operation of ski boats in
Port Phillip Bay, but a degree of responsibility must
be taken when operating them. If one was operating
such a powerful machine on land, one would need
to be licensed and registered.
I hope by the summer in Port Phillip Bay some code
of practice is followed, and certainly that some sense
of responsibility is exercised. by the majority of the
people who operate power skis.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER (Minister for Small
Business) - Mr Nardella raises with me an issue for
referral to the Attorney-General. Those of us who
have been avid readers of the pecuniary interests
register over the past year or so would have read
that Mr Nardella has recently acquired a number of
properties and has become a landlord.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Is there anything
wrong with that?
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - There is absolutely
nothing wrong with it. Let me first take up the
policy point. Mr Nardella claims he approached the
Residential Tenancies Tribunal and that he has lost
rent. He has complained of delays at the tribunal
and delays in handling telephone queries.
The former Minister for Housing, Rob Knowles, was
well aware of a range of issues involved in this area
of housing. In fact, he set up a backbench review,
which I chaired and of which Mr Forwood was a
member. The government has addressed these
issues; it has acknowledged there are delays in the
tribunal and delays in answering telephones. It has
addressed the issues and these policy matters are in
train. However, the second comment I make is that I
am shocked that a man who claims he has integrity
in this house has come into the chamber tonight and
used his position as a member of Parliament to ask a
minister about a personal financial matter, claiming
he has lost rent.

Honourable members interjecting.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - He raised in this
Parliament the fact that he has lost rent. We have
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heard much in a sanctimonious tone from the Labor
Party over the past year about pecuniary interests
and conflict of interest. I put it to you, Mr President,
that it is outrageous for a member of the Labor Party
to come into this Parliament and raise, as a landlord,
a personal financial matter and request that a
minister of the Crown pursue it on his behalf.
I note also that the Leader of the Opposition,
Mr Brumby, has appointed the honourable member

for Niddrie in another place as the shadow minister
assisting the Leader of the Opposition on scrutiny of
government We are told the opposition is really into
this issue of conflict of interest and scrutiny of
government. I suggest the honourable member for
Niddrie may well start off by scrutinising not the
government but the oppOSition backbench for
absolute abuse of parliamentary processes. That is
what Mr Nardella has done by coming into this
Parliament and raising the fact that he has lost
money.
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Australia to launch its Daily Hansard on the Internet.
As usual, we are leading the way. It was interesting
to note that with the debate finishing at about
6.00 p.m. in the Assembly last Friday, within hours
the speeches given in both houses were available to
subscribers from London, New York and Canada.
To set this in context, in 1992-93 Parliament
developed an information systems strategy and that
is constantly being updated. Work is being done in
liaison with a government committee headed by
Mrs Rosemary Varty. Our desire is to give all
members of Parliament access to e-mail, and not just
to ministers and departments but to the wider
world; to give access to the Internet for publicly
available information and, through our library,
material that is not public but is relevant to our
work; electronic access to all parliamentary papers
and library material stored on CD-ROM, on which
are available the statutes of Victoria, encyclopaedias,
dictionaries, back issues of the newspapers and so
on.

Honourable members interjecting.
The PRESIDENT - Order! There is no point in
shouting at each other. I believe the minister is about
to wind up her reply.
Hon. LOUISE ASHER - I make the point that
the Leader of the Opposition has designated a
particular shadow portfolio for scrutiny of
government. It is my recommendation to him that
he start by scrutinising his own backbench,
including a member who has come into this
chamber tonight and raised a matter of personal
financial interest with a minister of the Crown. In
my view that is an abuse of his position and a
conflict of interest.
However, in deference to the traditions of this
house, I shall refer this matter to the
Attorney-General and she will deal with it as she
sees fit

Hon. T. C. Theophanous - Is this on the
Internet?
The PRESIDENT -No, it is in the library. CD
stackers are provided in the library. We hope within
a relatively short period to start to phase in this
program so that each member of both houses has
access to those programs, and in turn we as a
Parliament become more accessible to the rest of the
world. These are very eXciting and important times
for MPs.
Hon. T. C. Theophanous - When will we have
upgraded facilities in our offices to be able to access
the Internet?
The PRESIDENT - You will see beneficial
movement in that area in the not-too-distant future,
but it will be a progressive movement.
Motion agreed to.

The PRESIDENT - Order! Mr Power directed a
question to me about the fact that today the
Parliament of Victoria became the first Parliament in

House adjourned 11.07 p.m. until Tuesday, 18 June.
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